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An examination of the Joukowski airfoil in potential flow, without using complex numbers 

 

A Joukowski-type airfoil is one whose profile is described by a mathematical transformation pioneered by 

a Russian aerodynamicist, Messr. Joukowski.  It has some convenient mathematical properties.  For 

certain simple forms of the transformation, the mathematics are particularly elegant when tackled using 

complex numbers.  For more complicated forms of the transformation, the complex number 

representation is not so useful.  This paper keeps the analysis in the domain of real numbers. 

 

In the first part of this paper, we will do our best to construct a Joukowski airfoil as similar as possible to 

the one used on early versions of the Cessna 172.  In the second part of this paper, we will look at 

potential airflow in two basic configurations.  In the third part of this paper, we will show how the 

potential airflow around a Joukowski airfoil is the combination of the two basic flows.  The objective of 

the fourth, and last, part of this paper is to find expressions for the lift, drag and moment of a general-

form Joukowski airfoil, using the Cessna 172 airfoil as a numerical example. 

 

In a subsequent paper, we will test the expressions for the force and mechanical moment against 

simulation results from the OpenFoam program. 

 

Part I – Constructing the airfoil 

 

Let’s begin with a circle, whose radius is , and subject it to two successive co-ordinate transformations.  

First, we will shift the circle to the left by distance  and upwards by distance .  Then, we will “invert” 

the shifted circle using a Joukowski transformation.  The steps look like this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is convenient to use three sets of co-ordinates:  for points in the plane of the original circle, 

 for points in the plane of the shifted circle and  for points in the plane of the real-world 

airfoil.  Consider any point which lies on the origin circle.  It maps onto a point on the shifted circle 

which, in turn, maps onto a point on the real-world airfoil. 

 

The equation of the original circle is: 

 

 

 

Although we have defined a Cartesian -  plane, it will be handy to use polar co-ordinates as well.  If 

we define angle  as the polar angle of point , measured counter-clockwise from the -axis, 

then we can described the co-ordinates of the point as: 
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The shift (or translation) which constitutes the first transformation takes any point  on 

the original circle and maps it into the point on the shifted circle whose co-ordinates are: 

 

 

 

The Joukowski transformation, which we apply next, takes any point  on the shifted circle and 

maps it into the point on the real-world airfoil whose co-ordinates are: 

 

 

 

where  is some constant.  Equation  for  and  can be written in terms of the co-ordinates of the 

generating point on the original circle as: 

 

 

 

As  increases from  to , the corresponding point in the -  plane runs around the 

circumference of the original circle and the corresponding point in the -  plane makes one 

circumnavigation of the outline of the real-world airfoil.   

 

The following three graphs show three different kinds of shapes which can be generated using different 

combinations of , ,  and .  
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The transformations are really quite versatile.  Look at the following possibility. 

Generally speaking, parameter  influences the overall horizontal width of the real-world airfoil, 

parameter  influences the horizontal asymmetry, parameter  influences the vertical asymmetry and 

parameter  influences other features of the shape.  These observations are “generally speaking” because 

the four parameters are highly intertwined and changing any one changes everything. 

 

The early Cessna 172’s had a gross main wing area of 174 sq. ft. (“gross” meaning that this area includes 

that portion which formed the roof of the cabin) and a wing span of 35 ft. 10 in.  Dividing the former by 

the latter gives an average chord of 4.856 ft.  The wing was tapered so that the chord at the root was 5 ft. 

4 in. and the chord at the tip was 3 ft. 8½ in.  The average of these two extremes differs slightly from the 

average chord because the center section, over the cabin, had a constant profile.  For our purposes, we 

will use the average chord of 4.856 ft. or, because we will do all of our calculations in SI units, 1.480 

meters. 

 

The profile of the main wing was the NACA 2412 section.  I will not get into the NACA specifications 

here, because we cannot duplicate this section exactly via Joukowski.  Suffice it to say that: (i) the 

maximum thickness of the airfoil was 12% of the chord, (ii) the maximum camber was 2% of the chord 

and (iii) the point of maximum camber was located 40% of the chord aft of the leading edge.  I will also 

cite here, as an aside, that the maximum cruising speed of the early Cessna’s was 140 mph, or 18.78 

meters per second.    

 

Our task is to find a combination of the parameters , ,  and  which approximates the Cessna 172’s 

main wing.  One approach is to inspect the  co-ordinates using Equation  and to derive 

expressions for the chord and thickness.  This can be done but the useful results are only approximate and 

do not address the camber.  Another, and often better, approach is visual.  A short Visual Basic program 

which plots NACA and Joukowski profiles for comparison purposes is listed in Appendix “A” attached 

hereto.  For two different sets of the parameters, the results look like this: 

 

 
 

 

Parameter set #1 

Parameter set #2 

NACA in black, Joukowski in red 
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Which Joukowski profile better approximates the NACA 2412 profile?  I purposefully did not show the 

relevant parameters in the figures above, in order to illustrate the pitfalls of a strictly mathematical 

approach to comparison.  In my judgment, the upper Joukowski profile is better, but the lower Joukowski 

profile has better parameters.  Let me show the details. 

 

Parameter 

Cessna  

NACA 2412 

Upper diagram 

Joukowski 

Lower diagram 

Joukowski 

Joukowski R n/a 0.4051 0.4051 

Joukowski f n/a 0.03069 0.03697 

Joukowski g n/a 0.02032 0.01622 

Joukowski b n/a 0.3672 0.3672 

Chord (meters) 1.480 1.480 1.481 

max camber 2.00% 2.52% 2.02% 

max thickness 12.00% 11.44% 12.00% 

camber point 40.00% 49.24% 50.10% 

thickness point c. 40% 26.59% 25.18% 

 

The lower Joukowski section has the same chord, camber and thickness as the NACA 2412, but does not 

“look” as close.  Part of the reason is that Joukowski profiles have three general characteristics which 

cause them to differ from airfoils in common use: 

1. a droop in the nose section; 

2. a more bulbous, or rounded, nose and 

3. much more curvature in the aft half of the chord. 

 

For the purposes of this paper, either Joukowski airfoil would do.  We will proceed using the one in the 

upper diagram, for which: 

 

 

 

Part II – Understanding airflow using a velocity potential 

 

What is “potential flow”?  Air has a couple of properties – compressibility and viscosity – which make 

the mathematics of modeling things moving through air quite difficult.  Moving things have a couple of 

properties of their own – three dimensions and acceleration – which make the mathematics even more 

difficult.  Potential flow is the flow of air, or any fluid, in which all four of these inconveniences are 

ignored.  In other words, airflow is “potential” if it is (i) steady, (ii) two-dimensional, (iii) incompressible 

and (iv) inviscid.  Even in the face of so many assumptions, one can still get useful results.  In a little 

more detail, the meanings of these four assumptions are as follows. 

 

Steady – That the pattern of the airflow is constant with time.   

 

Two-dimensional – That the pattern of the airflow is simple enough to be analyzed in two dimensions, not 

three.  Since all bodies have three dimensions, the flow of air will always be a three-dimensional affair.  

However, if one dimension of the body is relatively long, it may be that the flow over parts near the 

“middle” of that dimension is not too much affected by the happenings at the “ends”.  If that is so, then 
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the airflow near the middle of the long dimension can be approximated as being constant from point-to-

point along the long dimension.  In other words, the airflow in a cross-section perpendicular to the long 

dimension can be analyzed using only two dimensions. 

 

Incompressible – That the mass density of the air is constant.  Air is, of course, compressible.  The air’s 

compressibility is important in many situations, such as the analysis of sound waves.  However, many 

situations involve air moving in bulk and relatively slowly, and here the compressibility can often be 

ignored.  The analysis of air flowing at low speed over a curved surface is one such case.  That the density 

is assumed to be constant does not prevent a higher pressure on one side of a “block” of air from pushing 

the block in the direction of lower pressure. 

 

Inviscid – Inviscid is a fancy adjective used to describe viscosity and, in particular, describes a condition 

of no or extremely low viscosity.  Molasses has high viscosity.  A puddle of molasses will flow down an 

inclined surface very slowly.  There is a lot of “friction” between the molecules of molasses which 

prevent “blocks” of molasses from sliding easily alongside each other.  The viscosity of air is quite low 

but, in some situations, cannot be ignored.  For example, it is the viscosity of the air which prevents it 

from sliding smoothly over a wing’s surface and so gives rise to boundary layers.  It is the viscosity of the 

air which gives rise to vortices.  In fact, the assumption that the air has no viscosity is tantamount to the 

assumption that small volume elements of the air do not rotate.  A small volume element of an inviscid 

fluid may be stretched and elongated as it slides alongside neighbouring volume elements, but it will not 

rotate.  Therefore, an inviscid flow is also called an “irrotational” flow. 

 

Let’s imagine an arbitrary pattern of potential airflow in a two-dimensional -  Cartesian plane.  The 

location of any point in the plane can be described by its co-ordinates .  Consider now some region 

in the plane where there is air flowing.  (There may be regions, such as inside an airfoil, where there will 

not be any air flowing.)  We can describe the velocity of the air at any point using a vector .   will 

change from point to point in the plane, but it will not change with time, since the airflow is assumed to 

be steady.  If we consider all of the velocities  at all of the points in the plane where there is air, we can 

call the set of velocities a “vector field”. 

 

If we pick from all the velocities in the vector field a subset where the velocities are successively head-to-

tail, then that subset describes a streamline.  A small volume of air which is on this streamline at some 

point will always be on this streamline.   

 

If the airflow is irrotational, then the streamlines will not circle back on themselves.  The velocities in and 

around any point in the vector field will not curl back on themselves.  Mathematically, the measure of the 

curl of the vectors in a vector field is given by the “curl”: .  The “del” operator  is a set of spatial 

derivatives and the vector cross-product  matches up those derivatives with the vectors in the vector 

field in a way which measures any net circular tendency.  For an irrotational flow: 

 

 
 

Now, it is an identity of scalar fields – a “scalar field” being a set of single numbers, one per point in the 

-  plane – that: 

 

 

 

where  is any scalar field, and  and  are the del operator and the cross-product once again. 
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If the velocity vector field  satisfies Equation , then there must exist a scalar field, which we will call 

, which satisfies Equation  and can be written as: 

 

 

 

That is not to say that it is easy to figure out what scalar field  generates the vector field , but a scalar 

field  must exist nonetheless.  We would always like to find the scalar field for a vector field because, if 

we can find it, a lot of the mathematics is simplified. 

 

Equation  is the mathematical expression which describes an irrotational vector field.  

Incompressibility has its own mathematical expression.  If the airflow is incompressible, then there cannot 

be any net flow of air into or out of any given any given volume of space.  If a certain quantity of air 

flows into the specified volume through one side, then an equal quantity of air must flow out of the 

specified volume through its other sides.  Otherwise, there would be an increase or decrease in the amount 

of air inside the volume, which would require that it be compressed or rarified, respectively.  The 

mathematical measure of the net outflow from a specified point in a vector field is the “divergence”: 

.  This is the del operator again, but this time applied to the vector field via the vector dot-product .  

The dot-product matches up the spatial derivatives of the del operator with the vectors in the vector field 

in a way which measures any net outward tendency.  For an incompressible flow: 

 

 
 

For the inviscid and incompressible flows that we are looking at in this paper, both of Equations  and 

 must be satisfied.  If they are, then we can combine them as follows: 

 

 

 

where  is called the Laplacian.  The scalar field , which has these wonderful properties (only for 

steady, inviscid, incompressible flow) and which gives rise to the velocity vector field , is called the 

“velocity potential” or the “potential field”.  Through long usage, the name of this scalar function – the 

velocity potential – came to be applied to any flow – a “potential” flow – which satisfies these simplifying 

assumptions.   

 

Air flows from points with low potential to points with high potential.  (This is the convention for airflow.  

The convention for gravity, for example, is different: a mass will move from points with high potential to 

points with low potential.)  The speed  of the air in the -direction at any point will be equal to the 

slope of  with respect to  at that point, thus: 

 

 

 

Similarly, the speed  of the air in the -direction at any point will be equal to the slope of  with 

respect to  at that point, thus: 
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Together, Equations  and  mean that the air’s velocity at any point can be written as: 

 

 

 

One can think of the scalar field  as being a surface of hills and valleys over the -  plane.  At all 

points, the air tries to climb uphill as steeply as possible, at right angles to lines of constant .  Lines of 

constant  are like the contour lines drawn on this surface.  The air moves at right angles to lines of 

constant , in the direction in which  increases most steeply. 

 

It would be useful if we could identify a second scalar field, in which the air moves along lines of 

constant “whatever”, as opposed to perpendicularly across lines of constant potential .  This second 

field would have to be “perpendicular” to the potential field, like uphill / downhill lines drawn across the 

contour lines on a contour map.  They would be like double-diamond ski runs on a ski hill.   

 

Mathematically, the slopes of this second scalar field would be the negative reciprocal of the slopes of the 

potential field.  (There are two slopes, one in the -direction and one in the -direction.  Only one of them 

should be the negative reciprocal.  Taking the negative reciprocal of both slopes would simply turn the 

surface upside down.  By convention, the negative reciprocal is taken in the -direction, not the -

direction.)  If we let this second scalar field be represented by , then its derivatives must be equal to: 

 

 

 

so we can also express the air’s velocity at any point as: 

 

 

 

Since the airflow is inviscid, it must still be the case that .  Therefore: 

 

 

 

so that: 
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It happens, then, that the Laplacians of  and  are both zero.  The scalar field  is called the 

“streamline function” since lines of constant  are the paths taken by little volumes of air as they pass 

through the region of interest.  

 

To illustrate the two scalar functions, let’s consider the steady flow of incompressible and inviscid air 

around an infinitely long cylinder.  A typical cross-section of the pattern of this airflow is shown in the 

following figure.  The air approaches the cylinder from the left (in the direction of the positive -axis) 

with speed , where the subscript denotes that this is the speed so far upstream that it is not affected by 

the presence of the cylinder.  The cylinder has radius .  (I will use the symbol  for the radius to avoid 

any confusion with the radius  we used in the previous section to generate an airfoil.)  Any particular 

point in the airflow can be located by its polar co-ordinates: distance  from the center of the cylinder and 

angle  with respect to the -axis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The graph shows 11 streamlines, spaced apart vertically (far upstream) by the distance .  All of the 

streamlines are shown in black except for the central one, which is shown in red.  The red streamline 

approaches the cylinder dead-center.  The air in this streamline comes to a stop at the surface of the 

cylinder.  There, it splits into two, with some of the air sliding over the top of the cylinder and the rest 

sliding over the bottom.  These two red streamlines rejoin at a stagnation point diametrically opposed to 

the one at the leading edge.   

 

Each of the 11 streamlines corresponds to a constant value of .  In fact, the streamlines were plotted 

using an Excel spreadsheet by finding the points at each value of  which had the 11 given values of , 

as determined using the first of Equations  from below. 

 

I have also plotted in light blue nine iso-potential lines.  To avoid clutter, I did not plot their symmetric 

counterparts in the bottom half of the plane.  Each light blue trace is a line along which  is a constant.  

The values of  I selected for plotting were the values of  on the surface of the cylinder at angles of  

equal to , , , , , , ,  and .  It is clear that the iso-potential lines and the 

streamlines intersect at right angles.  These lines were plotted using the second of Equations . 

-axis 

-axis 

  
 

radius  
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uniform airflow at  

-axis 
 

 

What I have not told you yet is what the equations for the scalar fields  and  actually are.  For any 

point in the airflow whose radial distance is  and whose polar angle is , the value of the streamline 

function and potential function, respectively, are: 

 

 

 

Before proceeding, let me generalize the free stream speed  a little bit.  In the graph above, the uniform 

airflow is from left to right, in the direction of the positive -axis.  This is not always convenient.  More 

generally, we can envision the air flowing uniformly from the lower left towards the upper right.  We can 

still take its speed at a faraway distance to be , but its direction far upstream is to the right and 

upwards.  It is customary to define an angle  as the angle at which the air “attacks” the object, or vice 

versa.  The following figure shows the convention, in which  is the acute positive angle between the 

direction of the uniform airflow and the -axis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To include this geometry, the streamline and potential functions in Equation  are re-written as: 

 

 

 

We can calculate the velocity of the air at any point around the cylinder using either function.  Let’s use 

the potential field, and find the velocity by taking the gradient: .  Because the potential field is 

expressed in polar co-ordinates , it is easiest if we use the del operator in polar co-ordinates, too.  (I 

have attached as Appendix “B” a quick review of vector operations in two-dimensions.) 
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and, continuing: 

 

 

 

This is the velocity of the air anywhere outside of the cylinder.  At any point,  is the unit vector pointing 

outwards, in the radial direction, and its coefficient is the speed of the air in the radial direction.   is the 

tangential unit vector, meaning that it is tangent to the origin-centered circle passing through the point, 

and it points in the direction in which angle  increases.  Its coefficient is the speed of the air in the 

tangential direction.  (Since angle  is referenced to the -axis, which points downstream, it happens that 

the tangential unit vector  actually points upstream at points in the upper half of the -  plane shown in 

the figure above.) 

 

Now, Equation  is very general – it is the velocity of the air at all points outside of the cylinder.  Let 

us now consider only those points which are on the surface of the cylinder.  The radius  of points which 

are on the surface is equal to the radius  of the cylinder.  At those points, Equation  simplifies to: 

 

 

 

On the surface, then, the radial component of the air’s velocity vanishes.  This means that the air slides 

along the surface.  The speed at which it slides along the surface is the tangential component of the 

velocity, .  The minus sign has the following meaning.  When  is positive, 

the minus sign indicates that the air is moving in the direction in which angle  decreases, that is, from 

right to left.   is positive for angles  in the range from  to .  Generally speaking, 

this corresponds to the top side of the cylinder (at least when the air is approaching more or less from the 

left and the angle of attack is not unusually large).  Similarly, points on the bottom surface of the cylinder 

correspond to points where  is negative, so that the tangential component of the speed is 

positive.  Here, the positive sign indicates that the air is moving in the direction in which angle  

increases, that is, from left to right once again. 

 

The points of maximum speed are reached when  and .  When the angle 

of attack is zero, these two points are exactly at the top and bottom of the cylinder.  When the angle of 

attack changes, the points of maximum speed will change as well.  But, the speed of the air at the two 

points of maximum speed will remain at twice the free stream airspeed . 

 

Some readers will have been disappointed at how the equations for the two scalar functions  and , in 

Equation  above, appeared so suddenly, almost out of thin air.  They were not somehow “derived”.  

Such is life with these scalar functions.  Neither mathematics nor magic “finds” them, only luck.  So, how 

does one know if one got lucky?  There are two tests.  The first is: the functions have to satisfy the so-

called boundary conditions.  They have to match the physical boundaries of the situation. In the case 

above, they do.  They allow for a cylinder of just the right diameter and they allow for a uniform airflow 

far away from the cylinder.  The second test is this: the two functions have to satisfy Laplace’s equation.  

This we have not done, an oversight we will now remedy.  
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Note that the cylinder does not experience any lift.  Lift is the net force acting on a body in the direction 

perpendicular to the free stream.  The cause is more subtle than just the symmetry of the cylinder above 

and below the horizontal plane.  The geometry is not symmetric in the horizontal direction, but the 

cylinder does not experience any drag either.  Drag is the net force acting on a body in the direction 

parallel to the free stream, that is, downstream.  To get lift, we need to add a second kind of airflow to the 

uniform flow of air. 

 

Adding a vortex to the uniform flow past the cylinder 

 

In this section, we will add a vortex flow to the uniform flow past the cylinder.  We will begin by looking 

at the vortex flow by itself.  Physically, a vortex simulates the airflow around a rotating cylinder.  If the 

air has some viscosity, even a small amount, it will begin to circulate around the cylinder.  Eventually, a 

steady-state will be reached in which the air at the surface of the cylinder moves along with the surface 

and the air at greater distances revolves around the cylinder more slowly. 

 

Let me point out that a vortex flow, in which the air moves in circles, does not violate one of our main 

assumptions, that the flow is irrotational.  Let me explain why.  A flow is rotational if there exists any 

point in the flow, which we can imagine is enclosed in a very small element of volume, in which the air 

rotates around itself.  In a vortex, there is possibly such a point, at the very center of the vortex.  However, 

in the case at hand, the cylinder is at the center, and there is no airflow inside the cylinder.  Outside the 

cylinder, where there is airflow, there are no such points.  While small elements of volume may revolve 

around the center of the cylinder, the air inside them does not rotate around itself.  

 

The potential function and streamline function for a vortex (luck arrives, in the form of me) are given by: 

 

 

Aside to verify that the Laplacian is satisfied 

 

We should be able to confirm that  for the uniform flow.  Since we used the potential 

field in Equation  to calculate the air’s velocity, let us use the streamline function to confirm that 

the Laplacian is zero.  Since the streamline function is expressed in polar co-ordinates, it is easier once 

again to use the polar co-ordinate form of the Laplacian. 
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-axis 

-axis 

 

-axis 

 

 

where  is the vorticity – the strength of the vortex – and  is the natural logarithm of .  

Notwithstanding that the vortex exists physically only if air has some viscosity, these two fields still 

satisfy the Laplacian, thus: 

 

 

 

The streamline function  becomes infinite at , at the center of the vortex.  Fortunately, there is no 

air at that point, so we need not be concerned about the mathematical singularity there. 

 

As always, the velocity of the air is given by the gradient of the potential function: : 

 

 

 

The velocity has no radial component; it is entirely tangential.  At every point, the air moves in a circle 

around the center of the cylinder.  Therefore, the streamlines  are circles around the cylinder and the 

lines of constant potential are straight lines which pass through the center of the cylinder.  Note also that 

the tangential speed of the air is inversely proportional to the distance  from the center of the cylinder. 

 

Let me say a quick word about the minus sign which precedes the vorticity  in the streamline function 

.  Looking at Equation , it is clear that the air moves in counter-clockwise circles (in the direction 

of increasing angles ) when the vorticity is algebraically positive.  This 

direction corresponds to the -axis which would exist in a conventional 

right-handed co-ordinate frame, as shown in the figure at the right.  If 

this vortex is added to a uniform flow of air from left-to-right, then the 

higher speed air will be on the bottom.  This will result in the lift force 

acting downwards, in the direction of the negative -axis.  This could be 

inconvenient, but is easily rectified by using vortices with negative 

algebraic values, which circulate in the clockwise direction. 
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Interesting things happen when we combine the uniform airflow past the cylinder and the vortex.  For the 

combined airflow, the scalar fields are: 

 

 

 

Are we allowed to simply add up the scalar functions?  Yes, we can add up the scalar fields of two 

potential flows knowing that the result will also be a potential flow.  This is the case because the 

derivatives which operate on the scalar fields are linear – the derivative of the sum of two fields will be 

equal to the sum of the derivatives of the individual fields.  For example, if the Laplacians of the two 

fields are separately equal to zero, then the Laplacian of their sum will also be equal to zero. 

 

The following figure shows the pattern of a uniform flow and a vortex around a cylinder.  Different 

patterns occur for different values of the free stream speed , the angle of attack , the vorticity  and 

the cylinder radius .  For the curious, the following pattern was obtained using , , 

 and .  The geometry is a little too complicated to be managed entirely on a spreadsheet, 

so the Visual Basic program listed in Appendix “C” was used to calculate the streamlines. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The surface of the cylinder is shown in green, but it is almost hidden behind the red streamline which 

flows on the surface.  As before, the cylinder has radius  and any point in the airflow can be identified 

by its polar co-ordinates .  The direction of the uniform flow  is shown by the arrow at the left.  

The direction of the vortex  is shown by the arrow inside the cylinder.  Since  was given a negative 

algebraic value, the two flows combine so that the airflow has its highest speed on the top side of the 

cylinder. 

 

 

 

  

radius  

 -axis 

-axis 
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The streamlines are shown in black, with the exception of the two streamlines nearest the cylinder, which 

are shown in red.  I have not shown any lines of constant potential, which would be a grid everywhere at 

right angles to the streamlines. 

 

I selected the streamlines to be plotted so they are equally far apart, in the vertical direction, far upstream.  

Clearly, the streamlines which pass over the top of the cylinder are compressed together to a greater 

extent than those which pass along the bottom.  This indicates greater speed on the top side than on the 

bottom side. 

 

The incoming airflow comes to rest at stagnation point #1 (labeled  in the figure) on the surface of 

the cylinder, before splitting, with some of the air flowing over the top and the rest flowing under (over?) 

the bottom.  There is a similar stagnation point ( ) at the “trailing edge” of the cylinder, where the air 

comes to rest again before flowing downstream. 

 

The particular streamline which actually intersects the cylinder at the stagnation points is not shown in the 

figure, but it can easily be imagined as the mid-line between the two red streamlines which are shown.  

Far upstream, removed from the influence of the cylinder, this “stagnation” streamline is a straight line 

sloping from the lower left to the upper right at the angle of attack.  The angle of attack used to produce 

the graph was .  Note that the stagnation streamline is not a straight line as it approaches the cylinder.  

It begins to slope upwards at an angle even greater than the angle of attack.  Similarly, the stagnation 

streamline does not “proceed” downstream as a straight line either.  As one goes further and further 

downstream, and the influence of the cylinder decreases, the stagnation streamline curves back into line 

with the uniform flow.  Far enough downstream, the stagnation streamline will once again be a straight 

line angled upwards at the angle of attack. 

  

If the vortex is generated by a rotation of the cylinder, then the speed of the cylinder’s rotation can be 

varied independently from the speed of the uniform flow.  As the speed of rotation increases, the increase 

in vorticity will increase the amount of “twist” which the airflow experiences in the neighbourhood of the 

cylinder. 

 

Now, let us look at what happens on the surface of the cylinder itself.  The surface is selected 

mathematically by setting the radii  of the points of interest equal to the radius of the cylinder .  

Therefore, on the surface of the cylinder, the streamline function in Equation  reduces to: 

 

 

 

This is a constant.  Therefore, all points on the surface of the cylinder have this value of .   Since a 

streamline is defined by its value of , if follows that there is only streamline flowing along the surface 

of the cylinder.   

 

Now, let us consider some other points which lie “just outside” the surface.  We can define “just outside” 

as being points where the radii are slightly more, by some fraction , say, than the radius  of the 

cylinder.  For those points, for which , the streamline function in Equation  becomes: 

 

 

 

For very small , we can use the Taylor series expansions and subsequent approximations that 

 and that .  This way, we can approximate  as: 
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These approximations become better as  gets increasingly smaller, and become exact when  reaches 

zero.   

 

Look at the coefficient of , in the square brackets.  There could be circumstances where this coefficient 

is zero even when  itself is not zero.  The entire  term will vanish at these points, which will therefore 

have the same value of  as the points on the surface, even though they are just outside the surface.  By 

definition, these points just outside the surface also lie on the stagnation streamline. 

 

We can figure out which points these are by finding the values of angle  which cause the coefficient of  

to equal zero.  For the moment, let us call these points “critical” points, and use the symbol  for their 

polar angles.  Setting the coefficient of  equal to zero at these angles gives: 

 

 

 

Since the inverse sine function produces two angles around the circle for the same value of its argument, 

there will be two angles  for any given value of .  These two angles correspond to the two 

stagnation points or, more precisely, to the upstream and downstream stagnation streamlines or, even 

more precisely, to the points just outside the surface where the upstream and downstream stagnation 

streamlines arrive at the surface.  In other words, these two angles describe the polar angles at which the 

upstream and downstream stagnation streamlines intersect the cylinder. 

 

Let us consider the simplest case, where there is no vortex at all.  When , the term in Equation  

reduces to , which has the two values  and .  The two corresponding critical angles will then 

be  and , respectively.  The latter point corresponds to the upstream stagnation 

streamline, whose intersection point lies directly in the eye of the wind.  The former point corresponds to 

the downstream stagnation streamline, whose intersection point in this zero-vorticity case is the trailing 

edge. 

 

For the values used to produce the plot above, which were listed in the text just before the graph, the 

argument  is equal to .  The two values of  are 

 and .  Adding the angle of attack, , gives intersection angles of  and 

.  The former is the angle around the cylinder at which the upstream stagnation point is located; 

the latter is the angle around the cylinder of the downstream stagnation point.   
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Adding the vortex has moved both stagnation points in the downwards direction, colloquially speaking, 

towards the bottom of the cylinder.  As the speed of rotation increases, the two stagnation points will 

continue to shift downwards.  As the speed of rotation increases even further, there will come a speed at 

which the two stagnation points merge on the bottom surface.  As the speed of rotation is increased even 

further than that … well, I leave you to work that out.   

 

Using the potential and streamline functions, we can calculate the velocity of the air anywhere outside the 

cylinder.  In fact, we can calculate the velocity using either one of the functions in Equation .  

Suppose we use the potential function this time around.  The radial component of the velocity is given by 

the radial derivative of the potential function, thus: 

 

 

 

and the tangential component of the velocity is given by the tangential derivative of the potential function, 

thus: 

 

 

These are the components of the air’s velocity at any point around the cylinder, not just on the surface.   

 

While it is nice to know the velocity field, what we usually prefer to know is the pressure at points on the 

surface of the cylinder, from which we can calculate the forces acting on the cylinder.  That is what we 

are going to do now.  We will start the analysis of pressure by looking at the air’s velocity on the surface.  

Philosophically, the air can react with the cylinder only at points where they make contact, and those 

points of contact are the surface of the cylinder.   The velocity of the air at any point that is not on the 

surface has only an indirect influence on the pressure on the surface, through its participation in the whole 

physical process which determines the velocity of the air on the surface. 

 

Restricting our attention to the surface only, then , and the components of the velocity in Equations 

 reduce to: 
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As before, there is no radial component of the velocity.  The air slides along the surface through various 

angles of .  There happen to be two points at which the tangential component of the velocity vanishes 

here as well.  These two points are, of course, the stagnation points.  The angles  are calculated by 

setting the tangential component of the velocity to zero, upon which we get: 

 

 

 

These angles  are exactly the same as the angles .  They mean different things, though.  The critical 

angles  were determined for points located just outside of the surface of the cylinder; the angles  were 

determined for points which are exactly on the surface.  That their values turn out to be the same actually 

tells us something new: that the stagnation streamlines intersect the surface at right angles. 

 

In any event, we now have a delightfully simple expression in Equation  for the air speed at all points 

on the surface of the cylinder.  In the following discussion, we will have need for the square of the speed 

on the surface of the cylinder.  For convenience, we will write that down here, as: 

 

 

 

Bernoulli’s Principle 

 

Bernoulli’s Principle is a special application of the general observation about nature that energy is 

conserved.  In our universe, energy is, in fact, conserved.  The amount of energy which exists after any 

event or series of events is the same as the amount of energy which existed before.  When considering a 

specific event or series of events, it can sometimes be a puzzle to figure out what form some of the energy 

took, but it is always the case that the total energy in a specific event or series of events can be entirely 

accounted for and does not change. 

 

Messr. Bernoulli was the first to apply this observation to the flow of air.  He reasoned that the total 

energy which any little element of air has must remain constant as that little element of air travels along a 

streamline.  That little volume of air possesses several different kinds of energy.  One kind is its net 

kinetic energy, being the energy of its physical translation.  Another kind is its gravitational potential 

energy, which changes as the little element of air rises or falls in the gravitational field of the Earth.  A 

third kind is the kinetic energy of the atoms inside the little volume as they move about.  This sort of 

energy is affected by the temperature, pressure and density of the air.  A fourth kind is the energy of the 

little volume due to its rotation, which is the kinetic counterpart of its kinetic energy due to translation. 

 

What Messr. Bernoulli figured out is that the sum of these different kinds of energy is a constant as the 

little volume element travels along a streamline.  For inviscid air flowing at low speed, and predominantly 

in the horizontal direction, two of these kinds of energy are much more significant than the others.  They 

are: (i) the kinetic energy of translation and (ii) the energy due to the static pressure.   

 

The energy due to the static pressure can be thought of as the total amount of energy which would be 

required (and was required) to bring together from infinite separation all of the atoms in the little volume 

element.  The atoms are pressed together and, given a chance, would want to spread themselves apart.  
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Here, in the lower atmosphere of the Earth, the atoms are kept pressed together by the aggregate weight of 

the air which extends five or ten miles above the volume element.   

 

Bernoulli’s Principle for this simple type of flow (a “potential” flow) is often written as: 

 

 

 

where: 

  is the (constant) density of the air (do not forget that we have assumed incompressibility); 

  is the speed of the air at any point along the streamline; and 

  is the static pressure at that point. 

 

We are interested in Bernoulli’s Principle because we can use it to calculate the pressure on the surface of 

the cylinder.  To use Bernoulli’s Principle for this purpose, we need to know the square of the speed of 

the air at the points of interest.  Fortunately, we know this for the points on the surface of the cylinder, 

and wrote it down in Equation .  

 

All of the points on the surface of the cylinder, both on the top and on the bottom, are on the streamline 

which passes through the two stagnation points.  Since they are all on the same streamline, Bernoulli’s 

Principle can be applied to them as follows: 

 

 

 

What I have done here is set the energy at the stagnation point (on the left-hand side of the equation) 

equal to the energy at any point on the surface (on the right-hand side of the equation).  Using the 

stagnation points as a sort of reference point for Bernoulli’s Principle is a huge benefit because, at the 

stagnation points, the speed of the air is zero. 

 

Setting  at the stagnation points on the left-hand side reduces the previous expression to: 

 

 

 

Whatever its value,  is a constant for our rotating cylinder.  In-so-far as Equation  is 

concerned,  is the same for all points on the surface.  The right-hand side of Equation  is 

an expression for the pressure difference between the pressure at any point on the surface and some 

constant, which we can call the “reference pressure”.  This is going to work out fine for our purpose – the 

net force acting on the cylinder is the resultant of the pressures acting all around the surface and is not 

changed if we add or subtract some constant to all the measurements of pressure.  In other words, the net 

force does not depend on the absolute pressures which act on the surface, but only the relative pressures. 

 

Something else is interesting about Equation .  , , ,  and  are all parameters of the physical 

configuration.  Let’s examine the case where the cylinder rotates at a constant angular speed.  Once we set 
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up the physical apparatus and set the cylinder spinning, all five parameters are constant.  The only 

remaining variable on the right-hand side of Equation  is the polar angle .  In other words, the 

pressure difference at a particular point, with respect to the pressure at the stagnation points, depends only 

on the angular location of the point. 

 

Let’s use the symbol  as the “over-pressure” at the point on the surface of the cylinder which is at angle 

 with respect to the -axis.  Over-pressure is not meant to mean that the pressure is necessarily a high 

pressure.  It simply means that  is algebraically positive if the pressure at the subject point is greater 

than the pressure at the stagnation point.  We can write Equation  as: 

 

 

 

Let me say a quick word about dimensions.  If the speed  is measured in meters per second and the 

density of the air is measured in kilograms per cubic meter (the density of air at STP is around 

), then the units of   will be .  Newtons per square 

meter is the standard SI unit of pressure.   

 

The following graph shows the over-pressure around the cylinder (in Newtons per square meter) using the 

same numerical values as in the preceding section: , ,  and . 

 

I have shown the stagnation streamline (in red) to give a better idea of the orientation of the pressure 

distribution. To meet the needs of the horizontal scale of this graph, I have extended the stagnation 

streamline further upstream and downstream than in the preceding graph.  (I will discuss the green line 

below.)  The relative pressure at various points on the surface is represented by the length and direction of 

the black arrows.  By its very nature, pressure acts perpendicularly to the surface, so the lines are radial 

from the center of the cylinder.  The vertical and horizontal axes of the graph are scaled the same, in 

Newtons per square meter.  The length of the pressure arrows can be related directly to a corresponding 

length on either axis.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
length  
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Let me say a word about the pressure arrows.  I have added arrows to indicate which way the relative 

pressure is acting.  Once again, the relative pressure is the amount by which the pressure at any particular 

point on the surface is greater than the static pressure at the stagnation points.  At the stagnation points 

themselves, the relative pressure is zero (although the absolute pressure is not).  On the top side of the 

cylinder, the air is moving and so, by Bernoulli’s Principle, has a lower absolute pressure than at the 

stagnation points. Mathematically, the lower relative pressure arises from the minus sign in the expression 

for the over-pressure in Equation .  I have shown the lower absolute pressures with arrows pointing 

outwards from the surface.   

 

Note that the absolute pressure on the bottom side of the cylinder is also less than the absolute pressure at 

the stagnation points, so the arrows there for the relative pressures also point away from the surface.  In 

fact, the absolute pressure on the surface is less than the absolute pressure at the stagnation points 

everywhere except at the stagnation points. 

 

Because the absolute pressure on the surface is less than at the stagnation points, I have shown the relative 

pressure “pulling outwards”, both on the top and the bottom.  The amount of the “pull” is different on the 

top and bottom.  Since the air on the top of the cylinder is moving faster than the air on the bottom, the 

relative pressure on the top is less than the relative pressure on the bottom.  There is a net pressure acting 

upwards: lift. 

 

It is a straightforward exercise to calculate the lift, by integrating the over-pressure in Equation  

around the surface.  Pressure forces, both absolute and relative, act perpendicularly to the surfaces they 

abut.  At the point on the surface located at angle , the radial vector which is perpendicular to the surface 

has the same slope as the vector pointing from the center of the cylinder to the point.  We can separate the 

over-pressure into its components  acting upwards and  acting towards the right as follows: 

 

 

 

Pressure exerts a force by pressing or pulling on an area.  An area is the product of lengths in two 

directions.  Because we have modeled the cylinder using a two-dimensional flow, one of the dimensions 

on which the pressure presses is the distance into the page.  For the moment, let’s assume that we look at 

the pressure acting on an area whose depth into the page is given by .  The second distance we can use to 

define an area could be a small arc of the circle representing the surface of the cylinder.  An arc short 

enough to be considered straight has a length equal to the cylinder’s radius  multiplied by the small 

angle subtended by the arc as seen from the center of the circle .  Therefore, the small bit of force 

which the over-pressure exerts on the surface in the immediate vicinity of the point located at angle  is: 

 

 

 

The depth  into the page is arbitrary.  It makes most sense to standardize the formulae by setting  equal 

to a unit length, say, 1 meter.  Then, the forces   and  are the forces per unit length, say, per meter, 

of depth into the page.  On this basis, we get: 

 

 

 

The minus signs exist to suit our requirement that a negative over-pressure “pulls” the surface in the 

outward direction.  We can add up the small bits of force  all around the cylinder as follows: 
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There are three terms in the integrand, two of which will vanish when they are integrated around a full 

circle.  The last term, for example, is a constant multiplied by .   is asymmetric with respect to 

the angle , meaning that for every given value of  on the circle, there will be a corresponding angle on 

the other side of the circle having an equal but opposite value of .  These pairs will cancel each other 

out as the integration works its way around the circle. 

 

The first term in the integrand is also asymmetric.  To see this, one can expand  as 

follows, using several trigonometric identities: 

 

 

 

Each of the three terms in Equation  has its own asymmetry.  The first term – in  – is 

asymmetric on its face.  The second term – in  – is not asymmetric per se, but will vanish 

nonetheless as  is integrated around the circle.  And, the third term – in  – is symmetric 

in  but is made asymmetric by the sine. 

 

With these asymmetries eliminated, Equation  reduces to: 

 

 

 

As it turns out, there is still one more symmetry.  The integrand can be expanded as: 

 

 

 

The second term – in  – is asymmetric.  The constant factor  can be taken outside the 

integral, leaving: 
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And, continuing: 

 

 

 

Equation  is the net force acting in the direction of the -axis, which is the vertical direction is the 

graphs above.  A similar integration of  gives the net force in the direction of the -axis as: 

 

 
 

When the vorticity  is algebraically negative and the angle of attack  is algebraically positive, as they 

both are in the example plotted above, the net force points upwards  and to the left .  

The net force bears an angle  to the left from the vertical, which places it at right angles to the angle of 

attack.  In other words, the net force (the “lift”) is at right angles to the direction of the uniform flow far 

upstream. 

 

As we near the end of this section, let me refer back to the green line in the previous plot, of the over-

pressures acting on the surface of the cylinder.  As I was preparing this plot and some others like it, it 

appeared to me that the pattern of the over-pressure was not exactly at right angles to the red streamline, 

which is the stagnation streamline.  Quite so, it is not.  In the graph shown above, it is two or three 

degrees off.  The explanation is that the graph is not “wide enough” to show the uniform flow without the 

influence of the rotation.  The green line I added is the direction of the uniform flow far upstream and 

downstream.  The green line is inclined at the angle of attack .  The pressure distribution, and the lift, 

are perpendicular to this line. 

 

Before finishing this part of the paper, let me give a short derivation of Bernoulli’s Principle, approaching 

it from the point-of-view of mechanics and using Newton’s Law. 

 

A heuristic derivation of Bernoulli’s Principle using Newton’s Law 

 

The term  in Bernoulli’s Equation looks suspiciously like the  one often sees for the kinetic 

energy of a rigid body.  That is not just a coincidence.  Consider the 

little volume element of air shown at the right.  It has a face area  

and a length  in the direction in which it is travelling at speed .  

The element is forced to travel in this direction because of the 

difference in pressure on its faces.  Pressure  is greater than 

pressure  by an amount , say.  Since pressure exerts a force 

over an area, the volume element experiences a net force acting in 

the -direction equal to .  If the density of the air 

is , then the mass  of the volume element is its density multiplied 

by its volume, or .  Newton’s Law requires that the 

acceleration of the volume element, which is equal to , be equal to the net applied force, which 

is equal to .  This gives: 
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Then, integrating along the streamline gives: 

 

 

 

What is that minus sign doing here?  Recall that we assumed that the pressure  on the upstream face 

was greater than the pressure  on the downstream face, all the better to force the volume element to 

move downstream.  We then described this difference  as .  That is backwards from the normal 

definition of  as a differential in calculus, where we would normally define  as . 

 

Part III – A Joukowski airfoil in potential flow 

 

A Joukowski airfoil is really nothing more than a rotating cylinder in disguise.  Recall that the Joukowski 

airfoil was generated by applying two transformations to a circle.  We can consider that circle to be the 

cross-section of the cylinder behind the disguise.  We can use the same transformations we used to build 

the Joukowski airfoil to transform the airflow around the cylinder into the airflow around the airfoil.   

 

We are not going to use complex numbers.  Complex numbers can be used with great elegance to 

represent some versions of Joukowski’s transformation.  Arguably, too much elegance.  It is not always 

clear which assumptions are needed by the aerodynamics and which are needed to enable the use of 

complex numbers. 

 

The sections in this Part III are the following: 

Lemma #1 – The angle of rotation built into a conformal mapping 

Lemma #2 – The scaling, or stretching, built into a Joukowski-type transformation 

Lemma #3 – Inverting a conformal mapping in Cartesian co-ordinates 

Subpart IIIA – Implementing the first transformation: a translation 

Subpart IIIB – Implementing the second transformation: a Joukowski transformation 

Subpart IIIC – The air’s speed on the surface of a Joukowski airfoil 

Subpart IIID – The Goldilocks vorticity 

 

What is a “lemma”?  A lemma is not an aeronautical term; it is a mathematical term.  In mathematics, one 

proves theorems.  It sometimes happens during the course of a proof, that it would be useful to be able to 

use an already-existing theorem which is not really related to the matter at hand and does not merit a 

digression.  When that happens, or is expected to happen, it is sometimes done that the unrelated theorem 

is dealt with before-hand, that is, is posed and proven before delving into the main proof.   

 

In our case here, there are three mathematical results which are important to the analysis but are not 

strictly speaking related to Joukowski airfoils, or even to the flow of air at all.  I have chosen to deal with 

these three mathematical results first, to get them out of the way before addressing the airfoil problem.  In 

that sense, the first three mathematical results are lemmas. 
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-axis 

-axis 

 

 

 

Lemma #1 - The angle of rotation built into a conformal mapping 

 

A conformal mapping is a transformation of points from one plane (say, the -  plane) into a second 

plane (say, the -  plane) with the specific requirement that angles be preserved locally at every point in 

the plane.  Sizes need not be preserved, nor shapes either.  The only thing that must be preserved is the 

enclosed angle between every set of three very-closely spaced points.  If the enclosed angle between three 

very-closely spaced points is  in the source plane, then the enclosed angle between those three points 

after being transformed into the destination plane must also be . 

 

As an example, let us transform point  in one plane into point  in a second plane using the 

following transformation: 

 

 

 

This happens to be the Joukowski transformation we used above to generate the profile of an airfoil.  In 

fact, one of the principal advantages of the Joukowski transformation is that it is conformal.  We will use 

it as an example here specifically to show that it meets the definition.  Let’s consider three very-closed 

spaced points in the -  plane.   

 

We will use one of the three points as a reference point, with co-ordinates, say, .  The enclosed 

angle will have this point as its vertex.  Let us pick one of the other two points so it is a distance  to 

the right and  above the reference point.  The co-ordinates of this point are  

.  Similarly, we will locate the third point at .  The enclosed 

angle  between the points, with respect to the reference point, is shown in the following figure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The angle  is given by: 

 

 

 

We are going to keep track of the transformed points in the -  plane using the same notation.  The 

reference point  will map into point  and point  will map into point .  Point 

 will be separated from point  by differences , and so on.  Let’s use the symbol 

 for the enclosed angle between the three points in the -  plane, using point  as the reference.  

Angle  will have the same relationships with its points in the -  plane as angle  does in the -  plane.  

In terms of the differences in the -  plane, angle  will be given by: 
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We have what we need to implement the transformation.  The three points map individually as follows: 

 

 

 

In the -  plane, the components of the distance separating point  from the reference point 

 can be calculated by direct subtraction, as follows: 

 

 

 

and 

 

 

 

Now, we said that the points are very closely spaced in the -  plane.  That means that  and  are 

very small.  The squares of these differences,  and , can be made negligible compared with  

and  by imagining that point  is brought closer and closer to its reference point.  When the 

squares are negligible, the expressions for  and  can be approximated as: 
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The approximation becomes exact in the limit as point  is brought into coincidence with its 

reference point .  Now, we are going to use the Taylor series expansion and subsequent 

approximation for the first denominator.  For  very small, .  This approximation, too, 

becomes exact in the limit of small separations between the points.  When it applies, the expressions for 

 and  can be further approximated as: 

 

 

 

We can use one more time the approximation that terms in the second order of the differences are 

negligible compared with terms in the first order.  It is enough for us to keep only the terms in  and  

 and to ignore second order terms such as .  Doing so gives: 

 

 

 

and 

 

 

 

Now, let’s look at the coefficient of  in Equation .  A bit of algebra can show that it is equal to 

the coefficient of  in Equation .  See this: 
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Then, the ratio of  to  is given by dividing Equation  by Equation : 

 

 

 

We can process the differences  and  in the distance between the second point  and the 

reference point  in exactly the same way.  In the limit of small differences, the ratio  will 

have the same form as , namely: 

 

 

 

It will be handy to re-arrange the coefficients so they are expressed in trigonometric form.  If we define  

as  and  as , then there will be an angle  such that: 

 

 

 

and 

 

 

 

By comparing Equation  with these defined symbols, we can substitute to obtain: 

 

 

 

Then, let us define two more angles  and  in such a way that: 

 

 

 

Substituting  into Equation  gives: 
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and substituting  into Equation  gives: 

 

 

 

So, what is the subtended angle  in the -  plane?  It is found by direct subtraction using Equation . 

 

 

 

Well, there we are.  This is what we wanted to show.  The arbitrary angle  determined by the three 

points in the original -  plane is equal to the angle  determined by the three points after they have been 

transformed into the -  plane.  All of the approximations used along the way become exact as the three 

points are brought closer and closer together.  One then says that the angles around every point are 

“preserved” by the transformation. 

 

Let me say a word about the angles ,  and .  Angle  is the polar angle of point  with 

respect to the reference point .  It is the slope of the line with passes between those two points in 

the original -  plane.  Similarly, angle  is the slope of the line in the original plane which passes 

through the reference point and the third point, .  The enclosed angle  is the angle between the 

two rays.  During the transformation, both rays are rotated by angle , so that the polar angles of points 

 and point  in the transformed plane become  and , respectively, which 

preserves the enclosed angle between them.  It is important to understand that the essential effect of the 

transformation at each point is simply a rotation which keeps all angles the same.   

 

By golly!  Why does this man carry on so about keeping angles preserved?  Here’s why.  The potential 

field and the streamline function are characterized by – indeed, even defined by – the fact that they are 

everywhere at right angles.  If we know the pattern of an airflow in the -  plane, as we do for the 

rotating cylinder, then we can use any conformal mapping to map that airflow into some other -  plane, 

confident that the perpendicularity between the iso-potential lines and the streamlines will be preserved.  
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If the transformation happens to transform the cylinder into a useful shape, like an airfoil, then the iso-

potential lines and streamlines the transformation produces will be perfect for that airfoil. 

 

There are three lessons to take away from this section: (i) that a conformal mapping preserves the local 

angles around every point, (ii) that it does this through a simple angular rotation of things around each 

point and (ii) that the Joukowski-type transformation is a conformal mapping.  

 

Lemma #2: The scaling, or stretching, built into a Joukowski transformation 

 

The previous section dealt with the rotation which is built into a Joukowski-type transformation.  A 

Joukowski-type transformation also causes linear scaling, or stretching, to an extent which varies from 

point to point.  Let us see how the distance between the reference point  and the point , to 

use two of the three points from the previous section, is changed when these two points are transformed 

into the points  and , respectively, in the -  plane.  Selecting from among the expressions 

already available from the previous section, we have: 

 

 

 

Furthermore, we have already showed that the coefficient of  in the numerator of the first expression 

is equal to the coefficient of  in the numerator of the second expression.  Replacing the coefficient of 

 and then placing all terms over a common denominator gives: 

 

 

 

These have the general form: 

 

 

 

where  and  have the same meanings we gave them in the previous section and are related to the 

rotation angle  of the transformation by: 

 

 

 

There is a certain symmetry at work here.  Even so, the amount of stretching is not the same in the - and 

-directions.  Furthermore, the amount of stretching depends on the angle  which point  bears 
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-axis 

 

 

-axis 

-axis 

lines with constant  
lines with constant  

 

 

from the reference point .  While a Joukowski-type transformation preserves angles around every 

point, it does not preserve lengths. 

 

Lemma #3: Inverting a conformal mapping in Cartesian co-ordinates 

 

Let’s begin by looking at an arbitrary velocity potential function  and streamline function  in an -  

plane.  The following figure shows an arbitrary point  in this plane and several streamlines and lines 

of constant potential. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The velocity potential function and streamline functions are everywhere perpendicular to each other.  

Their definitions are such that the components of the velocity of the air are given by: 

 

 

or, alternatively, by: 

 

 

 

When the velocity potential or the streamline function is known in terms of the two independent variables 

 and , then obtaining the components of the velocity is relatively simple and can be carried out by 

taking the partial derivatives as shown.  When the functions are not expressed in terms of  and , but in 

terms of some other variables, then calculating the partial derivatives is more difficult.  When that is the 

case, how do we find the velocity of the air? 

 

The partial derivative , for example, should be thought of as being “the change in  which occurs 

with a change in , where no other independent variable is permitted to change, taken in the limit as the 

change in  becomes infinitely small”.  When there are only two variables and they are perpendicular to 

each other, as  and  are in the -  plane in the figure above, then the partial derivatives are the same as 

the total derivatives.  Typical changes  and  are shown by the two red arrows in the figure above.  

They are conveniently directed at right 

angles, so a change in one of them 

does not affect the other. 

 

Suppose we ask the question: how do 

 and  change if we move in some 

direction other than the -axis or 

-axis?  Suppose, for example, that we 

want to know how  changes as we 
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-axis 

-axis 

 

 

 

 
-axis 

-axis 

 

move in a direction which is inclined by angle  to the -axis.  This direction is shown by the red arrow in 

the figure just to the right. 

 

The total differential  is the total change in the value of  as we move a very small distance along the 

red line starting from point .  We can express the total change in  in terms of the changes with 

respect to the two variables on which  depends: 

 

 

 

I have replaced  with  because  is the slope of the chosen direction.  This results in the 

total derivative: 

 

 

 

We can approach  differently, and find its total differential  in the -direction.  Once again moving 

a very small distance along the red line, but noting that  is equal to  along that line, we get: 

 

 

 

We can expand the total differential  of the streamline function  in the same two ways, to get: 

 

 

 

So, we have expressions for four partial derivatives.  Now, let’s move on to the next step, which is to 

compare the directions of travel in the -  plane and the -  plane.  Any conformal mapping (not just the 

Joukowski-type transformation) preserves angles at every point.  That is not to say that it preserves the 

orientations of angles with respect to the axes in the original -  plane – it will not.  But, all angles whose 

vertex is at a given point will be the same in the transformed plane, and all angles whose vertex is at a 

given point will be rotated by the same fixed angle.  All lines which intersect at the given point will 

continue to intersect at the same angles, with all of the lines rotated by that fixed angle.  The following 

figure shows the immediate neighourhood of some point  and the transformed point  into 

which it maps.  The diagram is drawn assuming that the fixed angle of rotation generated by the 

transformation at this point is angle , the same symbol we used above for the rotation angle. 
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-axis 

-axis 

 
 

I have shown four separate lines passing through the transformed point .  The streamline  and the 

iso-potential line  which pass through point  also pass through point , and they are rotated by 

angle .  One can also imagine two rays which are parallel to the  and  axes and pass though point 

.  These two rays also pass through point  and they, too, are rotated by angle .  [Note that 

these two rays are not the  and  axes themselves, which pass through the origin, but are the localized 

versions which pass through point .]  In short, everything associated with point  is rotated by 

angle  when it is transformed into point .  That is what a conformal mapping does. 

 

Let us now return to our objective, which is to find the components of the air’s velocity at point , 

but without the luxury of having expressions closed-form expressions for either  or  in terms of  and 

.  What we are trying to do can be shown geometrically.  , for example, is the component of the air’s 

velocity in the -direction.  It is the total change in  as one moves strictly in the -direction, as shown 

by the red arrow in the following figure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Moving by distance  in the -direction does not change the value of .  This is the restriction which 

allows us to use the potential function  to obtain the -component of the velocity using: 

 

 

 

A move  in the direction of the red arrow in the previous figure corresponds to a -  move in the 

-  plane which is directed towards the lower right.  The transformation rotates all directions at point 

 by angle , including the directions at which spatial derivatives are taken.  To be precise, the 

direction in the -  plane which corresponds to direction  in the figure above is the negative of angle  

by which the entire configuration is rotated by the transformation. 

 

With this insight, we now have another way to find .  We find the change in  which arises when we 

move in the direction  in the -  plane.  This is shown in the following figure.  The transformation 

will rotate this direction by the angle , and the resulting direction will be horizontal in the -  plane, 

thus being parallel to the -axis.  The following figure shows the -  plane and the direction in which we 

need to move from  in order to move in the -direction from point  in the -  plane. 
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Taking the derivative of  (or ) along the red arrow is exactly the kind of differential movement we 

examined in the first part of this Lemma, where we found the differential arising from movement in a 

specified direction.  In this case, the slope of the line along which we want the derivative, and which we 

earlier called , has an angle which is the negative of the angle of rotation of the transformation: 

.  Using this angle, the total derivatives in Equation  become: 

 

 

 

We have two remaining tasks: (i) we have to find the angle of rotation , of course, and (ii) we have to 

determine how to extract from Equations  the components of the velocity in the -  plane.  Since we 

have already calculated the rotation angle for a Joukowski-type transformation [see Equation ], let’s 

skip right to the second task. 

 

Moving along the line  in the -  plane is tantamount to moving in the -  plane with  held 

constant.  We can there write the following statements.   (The following statements relate the partial 

derivatives in the -direction in the -  plane to the total derivatives with respect to , taken along the red 

line, in the -  plane.  We could just as easily relate the partial derivatives in the -direction in the -  

plane to the total derivatives with respect to , taken along the red line, in the -  plane.) 

 

 

 

We can state proportionality, but cannot go so far as to state equality.  The rotational angle of the 

transformation gets the directions correct, but we have not yet taken into account the scaling, or 

stretching, which the transformation causes at point .  Let’s do that.  Look back at Equations , 

which quantify the distances  and  which correspond to moving away from point  by distances 

 and .  They are: 

 

 

 

Since both of the partial derivatives in Equation  are in the -direction, we are not going to need the 

expression for .  We know the desired direction of travel in the -  plane, which is , 

and can substitute it into the expression for  to get: 
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This is the constant of proportionality for the relationships in Equation .  Or, rather, to be more 

precise, it is the reciprocal of the constant of proportionality.  Using it, we get: 

 

 

 

Then, substituting from Equation , we can write this as: 

 

 

 

We can go one step further, and polish things off, by comparing the derivatives in Equation  with 

those in Equation .  There are several ways in which we can express Equation  in terms of the 

velocities in the -  plane.  I will choose to remove all references to the potential function , so as to 

leave everything in terms of the streamline function .  We get: 

 

 

 

These partial derivatives are the components of the air’s velocity in the -  plane, so we can write: 

 

 

 

It remains to substitute the angle of rotation  and the derivatives of , both of which can be done in the 

-  plane. 

 

Since it may not be obvious what we have achieved in this lemma, let me try to describe it in other words.  

The transformation which maps points from the -  plane into the -  plane is usually too complicated to 

be inverted using brute force algebra.  Yet, invert it we must, if we are to be able to obtain the derivatives 

which correspond to the components of the air’s velocity in the -  plane. We did not do a complete 

inversion in this lemma, but were able to invert enough things to be able to express the air’s velocity in 
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the -  plane solely in terms of variables in the -  plane.  So long as the configuration in the -  plane 

is simple enough (being a circle, say) for us to obtain  and , then we can use Equation  

to calculate the components of the velocity in the -  plane. 

 

Part IIIA - Implementing the first transformation: a translation 

 

Now that we have a couple of mathematical tools ready at hand, let us get to the heart of the matter.  

Several sections ago, in Part I, we looked at two co-ordinate transformations which mapped a circle (the 

surface of a cylinder) into a Joukowski-type airfoil that approximates the NACA 2412 airfoil used on the 

early Cessna 172’s.  In Part II which followed, we determined how to calculate the air velocity and 

pressure around a rotating cylinder.  In the lemmas just completed, we showed that certain type of co-

ordinate transformations preserve angular relationships, which preserves the orthogonality of the velocity 

potential and streamline functions.  Importantly, the Joukowski transformation which produced the airfoil 

is one which preserves angular relationships.  We can now put the parts together to find the velocity and 

pressure around the airfoil in terms of the velocity potential and streamline functions around the rotating 

cylinder. 

 

In this section, we will “implement” the first transformation.  By this, I mean that we will take the iso-

potential lines and streamlines around the rotating cylinder (which we know), and transform them using 

the first transformation.  Recall that the first transformation we used to build the airfoil was a translation 

to the left by distance  and a translation upwards by distance .  We began with a circle / cylinder 

having radius .  Recall also that we called the starting configuration the “original” circle and the 

translated circle the “shifted” circle.  I will continue to use these names and symbols. 

 

When we did this transformation before, we were interested only in the points on the circle, which we 

ultimately transformed into the points on the airfoil.  At that time, we were only interested in the shape of 

the airfoil.  This time around, the circle / cylinder is rotating and there is a pattern of airflow outside it.  

We want the transformation to transform the pattern of the airflow as well as the shape. 

   

We can specify any particular point in the airflow around the original circle by its polar co-ordinates 

 or by its equivalent Cartesian co-ordinates , where the subscript  denotes that a 

quantity relates to the original circle.  Points in the plane of the shifted circle can be identified by their 

Cartesian co-ordinates , where the subscript  denotes the plane of the shifted circle.  The first co-

ordinate transformation is described mathematically as: 

 

 

 

It is easy to invert this transformation, so the co-ordinates of any point in the plane of the original circle 

are expressed in terms of the co-ordinates of the corresponding point in the plane of the shifted circle.  

That is: 

 

 

 

The velocity potential and streamline functions at all points around a rotating cylinder, with radius  and 

centered at the origin, were set out in Equation  above.  That analysis was a self-contained exercise, 

and we were free to choose any value  for the rotating cylinder.  Now, we want to apply that result to 

the particular case of the Joukowski airfoil which best approximates the NACA 2412 section.  We used 
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the symbol  when building the airfoil.  In these terms, the velocity potential and streamline functions for 

the airflow around the cylinder are given by: 

 

 

 

A translation is a conformal mapping.  (We know this because a translation does not change any angles at 

all.  It not only preserves relative angles at every point; it preserves all angles everywhere.)  As a result, a 

translation preserves the orthogonality of streamlines and iso-potential lines.  Since the first expression in 

Equation  describes a streamline in the plane of the original circle, it will also describe a streamline 

in the plane of the shifted cylinder.  Since the second expression in Equation  describes an iso-

potential line in the plane of the original circle, it will also describe an iso-potential line in the plane of the 

shifted cylinder. 

 

As a particular example, the streamline which contains point  in the plane of the original cylinder 

will transform into the streamline containing point  in the plane of the shifted 

cylinder.  The same holds true for the potential function  as well.  The expressions for the streamlines 

and potential function in the plane of the shifted cylinder can therefore be written down by substituting 

the inverse co-ordinate transformation Equation  into Equation , thus: 

 

 

 

and 

 

 

 

As always, we can derive the air’s velocity in the -  plane by taking the appropriate partial derivatives 

of either one of these functions.  Let us use the streamline function for this purpose. 
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Because the first transformation could be inverted easily, it was a simple matter to find the equations for 

the velocity potential and the streamline function in the transformed co-ordinates  and .  The second 

transformation, into the -  plane, is not so simple. 

 

Part IIIB - Implementing the second transformation: a Joukowski transformation 

 

Let us move on to the second transformation.  The co-ordinate transformation which produced the outline 

of the airfoil in the -  plane from the shifted circle in the -  plane was: 

 

 

 

where  is the point in the plane of the airfoil transformed from point  in anywhere in the 

plane of the shifted cylinder, not just on the shifted cylinder itself. 

 

It is not so easy to invert this transformation, and express  and  in terms of  and .  If we could do 

the inversion, we could substitute   and  into Equation  to determine the shape of  and  in 

terms of  and .  Since we cannot do that, we are going to have to do something different.   

 

The something different we do is based on the observation that finding expressions for the streamline 

function  and / or velocity potential  is not our real goal.  Our real goal is to find the air’s velocity on 

the surface of the airfoil.  Finding the air’s velocity is generally a two-step process: (i) first invert the co-

ordinate transformation and substitute the inverted co-ordinates into the functions and (ii) then take the 

derivatives of the functions to get the components of the velocity.  It is important to understand that there 

is no requirement that we do the two steps in that order.  We could take the derivatives first and then 

substitute the co-ordinate transformation.  And, that is what we shall do 

 

In fact, we have already got the derivatives.  We derived them in Lemma #3.  Equation  sets out the 

general form of  and  in terms of  and  for the Joukowski-type transformation which 

maps an arbitrary -  plane into a -  plane.  We can apply that result directly to the second of our 

airfoil-building transformations, which is a Joukowski-type transformation which maps the plane of the 

shifted circle into the plane of the airfoil.  For the second transformation, we write Equation  as:  
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The angle of rotation of the second transformation is given in general by Equation  of Lemma #1 

which, when applied to the plane of the shifted circle (from whence the second transformation begins), is: 

 

 

 

Substituting the angle from Equation  into the speeds in Equation  gives: 

 

 

 

For the time being, let’s use the symbol  to represent the irrational fraction which is the leading 

coefficient in both expressions.  Doing so gives: 

 

 

 

In order to complete the expansion, we need to substitute the partial derivatives of  in the - and -

directions.  These two derivatives are the result of the first (translation) transformation and are set out in 

Equation  above.  Once we make the substitution, we will have expressions for the two components 

of the air’s velocity everywhere in the airflow around the airfoil. 

 

It would be nice to know the air’s velocity everywhere in the airflow around the airfoil.  But, the 

expressions become very complicated.  Fortunately, we do not need to know the velocity everywhere.  To 

calculate the forces on the airfoil, it is enough to know the air’s velocity right at surface.  In the next 

section, we will simplify the equations by looking at only those points which lie on the surface of the 

airfoil. 

 

Part IIIC - The air’s speed on the surface of a Joukowski airfoil 

 

Equations  and  are more general than we need.  In order to find the pressure distribution around 

the airfoil, we only need to know the air’s velocity on the surface.  We do not need to know it 

everywhere.  We can therefore simplify the partial derivatives of  in Equation  by restricting our 

attention to points on the surface of the shifted circle / cylinder.   

 

The derivatives in Equation  are expressed in terms of the co-ordinates in the plane of the shifted 

cylinder, namely,  and .  In this plane, the surface of the airfoil is coincident with the surface of the 

shifted cylinder, which surface is described as: 
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Substituting  into Equation  gives: 

 

 

 

and 

 

 

 

It is remarkable, but note that the term in the curly brackets is the same in both derivatives.  In any event, 

substituting these expressions into Equation  gives the air’s velocity on the surface as: 

 

 

 

It should be understood that, from this point onwards, these expressions for  and  are valid only on 

the surface of the airfoil, notwithstanding the fact that we have not yet completed the process of 

restricting  and  to the surface.  Equation  can be re-arranged to be: 

 

 

 

We have a bit of a mathematical snag.  If the denominator  is zero anywhere 

on the surface, then the air’s velocity at that point will be infinite.  That would be physically unrealistic, to 

say the least.  First, let us see if this is a problem.  Then, if it is, we will have to figure out what to do 

about it. 

 

There are four points in the -  plane where this denominator will be zero.  We know this because the 

denominator is a quartic expression in  and .  Since the two variables appear only as their squares, the 

denominator can also be re-written as a quadratic expression in  or , as follows: 
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If we set this expression equal to zero, in order to find its roots, we can apply the quadratic formula.  We 

get: 

 

 

 

Following the  sign in the numerator leads us to a root where  and .  Following the – sign 

in the numerator takes us to a root where  and .  Taking the square roots gives all four 

roots of the denominator as: 

 

 

 

To see where these three points are, let’s go back to the Joukowski transformation which maps the -  

plane into the -  plane.  This transformation is set out in Equation , as follows: 

 

 

 

The three roots transform into the following points: 

 

 

 

Only one of these roots – the middle one located at  – lies on the surface.  It is the 

trailing edge.  The third root – the one located at  – lies inside the airfoil where there is 

no airflow and the consequences of a mathematical singularity do not matter.  The first root – the one 

located at  – transforms into the infinite periphery of the  plane, and is not on the 

surface of the airfoil either. 

 

So, the only point we need to worry about, where the denominators in Equation  vanish, is the 

trailing edge.  I will explain the mathematical resolution to the singularity here and, in the following 

section, explain the physical rationale.  Mathematically, we can neutralize the singularity in Equation 

 if we arrange things so that the numerators of the “exploding” terms also vanish at the point 

 where the denominator vanishes.  If the numerator and denominator both become zero 

at the same time, then the term may be undefined, but it is necessarily infinite.  In fact, we may have the 

opportunity to ensure that it remains finite. 
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Fortunately, we have a spare degree of freedom with which the control the numerator’s value.  We have 

not made any assumption about the value of the vorticity .  What if we set the vorticity to a value that 

will cause the numerator to become zero at the trailing edge.  Note that both derivatives have the same 

dependence on the vorticity, so the same selection for  will work for both derivatives.  In other words, 

we need to select  so that: 

 

 

 

Why are we free to select ?  The vorticity first arose when we were looking at the rotating cylinder.  By 

varying the speed of the cylinder’s rotation, we could select any arbitrary value of  we wanted.  We 

included the vorticity in the airflow we assumed around the airfoil but, up until this point, have not placed 

any restrictions on its value.  It seems that the airfoil wants to impose its own restriction.  We do not have 

any fundamental reason to object to its choice.  Selecting  per Equation  takes care of the 

mathematical singularity.  As I have said, I will explain the physical significance of this in the next 

section. 

 

Substituting this special value of  into Equation  gives the components of the air’s velocity as: 

 

 

 

Let’s see what we can do to simplify these expressions.  Since they are valid only on the surface of the 

airfoil, we should be able to reduce them into a form which involves only a single variable, such as angle 

, which by itself will be sufficient to locate any specific generating point around the circumference of 

the original unshifted cylinder. 

 

For points on the surface of the airfoil: 

 

 

 

Then, the common term in the numerators of  and  can be expanded as: 

 

 

 

Using the same substitutions, the terms in the curly brackets in Equation  can be written as: 
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which reduces the components of the velocity to: 

 

 

 

It is time to re-substitute the fraction which was replaced by the symbol  in Equation .  We get: 

 

 

 

To simplify these expressions, let us introduce three constants ,  and , which are defined as: 

 

 

 

Then, the previous pair of expressions can be written as: 

 

 

 

In fact, constants  and  are exactly the same constants  and  which arose in Lemma #1, when we 

were examining the rotation angle built into a Joukowski-type transformation.  They are related to the 

rotation angle (at any point) by the following geometry: 

 

 

 

Then, we can re-write Equations  using the rotation angle  as: 
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in which the trigonometric terms can be combined to give: 

 

 

 

where the three constants ,  and  are defined in Equation .   

 

The only differences between the two components of the velocity are the factors  in  and 

 in .  This would be a good time to remember that the angle  specifies a radial 

direction in the plane of the original cylinder, that is, the direction of a line which passes through the 

origin and is therefore perpendicular to the surface of the cylinder.  Translating the original cylinder by 

distances  and  into the shifted cylinder does not change this direction.  But, when the Joukowski 

transformation transforms things into the plane of the airfoil, it rotates all angles around a point by its 

corresponding rotation angle .  If the normal to the original cylinder was pointed in direction , then 

the normal to the airfoil will be pointed in direction .  That  and  have the factors  

and  indicates that they are the components of a vector which is perpendicular to the 

normal, that is, is tangential to the surface.   

 

If we define  as the speed of the air along the surface, then  and  can be written as: 

 

 

 

where 

 

 

This is as far as we are going to take the expansion of the air’s velocity.  Since we now have the speed of 

the air at all points on the surface, we can apply Bernoulli’s Principle to find the distribution of pressure 

around the airfoil.  Using the pressure distribution, we will be able to calculate the force acting on 

elements of area of the surface. 

 

But, before we jump into Bernoulli’s Principle around the airfoil, let me return to an outstanding issue – 

why we picked the vorticity  as we did. 

 

Part IIID – The Goldilocks vorticity  

 

In the previous section, we set the vorticity  to avoid a mathematical singularity.  This may seem 

arbitrary, but it is not.  Let me explain why. 
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We did not pick this vorticity.  The airflow did.  When we were looking at the rotating cylinder, the 

uniform flow of the air and the circulation of the air were entirely separate.  We could, conceptually, 

control them individually.  For example, we could choose to rotate the cylinder faster or slower, at our 

whim, without changing the uniform flow.   

 

The airfoil is different than the rotating cylinder.  It sets up its own circulation of air, with a vortex 

strength which it selects.  The airfoil will not set up a circulation which results in an infinite airspeed. 

 

An airfoil setting up its own circulation is, in fact, exactly what happens in real life.  Whenever the state 

of an airfoil changes – such as an increase in its relative speed with respect to the uniform flow or a 

change in its angle of attack – a vortex will roll off the trailing edge of the airfoil.  Photographs of such 

starting vortices have been made since the days of the Wright brothers.  The starting vortex is the first 

response of the air to the change.  If the change persists, the starting vortex will grow until it encircles the 

airfoil.  In a short amount of time – but not instantaneously – the pattern of the airflow around the airfoil 

will stabilize into a new pattern which reflects the new amount of vorticity. 

 

Perhaps the most important of the events in this sequence is the generation of the starting vortex.  The 

sharper the trailing edge of the airfoil, the quicker the starting vortex will be generated and a new pattern 

of airflow established.  Too rounded a trailing edge can derail the entire sequence.  An airfoil with too 

rounded a trailing edge may not exhibit a stable airflow at all. 

 

The following graph shows the streamlines around the Joukowski airfoil we constructed in Part I.  It was 

prepared using a uniform air speed of  (approximately 20 mph) and an angle of attack of 

.  The vorticity was set equal to , which is the Goldilocks value given by Equation .  

The horizontal and vertical axes are plotted with the same distance scale.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Importantly, the stagnation streamline seems to leave the trailing edge in a direction which matches quite 

nicely the velocity of the nearby airflow.   
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Compare the streamlines above to those in the following graph, in which the vorticity was set too low, at 

50% of the Goldilocks value. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When the vorticity is too low, the air races around the trailing edge from the bottom surface to the top 

surface, to reach the aft stagnation point, which is now located on the top surface of the wing.  The 

following graph shows the effect of too much vorticity, 50% more than the Goldilocks value. 
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When there is too much vorticity, the air races around the trailing edge but, this time, from the top surface 

to the bottom surface.  The stagnation point is now located on the bottom surface, just forward of the 

trailing edge. 

 

Avoiding infinite speed is just a special case of minimizing energy.  Consider for a moment a little 

volume of air which lies in the path of an on-coming airfoil.  This air is in a state it likes: rest.  It has to go 

to considerable trouble to get around the airfoil as the airfoil forces its way through.  The little volume of 

air needs to figure out the best way to respond to the push (that is, pressure) which the airfoil exerts as it 

approaches.  Being lazy, the air will try to respond in a way that uses the least amount of energy.  This is a 

slightly different matter than Bernoulli’s Principle.  Bernoulli’s Principle deals with the air as it flows 

along the streamlines.  What I am talking about here are the decisions the air makes, “in advance” if you 

will, about where the streamlines should be.  The air will plan out the streamlines in such a way that the 

least amount of overall energy is needed to get through the attack. 

 

When ones models the air as inviscid and irrotational, as we have done, the only way the air can respond 

is to move.  Its motion is its kinetic energy.  Infinite speed means infinite energy.  The air will not let that 

happen.   

 

Real air has other options when it comes to dealing with energy.  It can for example, choose to move 

more slowly (less kinetic energy) and accept a greater amount of internal molecular energy (higher 

temperature and density).  Or, it can move more quickly (more kinetic energy) if it gives up some of its 

internal molecular energy (lower temperature and pressure).  This can be seen, for example, when air 

moves very quickly around a wing tip or bend in a nacelle, and cools to such an extent that the condensed 

water vapour becomes visible as a white streakline.  But, the air’s favorite trick is to leave the surface 

entirely and take an energy shortcut to meet up with its mates downstream.  When a wing starts to stall, 

the air is playing this trick.   

 

When we modeled the air as inviscid and irrotational, we took away most of the degrees of freedom that 

real air has to minimize the energy it needs to deal with a passing wing.  I suppose that the least we can do 

in return, is not to force the air to move with infinite speed. 

 

The approach above – setting the vorticity  to the value which prevents infinite speed – is called the 

Kutta condition after Messr. Kutta, who was the first to think through its implications. 

 

[The three graphs set out in this part were made by calculating the trajectories of certain streamlines in the 

plane of the unshifted cylinder, and then transforming points on those streamlines into the -  plane.  

Calculating streamlines in a systematic way, even for a simple object like a cylinder, involves some 

careful thought.  The Visual Basic program I used to prepare data for the Excel file in which these plots 

were drawn is listed in Appendix “D” attached hereto.] 
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Part IV – Pressure, forces and moments acting on a Joukowski airfoil 

 

Now that we can calculate the air’s speed at any point on the surface of the airfoil, we can apply 

Bernoulli’s Principle to the air moving along the surface streamline.  If  is the static pressure 

at the stagnation point, then the static pressure  – I will use a capital letter  for pressure in order to 

avoid confusion with the co-ordinate  – at the point on the airfoil which corresponds to point  on the 

original circle is given by: 

 

 

 

The absolute pressure  exerts a force on the surface.  The force on a small element of surface area acts in 

the direction which is normal to the surface.  One of the two dimensions of the surface area is the third 

physical dimension, pointing into the page.  We assumed that the pattern of airflow was the same in this 

direction.  Therefore, the normal to the surface is adequately described by its perpendicular to the airfoil 

at every point of interest.  A small element of area and the force acting on it is shown here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The slope of the airfoil’s surface in the -  plane is .  The slope of the force at this point will be 

the negative reciprocal, namely, .  And, the area of the surface element is , 

where the third dimension of the area, into the page, is taken to have unit length.  Then, the magnitude of 

the force which the pressure exerts on this surface element is given by: 

 

 

 

We can resolve the force into its components in the - and -directions as follows: 

 

 

 

In a potential flow like the one we have assumed here, the air slides along the surface.  In particular, the 

components of the velocity of the air on the surface have the same ratio as the slope of the surface, which 

is to say: 

 

 

 

using which, we can re-express Equation  as: 

 

 

-axis 

-axis 

 

 

small area of surface 
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We have looked at various expressions for  and  above. A helpful spot from which to take over a 

previous result is Equation  in Lemma #3, which expresses  and  in terms of the  and  in 

the plane of the circle from which they were transformed.  Since the  and  on the surface of the 

Joukowski airfoil were generated from the plane of the shifted circle (with subscript ), we can write 

Equation  as: 

 

 

 

In terms of the constants ,  and  which we defined before, these two expressions are equivalent to: 

 

 

 

This is a step in the right direction because the airfoil looks like a circle in the shifted plane, and the 

slopes around a circle are easier to manipulate than those around the airfoil.  In fact, while we are at it, we 

may as well go all the way back to the original circle.  Since the shifted circle was obtained by translating 

the original circle, the  and  differentials starting from corresponding points in the two planes are the 

same, and Equation  can be written as: 

 

 

 

The equation of the original circle, and its differentials, are: 

 

 

 

In polar co-ordinates,  and , so Equation  can be written as: 

 

 

 

Then, we can expand the sum  as follows: 
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On the surface of the original cylinder,  and , so Equation  

simplifies to: 

 

 

 

Equation  is the length (or area, if we take a unit length span-wise) of an element of surface area on 

the airfoil, expressed in terms of the change in the polar angle  of the original cylinder which gives rise 

to the element.  We can substitute this length into Equation  to get: 

 

 

 

We can also make substitutions from Equation  for the coefficients of  and  to write: 

 

 

 

Equation  is the absolute force acting on the element of surface area due to the absolute pressure .  

The absolute pressure always acts inwards, pressing into the surface.  Unlike a suction cup, pressure from 

a gas or like cannot “pull” on a surface.  (As an aside, note that there is no such thing as a vacuum 

cleaner.  To be precise, such an instrument is an absence-of-air cleaner.  When something feels like 

suction, it is really the result of higher pressure acting on the opposite surface.  Indeed, that includes the 

suction cup itself, which cannot really “pull” on a surface either.) 

 

A closed body, like a unit span-wise length of a Joukowski airfoil, does not experience a net force or 

torque when a constant absolute pressure is applied all the way around its surface.  While the absolute 

pressure / force acting on each element of surface area does depend on the absolute ambient pressure, the 

net force on the body does not.  Our objective in this section is to find the net force and torque acting on 

the airfoil.  To do that, we must look at all the elements of surface area.  Since we will add up the forces 

and torques acting on all the elements of surface area, we have the luxury of being able to ignore any 

pressure which is constant all the way around the surface.  We can be content to find the relative forces 

and torques on the individual elements of surface area, as follows: 
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The stagnation point pressure  is still present physically, and still imparts a force on each 

element of surface area, but does not contribute to the overall net force. 

 

Now, we can substitute  using Equation  to write this as: 

 

 

 

We can complete the simplification by dealing with the constants ,  and .  Using their definitions in 

Equations  and , we can write: 

 

 

 

Using Equation  to convert the co-ordinates from the surface of the shifted cylinder back to the 

surface of the original cylinder, we can re-state Equation  as: 

 

 

 

and Equation  as: 

 

 

 

where 

 

 

 

Equations  and  give the relative force acting on any element of surface area on the 

Joukowski airfoil, resolved into its components in the - and -directions, in terms of the angle  on the 

original unshifted cylinder which transforms into the point on the airfoil at the center of the area element.    
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The net force on the airfoil is obtained by taking the limit as the elements of surface area become very 

small (so that the difference  becomes the differential ) and then integrating Equation  

around the surface of the airfoil.  The integration is carried out by integrating angle  from  to 

.   

 

If the translation distances  and  are zero, there is a dramatic simplification in Equations  and 

 and a closed-form integration is easy.  If even one of the distances is zero, there is still a 

considerable simplification in these equations.  But, if both are non-zero, as they will be for any realistic 

airfoil, the two equations must stand as they are.  A closed-form integration might be possible, but I did 

not spend much time looking for it.  This reason I did not is this: I also want to calculate the mechanical 

moment.  That will require that the forces acting on the surface elements be multiplied by their distances 

from some rotation axis, and then integrated.  I expect that the expressions which arise when calculating 

the moment are even more complicated and will not permit a closed-form integration.  Since there is not 

going to be a closed-form expression for the net moment, there is not much benefit from pursuing a 

closed-form expression for the net force. 

 

In order to calculate the net moment acting on the airfoil, we must first select some point (representing an 

axis extending into the third dimension) around which we want to find the moment.  The magnitude of the 

moment we compute will depend on the location of the rotation point / axis selected.  It is traditional in 

airfoil studies to base the calculation of the moment at a point located one-quarter of the chord aft of the 

leading edge.  For an amazingly wide range of airfoils and flight conditions, the line-of-action of the net 

force acts on a point quite near this quarter-chord point.  The net moment around the quarter-chord point 

is usually quite small, which makes it a convenient reference for such calculations.  On the other hand, the 

reference point used for moment calculations is entirely arbitrary.  Once the net force is known, the net 

moment acting around any one rotation point is easily converted into the net moment acting around any 

other rotation point. 

 

It is convenient for us to use the origin of the -  plane, namely  and , as the reference point 

for the moment calculation.  The origin is located a physical distance  from the trailing edge. 

 

To calculate the moment which the pressure force acting on any particular element of surface area causes, 

we need to know the “lever arm” from the reference point to the line-of-action of the force.  The point on 

which the force acts is, of course, simply the co-ordinate  of the center of the element.  But, the 

lever arm is perpendicular to the line-of-action.  This is shown in the following figure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In general, if the force is resolved into components as  and  is the location of 

the point-of-action of the force, then the moment  can be written as the following determinant: 

 

 

 
small area of surface 

-axis 

-axis 

 

lever arm 
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where the -axis is the axis in the third dimension with completes a right-handed co-ordinate frame of 

reference with  and  axes.  In the figure shown above, the -axis points directly out of the page.  Since 

neither the force nor the location vectors have components in the third dimension, the axis of the moment 

lies entirely in the third dimension. 

 

It is possible but not very helpful to expand Equation  into a closed-form expression using only 

variables from the plane of the original, unshifted, cylinder.  We already have the force components  

and  in Equation  and can express  and  in terms of  using the transformations.  If we use a 

numerical procedure to calculate and add up  and  around the circle, then it is an easy extra task to 

multiply them by  and , respectively, and so add up the contributions to the net moment at the same 

time. 

 

That completes the analysis of the Joukowski airfoil. 

 

Numerical results 

 

The next step is to carry out 

a numerical integration to 

calculate the net force and 

moment.  Appendix “E” is a 

listing of a Visual Basic 

program which calculates 

the net force and moment on 

a Joukowski airfoil with 

given parameters and given 

flight conditions.  The 

program also displays a plot 

of the pressure distribution 

around the airfoil.  The 

screenshot shows the 

pressure distribution around 

the profile we calculated 

above, which approximates 

the NACA 2412 airfoil used 

on the early Cessna 172’s.  

The flight condition for this 

particular screenshot is a 

wind speed of 100 miles per 

hour and an angle of attack 

of 5°. 
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In the figure, the airfoil is shown horizontal, so the -axis runs horizontally from left to right and the -

axis runs vertically. The wind flows from the lower left to the upper right at a 5° angle of attack.  The net 

force on the airfoil is 147.2 Newtons to the left (  is algebraically negative) and 1,682.8 Newtons 

upwards.  These are the forces per unit length of the span, which extends into the page.  It is instructive to 

look at the total force and the angle of the total force.  They are: 

 

 

 

The angle  is 90° greater than the angle of attack.  This puts the net force exactly at a right angle to the 

direction of the wind far upstream.   

 

The following graph shows the net force acting on the airfoil as a function of the angle of attack. 

As the angle of attack increases past 5°, the  component of the force becomes more and more 

algebraically negative, because it points further and further towards the left.  The  component, which 

points vertically upwards, continues to increase.  Together, the net force increases almost linearly with the 

angle of attack.  Closer inspection and some analysis show that the linearity is closer to the sine of the 

angle of attack rather than the angle of attack itself.  This is the first result of the classical treatment of the 

Joukowski airfoil. 

 

The following graph shows the angle between the -axis and the direction of the net force. 
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This is a straight line.  The net force points in a direction perpendicular to the angle of attack.  This is the 

second result of the classical treatment of the Joukowski airfoil. 

 

The classical treatment of the Joukowski airfoil, in which the translation distances  and  are set to zero, 

concludes that the magnitude of the net force is proportional to the sine of the angle of attack and that the 

net force vector is perpendicular to the angle of attack.  It is clear from the graphs that the conclusion 

extends to cases where the translation distances  and  are non-zero.  A closed-form integration of 

Equation  would confirm that, but I have not spent any time pursuing that.  Instead, I have looked at 

the pitching moment.  The following graph shows the pitching moment at various angles of attack. 
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For angles of attack greater than zero, the pitching moment is negative.  What does that mean?  First, I 

should be clear with the term “pitching moment”.  The diagram on the left in the figure below shows the 

-  plane in which we expressed the co-ordinates of the surface of the airfoil, and also the -axis we used 

as the rotation axis for calculating the moment in Equation . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The diagram on the right in the figure above shows the three axes often used as a body-fixed frame of 

reference on an aircraft.  The -axis is the pitch axis and extends out the right wing.  (Its -ness is 

completely coincidental with and has nothing whatever to do with the  co-ordinate we used in the 

Joukowski transformation.)  The roll or -axis points out the airplane’s nose.  The yaw or -axis points in 

the “up” direction as seen by the airplane’s pilot.  It can be seen that an algebraically-positive roll will 

cause the right wing of the airplane to drop and that an algebraically-positive pitch will bring the nose of 

the airplane up.  That is the opposite sense from the -axis, about which a positive pitch-moment will 

cause the nose of the airfoil to move downwards.   

 

Before we get too caught up in the differences between these reference frames, let’s look once more at the 

axis of rotation which lies behind the calculations of the moments shown in the graph above.  As I have 

described, a mechanical moment is calculated with respect to an axis of rotation which can be chosen 

arbitrarily.  When one calculates the moment as the vector cross-product of the moment arm vector and 

the force vector, as we did in deriving Equation , the moment axis is implicitly assumed to be the 

axis (or point if only two dimensions are being considered) at which the moment arm is zero.  In the 

configuration above, that is the  origin of the -  plane.  In order to understand the moments 

calculated above, we need some idea about where this  point is.  In fact, none of the figures above 

really shows this.  Here is what we know: 

 

1. We derived the Joukowski parameters for a chord equal to 1.4796 meters long. 

2. The trailing edge is at the co-ordinate .  Since the -parameters for our Joukowski 

airfoil is 0.3672 meters, the trailing edge is 0.7344 meters aft of the origin. 

 

Subtraction shows that the leading edge is 0.7452 meters ahead of the origin.  So, the origin is 

approximately at the midpoint of the chord, but a little closer to the trailing edge than to the leading edge. 

 

 

 

 

0.7452 m 0.7344 m 

1.4796 m 

chord 

rotation axis 
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Since the rotation axis is arbitrary, we could just as well have chosen some other point.  For a reason I 

give shortly, it is usual to pick the leading edge as axis of rotation when calculating pitching moments.  

(The leading edge is not the most convenient point for a Joukowski airfoil.  The distance between the 

origin and the trailing edge is easy – it is the distance  we just used.  The distance between the origin 

and the leading edge is much more troublesome.  However, the leading edge is used by convention and 

we will abide by the convention.) 

 

Fortunately, recalculating a mechanical moment to account for a different rotation axis is easy, so long as 

the components of the net force are known.  The moment around the new rotation axis is equal to the sum 

of: (i) the moment around the old rotation axis, plus (ii) the moment generated by the net force with the 

moment arm extending from the new rotation axis to the old rotation axis.  In our case, the moment 

around the leading edge  can be written in terms of the moment around the origin  and the 

components of the the net force  and  as follows, with the numbers for the 5° angle of attack 

substituted as an example: 

 

 

 

This is the moment around the leading edge, taken in the direction of the positive -axis.  Since it is 

algebraically-positive around the -axis, the moment acts in a direction that forces the nose of the airfoil 

downwards.   

 

[In writing Equation , I have included the effect of translating force  a distance  along 

the -direction but I have ignored the effect of translating force  some very small distance in the -

direction.  Let me explain why.  The leading edge of the Joukowski airfoil is extremely close to, but not 

exactly the same as, the point where the -axis intersects the nose of the airfoil.  The leading edge is by 

definition that point on the surface of the airfoil which has the largest negative value of co-ordinate .  It 

is the point on the surface where the mathematical slope of the surface is infinite.  As I say, that point is 

not exactly the same as the point for which .  However, the distance between the two points is so 

small that it has negligible influence on the moment.  Therefore, I have simply ignored the difference.] 

 

It is useful to find the point along the chord around which the mechanical moment is zero.  We will call 

that point the “aerodynamic center”.  If we consider all of the aerodynamic forces to act at this point, then 

no net moment is applied to the airfoil.  Usually, the location of the aerodynamic center is expressed as a 

fraction or percentage of the chord length.  The distance  from the leading edge to the aerodynamic 

center is found by translating force component  to the spot where the net moment becomes zero, thus: 

 

 

 

This represents 33.9% of the 1.4796 m chord length.  The following graph shows how the location of the 

aerodynamic center changes with the angle of attack: 
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As I have said, the aerodynamic center can be thought of as being the point along the chord where the 

aerodynamic forces are applied, and when they are applied at this point there is no mechanical moment.  

The similarity to the center of gravity should not be missed.  It is often said that the “aerodynamic center 

of an airfoil with camber lies at the quarter-chord”.  The graph bears that out. 

 

Before finishing off, let’s return to the Cessna 172.  We have looked at a Joukowski airfoil with a chord 

of 1.4796 meters, because that is the average chord on early versions of the 172.  The span is 35 feet 10 

inches, or 10.922 meters.  If such a Joukowski airfoil was moving at 100 miles per hour at a 5° angle of 

attack, it would generate lift equal to 10.922 times the 1,689.2 Newtons per span-wise meter we 

calculated.  This is a total of about 18,450 Newtons.  A Newton is a force quite close to a quarter-pound 

weight.  The Joukowski wing could support about 4,600 pounds.  This is in the right ballpark for a small 

aircraft with four persons aboard.   

 

 

  

This paper has been prepared to provide analytical data which I can compare with numerical results from 

a simulation of the Joukowski airfoil using OpenFoam.  The comparison is described in another paper, 

entitled An OpenFoam analysis: The Joukowski airfoil at different viscosities. 

 

 

Jim Hawley 

June 2013 

 

 

An email setting out errors and omissions would be appreciated. 
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Appendix “A” 

 

A Visual Basic program to compare NACA and Joukowski profiles visually 

 

This program, and the others listed in following appendices, were developed using Visual Basic 2010 

Express. 

 

The GUI looks like the following. 

The profile of the NACA airfoil is hard-coded.  The parameters of the Joukowski airfoil can be changed 

by clicking on the Increase / Decrease buttons or by entering new numbers directly into the textboxes.  

The display showing the two shapes is constantly updated. 

 

The program has a main form (From1) and four modules. 

 

Module NACA  

 

The subroutine in this module uses the equations which generate an NACA profile to calculate the co-

ordinates of a given number of points on the surface.  The upper and lower surfaces are treated separately. 

 

Module Joukowski 

 

For a given set of , ,  and  values, the subroutine in this module calculates the co-ordinates in the 

real-world plane of a given number of points on the surface of the Joukowski airfoil.  The subroutine does 

this by explicitly applying the translation and Joukowski transformations as it works its way around the 

original circle in very small  steps. 

 

Module Render 

 

The subroutine in this module prepares a plot of the two airfoils using the co-ordinates calculated by the 

first two modules.  The plot is impressed on a bitmap, which the main form uses as the contents of a panel 

on the terminal screen. 
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Module Variables 

 

The principal variables used in the program, including the parameters of the NACA profile, are declared 

and set in this module. 

 

 

Listing of form Main 

 
Option Strict On 
Option Explicit On 
 
' Fitting an NACA profile to a Joukowski airfoil 
 
Public Class Main 
    Inherits System.Windows.Forms.Form 
 
    Public Sub New() 
        InitializeComponent() 
        With Me 
            Name = "" 
            Text = "Fitting an NACA profile to a Joukowski airfoil" 
            FormBorderStyle = Windows.Forms.FormBorderStyle.FixedSingle 
            Size = New Drawing.Size(1024, 720) 
            CenterToScreen() 
            Visible = True 
            Controls.Add(buttonExit) 
            Controls.Add(buttonRun) 
            Controls.Add(DisplayText) 
            Controls.Add(GroupboxEdit) 
            Controls.Add(DisplayDrawing) 
            PerformLayout() 
        End With 
    End Sub 
 
    ' Controls and handlers. 
 
    Public WithEvents buttonExit As New Windows.Forms.Button With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(80, 30), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(5, 5), _ 
        .Text = "Exit", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleCenter} 
 
    Public Sub buttonExit_Click() Handles buttonExit.MouseClick 
        Application.Exit() 
    End Sub 
 
    Public WithEvents buttonRun As New Windows.Forms.Button With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(80, 30), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(90, 5), _ 
         .Text = "Run", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleCenter} 
 
    Public Sub buttonRun_Click() Handles buttonRun.MouseClick 
        MainProgram() 
    End Sub 
 
    Public DisplayText As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(250, 300), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(5, 40), _ 
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         .Text = "", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.TopLeft} 
 
    Public GroupboxEdit As New Windows.Forms.GroupBox With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(150, 300), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(260, 40)} 
 
    Public DisplayDrawing As New Windows.Forms.Panel With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(1000, 250), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(5, 355), _ 
         .BorderStyle = BorderStyle.None} 
 
    Public DisplayBitmap As New Bitmap(1000, 250) 
 
    Public Sub MainProgram() 
        ' 
        ' Build the NACA airfoil. 
        NACA_Airfoil() 
        ' 
        ' Display a summary of the NACA properties. 
        NACAStringToDisplay = "NACA (black) airfoil:" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  chord = " & FormatNumber(NACAc, 3, TriState.True) & " meters" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  thickness = " & Trim(Str(NACAt * 100)) & "% = " & _ 
            FormatNumber(NACAt * NACAc, 3, TriState.True) & " meters" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  camber = " & Trim(Str(NACAm * 100)) & "% = " & _ 
            FormatNumber(NACAm * NACAc, 3, TriState.True) & " meters" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  camber point = " & Trim(Str(NACAp * 100)) & "% = " & _ 
            FormatNumber(NACAp * NACAc, 3, TriState.True) & " meters" & vbCrLf & vbCrLf 
        DisplayText.Text = NACAStringToDisplay 
        DisplayText.Refresh() 
        ' 
        ' Build the Joukowski airfoil. 
        JOUK_Airfoil(True) 
        ' 
        ' Determine and display basic facts about the Joukowski airfoil. 
        JOUK_BasicFacts() 
        JOUKStringToDisplay = "Joukowski (red) airfoil:" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  Pright = " & FormatNumber(JOUKPmax, 3, TriState.True) & _ 
            " meters" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  Pleft = " & FormatNumber(JOUKPmin, 3, TriState.True) & _ 
            " meters" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  Qtop = " & FormatNumber(JOUKQmax, 3, TriState.True) & _ 
            " meters" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  Qbottom = " & FormatNumber(JOUKQmin, 3, TriState.True) & _ 
            " meters" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  chord = " & FormatNumber(JOUKchord, 3, TriState.True) & _ 
            " meters" 
        DisplayText.Text = NACAStringToDisplay & JOUKStringToDisplay 
        DisplayText.Refresh() 
        ' 
        ' Clear the graphics. 
        Dim h As Graphics = Graphics.FromImage(DisplayBitmap) 
        h.Clear(Control.DefaultBackColor) 
        h.Dispose() 
        DisplayDrawing.BackgroundImage = DisplayBitmap 
        DisplayDrawing.Refresh() 
        ' 
        ' Render both airfoils. 
        Dim e As System.EventArgs 
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        RenderBoth(DisplayDrawing, e, DisplayBitmap, _ 
            NumNACA, NACAXu, NACAYu, NACAXl, NACAYl, _ 
            NumJOUK, JOUKP, JOUKQ) 
        DisplayDrawing.BackgroundImage = DisplayBitmap 
        DisplayDrawing.Refresh() 
        ' 
        ' Recalculate and display. 
        RecalculateAndDisplay() 
    End Sub 
 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    '// Controls to edit the Joukowski airfoil. 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
    Public Row0 As Int32 = 300 
    Public ButtonCol As Int32 = 5 
    Public ButtonW As Int32 = 100 
    Public ValueCol As Int32 = 110 
    Public ValueW As Int32 = 35 
 
    Public WithEvents buttonIncR As New Windows.Forms.Button With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(ButtonW, 30), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(ButtonCol, 10), _ 
        .Text = "Increase R", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleCenter, _ 
        .Parent = GroupboxEdit} 
 
    Public tbIncR As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(ValueW, 30), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(ValueCol, 15), _ 
        .Text = "1", .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left, _ 
        .Parent = GroupboxEdit} 
 
    Public WithEvents buttonDecR As New Windows.Forms.Button With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(ButtonW, 30), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(ButtonCol, 50), _ 
        .Text = "Decrease R", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleCenter, _ 
        .Parent = GroupboxEdit} 
 
    Public tbDecR As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(ValueW, 30), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(ValueCol, 55), _ 
        .Text = "1", .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left, _ 
        .Parent = GroupboxEdit} 
 
    Public WithEvents buttonIncf As New Windows.Forms.Button With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(ButtonW, 30), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(ButtonCol, 85), _ 
        .Text = "Increase f", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleCenter, _ 
        .Parent = GroupboxEdit} 
 
    Public tbIncf As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(ValueW, 30), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(ValueCol, 90), _ 
        .Text = "1", .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left, _ 
        .Parent = GroupboxEdit} 
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    Public WithEvents buttonDecf As New Windows.Forms.Button With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(ButtonW, 30), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(ButtonCol, 120), _ 
        .Text = "Decrease f", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleCenter, _ 
        .Parent = GroupboxEdit} 
 
    Public tbDecf As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(ValueW, 30), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(ValueCol, 125), _ 
        .Text = "1", .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left, _ 
        .Parent = GroupboxEdit} 
 
    Public WithEvents buttonIncg As New Windows.Forms.Button With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(ButtonW, 30), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(ButtonCol, 155), _ 
        .Text = "Increase g", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleCenter, _ 
        .Parent = GroupboxEdit} 
 
    Public tbIncg As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(ValueW, 30), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(ValueCol, 160), _ 
        .Text = "1", .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left, _ 
        .Parent = GroupboxEdit} 
 
    Public WithEvents buttonDecg As New Windows.Forms.Button With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(ButtonW, 30), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(ButtonCol, 190), _ 
        .Text = "Decrease g", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleCenter, _ 
        .Parent = GroupboxEdit} 
 
    Public tbDecg As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(ValueW, 30), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(ValueCol, 195), _ 
        .Text = "1", .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left, _ 
        .Parent = GroupboxEdit} 
 
    Public WithEvents buttonIncb As New Windows.Forms.Button With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(ButtonW, 30), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(ButtonCol, 225), _ 
        .Text = "Increase b", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleCenter, _ 
        .Parent = GroupboxEdit} 
 
    Public tbIncb As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(ValueW, 30), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(ValueCol, 230), _ 
        .Text = "1", .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left, _ 
        .Parent = GroupboxEdit} 
 
    Public WithEvents buttonDecb As New Windows.Forms.Button With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(ButtonW, 30), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(ButtonCol, 265), _ 
        .Text = "Decrease b", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleCenter, _ 
        .Parent = GroupboxEdit} 
 
    Public tbDecb As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(ValueW, 30), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(ValueCol, 270), _ 
        .Text = "1", .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left, _ 
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        .Parent = GroupboxEdit} 
 
    Public Sub IncreaseR_Click() Handles buttonIncR.MouseClick 
        JOUKR = JOUKR * (1 + (Val(tbIncR.Text) / 100)) 
        RecalculateAndDisplay() 
    End Sub 
 
    Public Sub DecreaseR_Click() Handles buttonDecR.MouseClick 
        JOUKR = JOUKR * (1 - (Val(tbDecR.Text) / 100)) 
        RecalculateAndDisplay() 
    End Sub 
 
    Public Sub Increasef_Click() Handles buttonIncf.MouseClick 
        JOUKf = JOUKf * (1 + (Val(tbIncf.Text) / 100)) 
        RecalculateAndDisplay() 
    End Sub 
 
    Public Sub Decreasef_Click() Handles buttonDecf.MouseClick 
        JOUKf = JOUKf * (1 - (Val(tbDecf.Text) / 100)) 
        RecalculateAndDisplay() 
    End Sub 
 
    Public Sub Increaseg_Click() Handles buttonIncg.MouseClick 
        JOUKg = JOUKg * (1 + (Val(tbIncg.Text) / 100)) 
        RecalculateAndDisplay() 
    End Sub 
 
    Public Sub Decreaseg_Click() Handles buttonDecg.MouseClick 
        JOUKg = JOUKg * (1 - (Val(tbDecg.Text) / 100)) 
        RecalculateAndDisplay() 
    End Sub 
 
    Public Sub Increaseb_Click() Handles buttonIncb.MouseClick 
        JOUKb = JOUKb * (1 + (Val(tbIncb.Text) / 100)) 
        RecalculateAndDisplay() 
    End Sub 
 
    Public Sub Decreaseb_Click() Handles buttonDecb.MouseClick 
        JOUKb = JOUKb * (1 - (Val(tbDecb.Text) / 100)) 
        RecalculateAndDisplay() 
    End Sub 
 
    Public Sub RecalculateAndDisplay() 
        ' 
        ' Build the new Joukowski airfoil. 
        JOUK_Airfoil(True) 
        JOUKStringToDisplay = "Joukowski airfoil:" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  R = " & FormatNumber(JOUKR, 6, TriState.True) & " meters" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  f = " & FormatNumber(JOUKf, 6, TriState.True) & " meters" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  g = " & FormatNumber(JOUKg, 6, TriState.True) & " meters" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  b = " & FormatNumber(JOUKb, 6, TriState.True) & " meters" & vbCrLf 
        ' 
        ' Determine and display basic facts about the Joukowski airfoil. 
        JOUK_BasicFacts() 
        JOUKStringToDisplay = JOUKStringToDisplay & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  chord = " & FormatNumber(JOUKchord, 4, TriState.True) & _ 
            " meters" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  camber = " & FormatNumber(JOUKcamber * 100, 4, TriState.True) & _ 
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            "%" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  camber point = " & _ 
            FormatNumber(JOUKcamberpoint * 100, 4, TriState.True) & _ 
            "%" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  thickness = " & FormatNumber(JOUKthickness * 100, 4, TriState.True) & _ 
            "%" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  thickness point = " & _ 
            FormatNumber(JOUKthickpoint * 100, 4, TriState.True) & "%" 
        DisplayText.Text = NACAStringToDisplay & JOUKStringToDisplay 
        DisplayText.Refresh() 
        ' 
        ' Clear the graphics. 
        Dim g As Graphics = Graphics.FromImage(DisplayBitmap) 
        g.Clear(Control.DefaultBackColor) 
        DisplayDrawing.BackgroundImage = DisplayBitmap 
        DisplayDrawing.Refresh() 
        ' 
        ' Render both airfoils. 
        Dim e As System.EventArgs 
        RenderBoth(DisplayDrawing, e, DisplayBitmap, _ 
              NumNACA, NACAXu, NACAYu, NACAXl, NACAYl, _ 
              NumJOUK, JOUKP, JOUKQ) 
        DisplayDrawing.BackgroundImage = DisplayBitmap 
        DisplayDrawing.Refresh() 
        g.Dispose() 
    End Sub 
 
End Class 
 
 

Listing of module NACA 

 
Option Strict On 
Option Explicit On 
 
Public Module NACA 
 
    ' Sub NACA_Airfoil discretizes a four-digit NACA airfoil into physical co-ordinates.  
    ' The x-y co-ordinate frame has its origin at the leading edge.  The x-axis passes 
    ' through both the leading and trailing edges. 
 
    ' The line of mean camber is divided into NumNACA equal segments, so that the upper  
    ' and lower surfaces will have NumNACA segments of varying width.  The segments on 
    ' each surface will be characterized by NumNACA + 1 endpoints.  The x-y co-ordinates 
    ' of all 2NumNACA + 2 points on the surface are stored in the four vectors:  
    ' NACAXu(NumNACA + 1), NACAYU(NumNACA + 1), NACAXl(NumNACA + 1) and  
    ' NACAYl(NumNACA + 1). 
 
    Public Sub NACA_Airfoil() 
        ' Local variables. 
        Dim XC As Double    ' an abscissa on the line of mean camber 
        Dim YC As Double    ' an ordinate on the line of mean camber 
        Dim YT As Double    ' an ordinate on the thickness curve for symmetrical airfoil 
        Dim XCf As Double   ' XC as a fraction of the chord 
        Dim Theta As Double ' slope of the line of mean camber 
        Dim delX As Double = NACAc / NumNACA 
        Dim SinTheta As Double 
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        Dim CosTheta As Double 
        ' 
        ' Step #1: Main loop to step through the NumNACA + 1 points on the upper surface. 
        For Ix As Int32 = 1 To (NumNACA + 1) Step 1 
            ' Calculate the abscissa along the line of mean camber. 
            XC = (Ix - 1) * delX 
            ' Calculate the ordinate along the line of mean camber. 
            If (XC <= (NACAp * NACAc)) Then 
                YC = NACAm * XC * ((2 * NACAp) - (XC / NACAc)) / (NACAp * NACAp) 
            Else 
                YC = NACAm * (NACAc - XC) * _ 
                    (1 + (XC / NACAc) - (2 * NACAp)) / ((1 - NACAp) * (1 - NACAp)) 
            End If 
            ' Calculate the thickness of a symmetric airfoil. 
            XCf = XC / NACAc 
            YT = 5 * NACAt * NACAc * _ 
                ((0.2969 * Math.Sqrt(XCf)) + _ 
                (-0.126 * XCf) + _ 
                (-0.3516 * XCf * XCf) + _ 
                (0.2843 * XCf * XCf * XCf) + _ 
                (-0.1036 * XCf * XCf * XCf * XCf)) 
            ' Calculate the slope of the line of mean camber, except at the LE. 
            If (Ix > 1) Then 
                If (XC <= (NACAp * NACAc)) Then 
                    Theta = 2 * NACAm * (NACAp - (XC / NACAc)) / (NACAp * NACAp) 
                Else 
                    Theta = 2 * NACAm * _ 
                        (NACAp - (XC / NACAc)) / ((1 - NACAp) * (1 - NACAp)) 
                End If 
            End If 
            ' Calculate the co-ordinates of the point on the surface. 
            If (Ix = 1) Then 
                ' Handle the leading edge separately. 
                NACAXu(1) = 0 
                NACAYu(1) = 0 
            Else 
                ' Calculate the co-ordinates of other points.  
                SinTheta = Math.Sin(Theta) 
                CosTheta = Math.Cos(Theta) 
                NACAXu(Ix) = XC - (YT * SinTheta) 
                NACAYu(Ix) = YC + (YT * CosTheta) 
            End If 
        Next Ix 
        ' 
        ' Step #2: Main loop to step through the NumNACA + 1 points on the lower surface. 
        For Ix As Int32 = 1 To (NumNACA + 1) Step 1 
            ' Calculate the abscissa along the line of mean camber. 
            XC = (Ix - 1) * delX 
            ' Calculate the ordinate along the line of mean camber. 
            If (XC <= (NACAp * NACAc)) Then 
                YC = NACAm * XC * ((2 * NACAp) - (XC / NACAc)) / (NACAp * NACAp) 
            Else 
                YC = NACAm * (NACAc - XC) * _ 
                    (1 + (XC / NACAc) - (2 * NACAp)) / ((1 - NACAp) * (1 - NACAp)) 
            End If 
            ' Calculate the thickness of a symmetric airfoil. 
            XCf = XC / NACAc 
            YT = 5 * NACAt * NACAc * _ 
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                ((0.2969 * Math.Sqrt(XCf)) + _ 
                (-0.126 * XCf) + _ 
                (-0.3516 * XCf * XCf) + _ 
                (0.2843 * XCf * XCf * XCf) + _ 
                (-0.1036 * XCf * XCf * XCf * XCf)) 
            ' Calculate the slope of the line of mean camber, except at the LE. 
            If (Ix > 1) Then 
                If (XC <= (NACAp * NACAc)) Then 
                    Theta = 2 * NACAm * (NACAp - (XC / NACAc)) / (NACAp * NACAp) 
                Else 
                    Theta = 2 * NACAm * _ 
                        (NACAp - (XC / NACAc)) / ((1 - NACAp) * (1 - NACAp)) 
                End If 
            End If 
            ' Calculate the co-ordinates of the point on the surface. 
            If (Ix = 1) Then 
                ' Handle the leading edge separately. 
                NACAXl(1) = 0 
                NACAYl(1) = 0 
            Else 
                ' Calculate the co-ordinates of other points.  
                SinTheta = Math.Sin(Theta) 
                CosTheta = Math.Cos(Theta) 
                NACAXl(Ix) = XC + (YT * SinTheta) 
                NACAYl(Ix) = YC - (YT * CosTheta) 
            End If 
        Next Ix 
    End Sub 
 
End Module 
 
 

Listing of module Joukowski 

 
Option Strict On 
Option Explicit On 
 
Public Module Joukowski 
 
    ' Sub JOUK_Airfoil() discretizes a Joukowski airfoil into physical co-ordinates in 
    ' the p-q plane. 
 
    ' The original circle is divided into NumJOUK equal segments so the circumference 
    ' will be characterized by NumJOUK + 1 points.  The p-q co-ordinates of all such 
    ' points are stored in the two vectors: JOUKP(NumJOUK + 1) and JOUKQ(NumJOUK + 1). 
    ' 
    ' Note the Boolean argument Translate.  If True, the subroutine translates all points   
    ' in the p-q plane so that the leading edge (to be precise, the point on the surface 
    ' which has the left-most p co-ordinate) is placed exactly at (0, 0).  If Translate 
    ' is false, the co-ordinates are not translated. 
 
    Public Sub JOUK_Airfoil(ByVal Translate As Boolean) 
        ' Local variables. 
        Dim Theta As Double    ' an angle around the original circle 
        Dim Xo As Double ' x co-ordinate of a point on the original circle 
        Dim Yo As Double ' y co-ordinate of a point on the original circle 
        Dim Xs As Double ' x co-ordinate of a point on the shifted circle 
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        Dim Ys As Double    ' y co-ordinate of a point on the shifted circle 
        Dim delTheta As Double = 2 * Math.PI / NumJOUK 
        Dim SinTheta As Double 
        Dim CosTheta As Double 
        Dim PQrad As Double 
        ' Main loop to step through the NumJOUK + 1 points on the original circle. 
        For Itheta As Int32 = 1 To (NumJOUK + 1) Step 1 
            Theta = (Itheta - 1) * delTheta 
            SinTheta = Math.Sin(Theta) 
            CosTheta = Math.Cos(Theta) 
            Xo = JOUKR * CosTheta 
            Yo = JOUKR * SinTheta 
            Xs = Xo - JOUKf 
            Ys = Yo + JOUKg 
            PQrad = (Xs * Xs) + (Ys * Ys) 
            JOUKP(Itheta) = Xs + (JOUKb * JOUKb * Xs / PQrad) 
            JOUKQ(Itheta) = Ys - (JOUKb * JOUKb * Ys / PQrad) 
        Next Itheta 
        If (Translate = True) Then 
            Dim Pmin As Double = +1.0E+25 
            Dim PminIndex As Int32 = -1 
            For Itheta = 1 To (NumJOUK + 1) Step 1 
                If (JOUKP(Itheta) < Pmin) Then 
                    Pmin = JOUKP(Itheta) 
                    PminIndex = Itheta 
                End If 
            Next Itheta 
            If (PminIndex < 0) Then 
                MsgBox("Error: Could not find the leading edge.") 
                Exit Sub 
            End If 
            For Itheta As Int32 = 1 To (NumJOUK + 1) Step 1 
                JOUKP(Itheta) = JOUKP(Itheta) - Pmin 
            Next Itheta 
        End If 
    End Sub 
 
    ' Sub JOUK_BAsicFacts() calculates certain basic facts about a Joukowski airfoil,  
    ' which it returns as global variables. 
 
    Public Sub JOUK_BasicFacts() 
        Dim LEIndex As Int32            ' Index of the LE in the list of points 
        Dim TEIndex As Int32            ' Index of the TE in the list of points 
        Dim Ple As Double               ' The leading edge 
        Dim Qle As Double 
        Dim Pte As Double               ' The trailing edge 
        Dim Qte As Double 
        Dim Psi As Double               ' The necessary rotation angle 
        Dim Prot(NumJOUK + 1) As Double ' Points rotated to level the chord line 
        Dim Qrot(NumJOUK + 1) As Double 
        Dim Pref(NumJOUK + 1) As Double ' Points on the horizontal line 
        Dim Qref(NumJOUK + 1) As Double 
        Dim Pmcl(NumJOUK + 1) As Double ' Points on the mean camber line 
        Dim Qmcl(NumJOUK + 1) As Double 
        Dim Ptl(NumJOUK + 1) As Double  ' Points on the thickness line 
        Dim Qtl(NumJOUK + 1) As Double 
        '  
        ' Step #1: Determine the extreme points. 
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        JOUKPmin = +1.0E+25 
        JOUKPmax = -1.0E+25 
        JOUKQmin = +1.0E+25 
        JOUKQmax = -1.0E+25 
        For Itheta As Int32 = 1 To (NumJOUK + 1) Step 1 
            If (JOUKP(Itheta) < JOUKPmin) Then 
                JOUKPmin = JOUKP(Itheta) 
                LEIndex = Itheta 
            End If 
            If (JOUKP(Itheta) > JOUKPmax) Then 
                JOUKPmax = JOUKP(Itheta) 
                TEIndex = Itheta 
            End If 
            If (JOUKQ(Itheta) < JOUKQmin) Then 
                JOUKQmin = JOUKQ(Itheta) 
            End If 
            If (JOUKQ(Itheta) > JOUKQmax) Then 
                JOUKQmax = JOUKQ(Itheta) 
            End If 
        Next Itheta 
        ' 
        ' Step #2: Translate the airfoil to the leading edge. 
        For Itheta = 1 To (NumJOUK + 1) Step 1 
            Prot(Itheta) = JOUKP(Itheta) - Ple 
            Qrot(Itheta) = JOUKQ(Itheta) - Qle 
        Next Itheta 
        ' 
        ' Step #3: Determine the leading and trailing edges. 
        Ple = Prot(LEIndex) 
        Qle = Prot(LEIndex) 
        Pte = Prot(TEIndex) 
        Qte = Qrot(TEIndex) 
        ' 
        ' Step #4: Determine the angle of rotation. 
        Psi = Math.Atan2(Qte - Qle, Pte - Ple) 
        ' 
        ' Step #5: Rotate the airfoil into a horizontal position. 
        Dim SinPsi As Double = Math.Sin(Psi) 
        Dim CosPsi As Double = Math.Cos(Psi) 
        Dim Temp As Double 
        For Itheta As Int32 = 1 To (NumJOUK + 1) Step 1 
            Temp = (CosPsi * Prot(Itheta)) + (SinPsi * Qrot(Itheta)) 
            Qrot(Itheta) = (-SinPsi * Prot(Itheta)) + (CosPsi * Qrot(Itheta)) 
            Prot(Itheta) = Temp 
        Next Itheta 
        ' 
        ' Step #6: Calculate the chord. 
        JOUKchord = Prot(TEIndex) - Prot(LEIndex) 
        ' 
        ' Step #7: Calculate some points on the fore-aft line. 
        Dim DelPref As Double = JOUKchord / NumJOUK 
        Dim Ptemp As Double 
        Dim PaboveIndex As Int32 
        Dim delPabove As Double 
        Dim PbelowIndex As Int32 
        Dim delPbelow As Double 
        For Itheta As Int32 = 1 To (NumJOUK + 1) Step 1 
            Do 
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                If (Itheta = LEIndex) Then 
                    Pref(Itheta) = Prot(Itheta) 
                    Qref(Itheta) = Qrot(Itheta) 
                    Exit Do 
                End If 
                If (Itheta = TEIndex) Then 
                    Pref(Itheta) = Prot(Itheta) 
                    Qref(Itheta) = Qrot(Itheta) 
                    Exit Do 
                End If 
                ' Find the nearest points above and below the horizontal line. 
                Ptemp = (Itheta - 1) * DelPref 
                PaboveIndex = -1 
                delPabove = 1.0E+25 
                PbelowIndex = -1 
                delPbelow = 1.0E+25 
                For Jtheta As Int32 = 1 To (NumJOUK + 1) Step 1 
                    If (Qrot(Jtheta) >= 0) Then 
                        ' Process points above the horizontal line. 
                        If (Math.Abs(Prot(Jtheta) - Ptemp) < delPabove) Then 
                            PaboveIndex = Jtheta 
                            delPabove = Math.Abs(Prot(Jtheta) - Ptemp) 
                        End If 
                    Else 
                        ' Process points below the horizontal line. 
                        If (Math.Abs(Prot(Jtheta) - Ptemp) < delPbelow) Then 
                            PbelowIndex = Jtheta 
                            delPbelow = Math.Abs(Prot(Jtheta) - Ptemp) 
                        End If 
                    End If 
                Next Jtheta 
                If (PaboveIndex < 0) Then 
                    MsgBox("Error: Could not find nearest neighbour above.") 
                    Exit Sub 
                End If 
                If (PbelowIndex < 0) Then 
                    MsgBox("Error: Could not find nearest neighbour below.") 
                    Exit Sub 
                End If 
                Pmcl(Itheta) = 0.5 * (Prot(PaboveIndex) + Prot(PbelowIndex)) 
                Qmcl(Itheta) = 0.5 * (Qrot(PaboveIndex) + Qrot(PbelowIndex)) 
                Ptl(Itheta) = 0.5 * (Prot(PaboveIndex) + Prot(PbelowIndex)) 
                Qtl(Itheta) = Qrot(PaboveIndex) - Qrot(PbelowIndex) 
                Exit Do 
            Loop 
        Next Itheta 
        ' 
        ' Step #8: Determine the point of maximum camber. 
        Dim MaxCamberIndex As Int32 = -1 
        Dim MaxCamber As Double = -1.0E+25 
        For Itheta As Int32 = 1 To (NumJOUK + 1) Step 1 
            If (Math.Abs(Qmcl(Itheta)) > MaxCamber) Then 
                MaxCamberIndex = Itheta 
                MaxCamber = Math.Abs(Qmcl(Itheta)) 
            End If 
        Next Itheta 
        If (MaxCamberIndex < 0) Then 
            MsgBox("Error:Could not find the point of maximum camber.") 
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            Exit Sub 
        End If 
        JOUKcamber = MaxCamber / JOUKchord 
        JOUKcamberpoint = Pmcl(MaxCamberIndex) / JOUKchord 
        ' 
        ' Step #8: Determine the point of maximum thickness. 
        Dim MaxThicknessIndex As Int32 = -1 
        Dim MaxThickness As Double = -1.0E+25 
        For Itheta As Int32 = 1 To (NumJOUK + 1) Step 1 
            If (Math.Abs(Qtl(Itheta)) > MaxThickness) Then 
                MaxThicknessIndex = Itheta 
                MaxThickness = Math.Abs(Qtl(Itheta)) 
            End If 
        Next Itheta 
        If (MaxThicknessIndex < 0) Then 
            MsgBox("Error:Could not find the point of maximum thickness.") 
            Exit Sub 
        End If 
        JOUKthickness = MaxThickness / JOUKchord 
        JOUKthickpoint = Ptl(MaxThicknessIndex) / JOUKchord 
    End Sub 
 
End Module 
 

 

Listing of module Render 

 
Option Strict On 
Option Explicit On 
 
Public Module Render 
 
    ' Sub RenderNACA() renders an NACA airfoil onto an existing bitmap. 
    ' The arguments XU(N + 1), YU(N + 1), XL(N + 1) and YL(N + 1), which describe the 
    ' upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil are assumed to be in meters, w.r.t. a 
    ' co-ordinate frame with its origin at the leading edge and with its x-axis 
    ' passing through the trailing edge. 
 
    Public Sub RenderNACA( _ 
        ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs, _ 
        ByRef Bitmap As Bitmap, _ 
        ByVal Colour As Drawing.Color, _ 
        ByVal MetersLeft As Double, ByVal MetersRight As Double, _ 
        ByVal MetersTop As Double, ByVal MetersBottom As Double, _ 
        ByVal N As Int32, _ 
        ByVal XU() As Double, ByVal YU() As Double, _ 
        ByVal XL() As Double, ByVal YL() As Double) 
        ' 
        ' Arguments: 
        '   Bitmap = the existing bitmap 
        '   Colour = colour in which the profile is to be painted 
        '   MetersLeft = left edge of physical region to display, in meters 
        '   MetersRight = right edge of physical region to display, in meters 
        '   MetersTop = top edge of physical region to display, in meters 
        '   MetersBottom = bottom edge of physical region to display 
        '   N = number of segments into which the airfoil is divided 
        '   XU(N + 1) = x co-ordinate of a point on the upper surface 
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        '   YU(N + 1) = y co-ordinate of a point on the upper surface 
        '   XL(N + 1) = x co-ordinate of a point on the lower surface 
        '   YL(N + 1) = y co-ordinate of a point on the lower surface 
 
        ' Local variables: 
        Dim BitmapWidth As Double = Bitmap.Width   ' Width of Bitmap, in pixels 
        Dim BitmapHeight As Double = Bitmap.Height ' Height of Bitmap, in pixels 
        Dim XUtemp(N + 1) As Double 
        Dim YUtemp(N + 1) As Double 
        Dim XLtemp(N + 1) As Double 
        Dim YLtemp(N + 1) As Double 
        ' 
        ' Ensure that the airfoil lies entirely within the physical region. 
        For Ix As Int32 = 1 To (N + 1) Step 1 
            If (XUtemp(Ix) < MetersLeft) Then 
                MsgBox("Error while rendering the NACA airfoil." & vbCrLf & _ 
                       "XU(" & Trim(Str(Ix)) & ") is less than MetersLeft.") 
                Exit Sub 
            End If 
            If (XUtemp(Ix) > MetersRight) Then 
                MsgBox("Error while rendering the NACA airfoil." & vbCrLf & _ 
                       "XU(" & Trim(Str(Ix)) & ") is greater than MetersRight.") 
                Exit Sub 
            End If 
            If (YUtemp(Ix) > MetersTop) Then 
                MsgBox("Error while rendering the NACA airfoil." & vbCrLf & _ 
                       "YU(" & Trim(Str(Ix)) & ") is greater than MetersTop.") 
                Exit Sub 
            End If 
            If (YUtemp(Ix) < MetersBottom) Then 
                MsgBox("Error while rendering the NACA airfoil." & vbCrLf & _ 
                       "YU(" & Trim(Str(Ix)) & ") is less than MetersBottom.") 
                Exit Sub 
            End If 
            If (XLtemp(Ix) < MetersLeft) Then 
                MsgBox("Error while rendering the NACA airfoil." & vbCrLf & _ 
                       "XL(" & Trim(Str(Ix)) & ") is less than MetersLeft.") 
                Exit Sub 
            End If 
            If (XLtemp(Ix) > MetersRight) Then 
                MsgBox("Error while rendering the NACA airfoil." & vbCrLf & _ 
                       "XL(" & Trim(Str(Ix)) & ") is greater than MetersRight.") 
                Exit Sub 
            End If 
            If (YLtemp(Ix) > MetersTop) Then 
                MsgBox("Error while rendering the NACA airfoil." & vbCrLf & _ 
                       "YL(" & Trim(Str(Ix)) & ") is greater than MetersTop.") 
                Exit Sub 
            End If 
            If (YLtemp(Ix) < MetersBottom) Then 
                MsgBox("Error while rendering the NACAairfoil." & vbCrLf & _ 
                       "YL(" & Trim(Str(Ix)) & ") is less than MetersBottom.") 
                Exit Sub 
            End If 
        Next Ix 
        ' 
        ' Calculate the horizontal and vertical scale factors and pick the scale. 
        Dim SFhorz As Double = BitmapWidth / (MetersRight - MetersLeft) 
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        Dim SFvert As Double = BitmapHeight / (MetersTop - MetersBottom) 
        Dim SF As Double 
        If (SFhorz < SFvert) Then 
            SF = SFhorz 
        Else 
            SF = SFvert 
        End If 
        ' 
        ' Convert all points on the surface of the airfoil to pixels. 
        For Ix As Int32 = 1 To (N + 1) Step 1 
            XUtemp(Ix) = (NACAXu(Ix) - MetersLeft) * SF 
            YUtemp(Ix) = (MetersTop - NACAYu(Ix)) * SF 
            XLtemp(Ix) = (NACAXl(Ix) - MetersLeft) * SF 
            YLtemp(Ix) = (MetersTop - NACAYl(Ix)) * SF 
        Next Ix 
        ' 
        ' Render the line segments which make up the upper surface. 
        Dim g As Graphics = Graphics.FromImage(Bitmap) 
        Dim ThisPen As New Drawing.Pen(Colour, 1) 
        For Ix As Int32 = 1 To N Step 1 
            g.DrawLine(ThisPen, _ 
                CSng(XUtemp(Ix)), CSng(YUtemp(Ix)), _ 
                CSng(XUtemp(Ix + 1)), CSng(YUtemp(Ix + 1))) 
        Next Ix 
        ' 
        ' Render the line segments which make up the lower surface. 
        For Ix As Int32 = 1 To N Step 1 
            g.DrawLine(ThisPen, _ 
                CSng(XLtemp(Ix)), CSng(YLtemp(Ix)), _ 
                CSng(XLtemp(Ix + 1)), CSng(YLtemp(Ix + 1))) 
        Next Ix 
        g.Dispose() 
    End Sub 
 
    ' Sub RenderJOUK() renders a Joukowski airfoil onto an existing bitmap. 
    ' The arguments P(N + 1) and Q(N + 1), which describe the full surface of 
    ' the airfoil, are assumed to be in meters.  
 
    Public Sub RenderJOUK( _ 
        ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs, _ 
        ByRef Bitmap As Bitmap, _ 
        ByVal Colour As Drawing.Color, _ 
        ByVal MetersLeft As Double, ByVal MetersRight As Double, _ 
        ByVal MetersTop As Double, ByVal MetersBottom As Double, _ 
        ByVal N As Int32, _ 
        ByVal P() As Double, ByVal Q() As Double) 
        ' 
        ' Arguments: 
        '   Bitmap = the existing bitmap 
        '   Colour = colour in which the profile is to be painted 
        '   MetersLeft = left edge of physical region to display, in meters 
        '   MetersRight = right edge of physical region to display, in meters 
        '   MetersTop = top edge of physical region to display, in meters 
        '   MetersBottom = bottom edge of physical region to display 
        '   N = number of segments into which the airfoil is divided 
        '   P(N + 1) = p co-ordinate of a point on the surface 
        '   Q(N + 1) = q co-ordinate of a point on the surface 
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        ' Local variables: 
        Dim BitmapWidth As Double = Bitmap.Width   ' Width of Bitmap, in pixels 
        Dim BitmapHeight As Double = Bitmap.Height ' Height of Bitmap, in pixels 
        Dim Ptemp(N + 1) As Double 
        Dim Qtemp(N + 1) As Double 
        ' 
        ' Ensure that the airfoil lies entirely within the physical region. 
        For Itheta As Int32 = 1 To (N + 1) Step 1 
            If (P(Itheta) < MetersLeft) Then 
                MsgBox("Error while rendering the Joukowski airfoil." & vbCrLf & _ 
                       "P(" & Trim(Str(Itheta)) & ") is less than MetersLeft.") 
                Exit Sub 
            End If 
            If (P(Itheta) > MetersRight) Then 
                MsgBox("Error while rendering the Joukowski airfoil." & vbCrLf & _ 
                       "P(" & Trim(Str(Itheta)) & ") is greater than MetersRight.") 
                Exit Sub 
            End If 
            If (Q(Itheta) > MetersTop) Then 
                MsgBox("Error while rendering the Joukowski airfoil." & vbCrLf & _ 
                       "Q(" & Trim(Str(Itheta)) & ") is greater than MetersTop.") 
                Exit Sub 
            End If 
            If (Q(Itheta) < MetersBottom) Then 
                MsgBox("Error while rendering the Joukowski airfoil." & vbCrLf & _ 
                       "Q(" & Trim(Str(Itheta)) & ") is less than MetersBottom.") 
                Exit Sub 
            End If 
        Next Itheta 
        ' 
        ' Calculate the horizontal and vertical scale factors and pick the scale. 
        Dim SFhorz As Double = BitmapWidth / (MetersRight - MetersLeft) 
        Dim SFvert As Double = BitmapHeight / (MetersTop - MetersBottom) 
        Dim SF As Double 
        If (SFhorz < SFvert) Then 
            SF = SFhorz 
        Else 
            SF = SFvert 
        End If 
        ' 
        ' Convert all points on the surface of the airfoil to pixels. 
        For Itheta As Int32 = 1 To (N + 1) Step 1 
            Ptemp(Itheta) = (JOUKP(Itheta) - MetersLeft) * SF 
            Qtemp(Itheta) = (MetersTop - JOUKQ(Itheta)) * SF 
        Next Itheta 
        ' 
        ' Render the first NumJOUK segments. 
        Dim g As Graphics = Graphics.FromImage(Bitmap) 
        Dim ThisPen As New Drawing.Pen(Colour, 1) 
        For Itheta As Int32 = 1 To N Step 1 
            g.DrawLine(ThisPen, _ 
                CSng(Ptemp(Itheta)), CSng(Qtemp(Itheta)), _ 
                CSng(Ptemp(Itheta + 1)), CSng(Qtemp(Itheta + 1))) 
        Next Itheta 
        ' 
        ' Render the last line segment. 
        g.DrawLine(ThisPen, _ 
             CSng(Ptemp(N + 1)), CSng(Qtemp(N + 1)), _ 
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             CSng(Ptemp(1)), CSng(Qtemp(1))) 
        g.Dispose() 
    End Sub 
 
    ' Sub RenderBoth() renders an NACA airfoil and a Joukowski airfoil on exactly the  
    ' same co-ordinate frame of reference. 
 
    Public Sub RenderBoth( _ 
        ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs, _ 
        ByRef Bitmap As Bitmap, _ 
        ByVal NNACA As Int32, _ 
        ByVal XU() As Double, ByVal YU() As Double, _ 
        ByVal XL() As Double, ByVal YL() As Double, _ 
        ByVal NJOUK As Int32, _ 
        ByVal P() As Double, ByVal Q() As Double) 
        ' 
        ' Step #1: Determine the extreme points in the display. 
        XRegionLeft = +1.0E+25 
        XRegionRight = -1.0E+25 
        YRegionTop = -1.0E+25 
        YRegionBottom = +1.0E+25 
        For Ix As Int32 = 1 To (NumNACA + 1) Step 1 
            If (NACAXu(Ix) < XRegionLeft) Then 
                XRegionLeft = NACAXu(Ix) 
            End If 
            If (NACAXu(Ix) > XRegionRight) Then 
                XRegionRight = NACAXu(Ix) 
            End If 
            If (NACAXl(Ix) < XRegionLeft) Then 
                XRegionLeft = NACAXl(Ix) 
            End If 
            If (NACAXl(Ix) > XRegionRight) Then 
                XRegionRight = NACAXl(Ix) 
            End If 
            If (NACAYu(Ix) > YRegionTop) Then 
                YRegionTop = NACAYu(Ix) 
            End If 
            If (NACAYu(Ix) < YRegionBottom) Then 
                YRegionBottom = NACAYu(Ix) 
            End If 
            If (NACAYl(Ix) > YRegionTop) Then 
                YRegionTop = NACAYl(Ix) 
            End If 
            If (NACAYl(Ix) < YRegionBottom) Then 
                YRegionBottom = NACAYl(Ix) 
            End If 
        Next Ix 
        For Itheta As Int32 = 1 To (NumJOUK + 1) Step 1 
            If (JOUKP(Itheta) < XRegionLeft) Then 
                XRegionLeft = JOUKP(Itheta) 
            End If 
            If (JOUKP(Itheta) > XRegionRight) Then 
                XRegionRight = JOUKP(Itheta) 
            End If 
            If (JOUKQ(Itheta) > YRegionTop) Then 
                YRegionTop = JOUKQ(Itheta) 
            End If 
            If (JOUKQ(Itheta) < YRegionBottom) Then 
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                YRegionBottom = JOUKQ(Itheta) 
            End If 
        Next Itheta 
        ' 
        ' Step #2: Render the NACA airfoil. 
        RenderNACA(sender, e, Bitmap, Color.Black, _ 
            XRegionLeft, XRegionRight, YRegionTop, YRegionBottom, _ 
            NumNACA, NACAXu, NACAYu, NACAXl, NACAYl) 
        ' 
        ' Step #3: Render the Joukowski airfoil. 
        RenderJOUK(sender, e, Bitmap, Color.Red, _ 
            XRegionLeft, XRegionRight, YRegionTop, YRegionBottom, _ 
            NumJOUK, JOUKP, JOUKQ) 
    End Sub 
 
End Module 
 

 

Listing of module Variables 

 
Option Strict On 
Option Explicit On 
 
Public Module Variables 
 
    ' x-y co-ordinates of the NACA airfoil 
    Public NumNACA As Int32 = 1000 
    Public NACAc As Double = 1.48 
    Public NACAm As Double = 0.02 
    Public NACAp As Double = 0.4 
    Public NACAt As Double = 0.12 
    Public NACAXu(NumNACA + 1) As Double ' For upper surface of airfoil 
    Public NACAYu(NumNACA + 1) As Double 
    Public NACAXl(NumNACA + 1) As Double ' For lower surface of airfoil 
    Public NACAYl(NumNACA + 1) As Double 
 
    ' p-q co-ordinates of the Joukowski airfoil 
    Public NumJOUK As Int32 = 1000 
    Public JOUKR As Double = 0.4051 
    Public JOUKf As Double = 0.03069 
    Public JOUKg As Double = 0.02032 
    Public JOUKb As Double = 0.3672 
    Public JOUKP(NumJOUK + 1) As Double 
    Public JOUKQ(NumJOUK + 1) As Double 
 
    ' Basic facts about a Joukowski airfoil 
    Public JOUKPmin As Double ' Left-most point on surface 
    Public JOUKPmax As Double ' Right-most point on surface 
    Public JOUKQmin As Double ' Bottom-most point on surface 
    Public JOUKQmax As Double ' Top-most point on surface 
    Public JOUKchord As Double 
    Public JOUKcamber As Double 
    Public JOUKcamberpoint As Double 
    Public JOUKthickness As Double 
    Public JOUKthickpoint As Double 
 
    ' Display variables 
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    Public XRegionLeft As Double 
    Public XRegionRight As Double 
    Public YRegionTop As Double 
    Public YRegionBottom As Double 
    Public NACAStringToDisplay As String 
    Public JOUKStringToDisplay As String 
 
End Module 
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Appendix “B” 

 

A refresher on vector operators in 2-D Cartesian co-ordinates 

 

A vector field  can be described by its two components .   

 

The del operator is also a vector with two components, but its two components are both derivatives: 

 

 

 

The dot-product  is given by: 

 

 

 

The magnitude of the cross-product  is given by: 

 

 

 

The Laplacian (operator)  is given by: 

 

 

                                                                                                  

In polar co-ordinates, the del operator is given by: 

 

 

 

In polar co-ordinates, the Laplacian is given by: 
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Appendix “C” 

 

A Visual Basic program to plot combined uniform and vortex flow around a cylinder 

 
Option Strict On 
Option Explicit On 
 
Public Class MainForm 
    Inherits System.Windows.Forms.Form 
    Public A As Double = 2 
    Public Vinf As Double = 4 
    Public Alpha As Double = DTR(15) 
    Public Gamma As Double = -40 
    Public ThetaStag As Double 
    Public PsiStag As Double      ' Psi on the stagnation streamlines 
    Public R As Double 
    Public Theta As Double 
    Public X As Double 
    Public Y As Double 
    Public Xmax As Double = 10    ' maximum horizontal distance for region of study 
    Public DelY As Double = 0.5   ' vertical separation of streamlines 
    Public DelR As Double = Xmax / 400 
    Public DelTheta As Double = Math.PI / 400 
    Public XX(100) As Double      ' left starting values for the streamlines 
    Public YY(100) As Double      ' vertical starting values for the streamlines 
    Public Xfirst As Double       ' (Xfirst,Yfirst) is the starting point of a streamline 
    Public Yfirst As Double 
    Public Rfirst As Double   ' (Rfirst,Thetafirst) is the starting point of a streamline 
    Public Thetafirst As Double 
    Public Psifirst As Double 
    Public NumStreamlines As Int32 = 14 ' Number of streamlines 
    Public NumPtsPerStreamline As Int32 = 1000 
    Public objExcel As Microsoft.Office.Interop.Excel.Application 
    Public objExcelWB As Microsoft.Office.Interop.Excel.Workbook 
    Public objExcelWS As Microsoft.Office.Interop.Excel.Worksheet 
    Public DisplayString As String = "" 
    Public ReturnString As String = "" 
 
    Public Sub New() 
        InitializeComponent() 
        With Me 
            Name = "MainForm" 
            Text = "Cylinder with vortex" 
            FormBorderStyle = Windows.Forms.FormBorderStyle.Fixed3D 
            Size = New Drawing.Size(1000, 600) 
            CenterToScreen() 
            MinimizeBox = True 
            MaximizeBox = False 
            Controls.Add(buttonExit) : buttonExit.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(labelOutput) : labelOutput.BringToFront() 
            Visible = True 
            PerformLayout() 
            BringToFront() 
        End With 
        Initialization() 
        MainProgram() 
    End Sub 
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    Private Sub Initialization() 
        ' Find Psi at the stagnation point 
        PsiStag = -Gamma * Math.Log(A) / (2 * Math.PI) 
        ' Find the Y at the upstream point with X=-Xmax with this Psi 
        Dim Ylow As Double = -50 * Xmax 
        Dim dY As Double = Xmax / 10 
        Dim Rlow As Double = Math.Sqrt(Xmax * Xmax + Ylow * Ylow) 
        Dim Thetalow As Double = Math.Atan2(Ylow, -Xmax) 
        Dim Psilow As Double = Vinf * Rlow * (1 - (A * A / (Rlow * Rlow))) * _ 
            Math.Sin(Thetalow - Alpha) + _ 
            -(Gamma * Math.Log(Rlow) / (2 * Math.PI)) 
        Dim Ynext As Double = Ylow + dY 
        Dim Rnext As Double 
        Dim Thetanext As Double 
        Dim Psinext As Double 
        Dim MaxDelPsi As Double = 0.0000001 
        Do 
            Ynext = Ylow + dY 
            Rnext = Math.Sqrt(Xmax * Xmax + Ynext * Ynext) 
            Thetanext = Math.Atan2(Ynext, -Xmax) 
            Psinext = Vinf * Rnext * (1 - (A * A / (Rnext * Rnext))) * _ 
                Math.Sin(Thetanext - Alpha) + _ 
                -(Gamma * Math.Log(Rnext) / (2 * Math.PI)) 
            If (Math.Abs((Psinext - PsiStag) / PsiStag) < MaxDelPsi) Then 
                Yfirst = (Ynext + Ylow) / 2 
                Exit Do 
            End If 
            If (((Psinext - PsiStag) * (Psilow - PsiStag)) >= 0) Then 
                ' Psinext and Psilow are on the same side of PsiStag 
                Ylow = Ynext 
                Psilow = Psinext 
            Else 
                dY = dY * 0.9 
            End If 
        Loop 
        ' Set up the X and Y values for the streamlines 
        For I As Int32 = 1 To (NumStreamlines) Step 1 
            XX(I) = -Xmax 
        Next I 
        Dim MiddleIndex As Int32 = CInt(NumStreamlines / 2) 
        YY(MiddleIndex) = Yfirst + (delY / 10) 
        YY(MiddleIndex + 1) = Yfirst - (delY / 10) 
        For I As Int32 = 1 To (MiddleIndex - 1) Step 1 
            YY(MiddleIndex - I) = Yfirst + (I * delY) 
            YY(MiddleIndex + 1 + I) = Yfirst - (I * delY) 
        Next I 
        ' Open the Excel file 
        Try 
            objExcel = CType(CreateObject("Excel.Application"),  _ 
                Microsoft.Office.Interop.Excel.Application) 
            objExcel.Visible = False 
            objExcelWB = CType(objExcel.Workbooks.Open("C:\CylinderOutput.xlsx"),  _ 
                Microsoft.Office.Interop.Excel.Workbook) 
            objExcelWS = CType(objExcelWB.Sheets("Sheet1"),  _ 
                Microsoft.Office.Interop.Excel.Worksheet) 
        Catch ex As Exception 
            Cursor.Current = Cursors.Default 
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            MsgBox("Could not open an output file.", vbOKOnly) 
            Application.Exit() 
        End Try 
        objExcelWS.Cells(1, 1) = "Uniform plus vortex flow around a cylinder" 
        objExcelWS.Cells(3, 1) = "Radius a =" 
        objExcelWS.Cells(3, 2) = Trim(Str(A)) 
        objExcelWS.Cells(4, 1) = "Vinf =" 
        objExcelWS.Cells(4, 2) = Trim(Str(Vinf)) 
        objExcelWS.Cells(4, 3) = "Alpha =" 
        objExcelWS.Cells(4, 4) = Trim(Str(RTD(Alpha))) 
        objExcelWS.Cells(5, 1) = "Gamma =" 
        objExcelWS.Cells(5, 2) = Trim(Str(Gamma)) 
        objExcelWS.Cells(5, 5) = "Date: " & Now.ToString 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub MainProgram() 
        Dim RIn As Double 
        Dim ThetaIn As Double 
        Dim XIn As Double 
        Dim YIn As Double 
        Dim ROut(4) As Double 
        Dim ThetaOut(4) As Double 
        Dim NumOut As Int32 
        Dim XOut(4) As Double 
        Dim YOut(4) As Double 
        ' Main loop - one per streamline 
        For SL As Int32 = 1 To NumStreamlines Step 1 
            Xfirst = XX(SL) 
            Yfirst = YY(SL) 
            Rfirst = Math.Sqrt((Xfirst * Xfirst) + (Yfirst * Yfirst)) 
            Thetafirst = Math.Atan2(Yfirst, Xfirst) 
            Psifirst = Vinf * Rfirst * (1 - (A * A / (Rfirst * Rfirst))) * _ 
                Math.Sin(Thetafirst - Alpha) + _ 
                -(Gamma * Math.Log(Rfirst) / (2 * Math.PI)) 
            objExcelWS.Cells(7, 1 + (SL - 1) * 5) = "Xfirst =" 
            objExcelWS.Cells(7, 2 + (SL - 1) * 5) = Trim(Str(Xfirst)) 
            objExcelWS.Cells(8, 1 + (SL - 1) * 5) = "Yfirst =" 
            objExcelWS.Cells(8, 2 + (SL - 1) * 5) = Trim(Str(Yfirst)) 
            objExcelWS.Cells(9, 1 + (SL - 1) * 5) = "Rfirst =" 
            objExcelWS.Cells(9, 2 + (SL - 1) * 5) = Trim(Str(Rfirst)) 
            objExcelWS.Cells(10, 1 + (SL - 1) * 5) = "Thetafirst =" 
            objExcelWS.Cells(10, 2 + (SL - 1) * 5) = Trim(Str(Thetafirst)) 
            objExcelWS.Cells(11, 1 + (SL - 1) * 5) = "Psi =" 
            objExcelWS.Cells(11, 2 + (SL - 1) * 5) = Trim(Str(Psifirst)) 
            objExcelWS.Cells(12, 1 + (SL - 1) * 5) = "Theta" 
            objExcelWS.Cells(12, 2 + (SL - 1) * 5) = "Radius" 
            objExcelWS.Cells(12, 3 + (SL - 1) * 5) = "X" 
            objExcelWS.Cells(12, 4 + (SL - 1) * 5) = "Y" 
            objExcelWS.Cells(11, 4 + (SL - 1) * 5) = "SL #" & Trim(Str(SL)) 
            objExcelWS.Cells(13, 1 + (SL - 1) * 5) = FormatNumber(Thetafirst, 6) 
            objExcelWS.Cells(13, 2 + (SL - 1) * 5) = FormatNumber(Rfirst, 6) 
            objExcelWS.Cells(13, 3 + (SL - 1) * 5) = FormatNumber(Xfirst, 6) 
            objExcelWS.Cells(13, 4 + (SL - 1) * 5) = FormatNumber(Yfirst, 6) 
            DisplayString = DisplayString & _ 
                "Now running streamline # " & Trim(Str(SL)) & vbCrLf 
            labelOutput.Text = DisplayString 
            Me.Refresh() 
            ' Main loop - points along each streamline 
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            XIn = Xfirst 
            YIn = Yfirst 
            RIn = Rfirst 
            ThetaIn = Thetafirst 
            Dim LocalSlope As Double = 0 
            For PT As Int32 = 1 To NumPtsPerStreamline Step 1 
                labelOutput.Text = DisplayString & "  Point # " & Trim(Str(PT)) & _ 
                    " with R = " & Trim(Str(RIn)) 
                Me.Refresh() 
                ' Find the next point on the streamline 
                ReturnString = FindNextPoints(Psifirst, RIn, ThetaIn, _ 
                    DelR, NumOut, ROut, ThetaOut) 
                ' Deal with failure 
                If (ReturnString <> "SUCCESS") Then 
                    MsgBox("Failure on SL #" & Trim(Str(SL)) & _ 
                        " at PT #" & Trim(Str(PT)) & vbCrLf & _ 
                        ReturnString) 
                    Application.Exit() 
                End If 
                ' Exclude points which are inside the cylinder 
                Do While ((NumOut > 0) And (ROut(1) < A)) 
                    ROut(1) = ROut(2) 
                    ThetaOut(1) = ThetaOut(2) 
                    ROut(2) = ROut(3) 
                    ThetaOut(2) = ThetaOut(3) 
                    ROut(3) = ROut(4) 
                    ThetaOut(3) = ThetaOut(4) 
                    NumOut = NumOut - 1 
                Loop 
                Do While ((NumOut > 1) And (ROut(2) < A)) 
                    ROut(2) = ROut(3) 
                    ThetaOut(2) = ThetaOut(3) 
                    ROut(3) = ROut(4) 
                    ThetaOut(3) = ThetaOut(4) 
                    NumOut = NumOut - 1 
                Loop 
                Do While ((NumOut > 2) And (ROut(3) < A)) 
                    ROut(3) = ROut(4) 
                    ThetaOut(3) = ThetaOut(4) 
                    NumOut = NumOut - 1 
                Loop 
                Do While ((NumOut > 3) And (ROut(4) < A)) 
                    NumOut = NumOut - 1 
                Loop 
                If (NumOut = 0) Then 
                    MsgBox("Failure on SL #" & Trim(Str(SL)) & _ 
                        " at PT #" & Trim(Str(PT)) & vbCrLf & _ 
                        "No points lie outside the cylinder") 
                    Application.Exit() 
                End If 
                ' Determine which point represents the better progress along the SL 
                For I As Int32 = 1 To NumOut Step 1 
                    XOut(I) = ROut(I) * Math.Cos(ThetaOut(I)) 
                    YOut(I) = ROut(I) * Math.Sin(ThetaOut(I)) 
                Next I 
                Do 
                    ' If there are three points, then we are at the trailing Stag Point. 
                    ' In this case, pick the one with the biggest radius. 
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                    If (NumOut = 3) Then 
                        If ((ROut(1) > ROut(2)) And (ROut(1) > ROut(2))) Then 
                            R = ROut(1) 
                            Theta = ThetaOut(1) 
                            X = XOut(1) 
                            Y = YOut(1) 
                            Exit Do 
                        Else 
                            If (ROut(2) > ROut(3)) Then 
                                R = ROut(2) 
                                Theta = ThetaOut(2) 
                                X = XOut(2) 
                                Y = YOut(2) 
                                Exit Do 
                            Else 
                                R = ROut(3) 
                                Theta = ThetaOut(3) 
                                X = XOut(3) 
                                Y = YOut(3) 
                                Exit Do 
                            End If 
                        End If 
                    End If 
                    ' If there is only one point, take it 
                    If (NumOut = 1) Then 
                        R = ROut(1) 
                        Theta = ThetaOut(1) 
                        X = XOut(1) 
                        Y = YOut(1) 
                        Exit Do 
                    End If 
                    ' If there are two points, then pick the point which has the slope 
                    ' closest to the local slope. 
                    Dim Slope1to2 As Double 
                    Dim Slope2to1 As Double 
                    Slope1to2 = Math.Atan2(YOut(2) - YOut(1), XOut(2) - XOut(1)) 
                    Slope2to1 = Math.Atan2(YOut(1) - YOut(2), XOut(1) - XOut(2)) 
                    If (Math.Abs(Slope1to2 - LocalSlope) < _ 
                        Math.Abs(Slope2to1 - LocalSlope)) Then 
                        R = ROut(2) 
                        Theta = ThetaOut(2) 
                        X = XOut(2) 
                        Y = YOut(2) 
                        LocalSlope = Slope1to2 
                        Exit Do 
                    Else 
                        R = ROut(1) 
                        Theta = ThetaOut(1) 
                        X = XOut(1) 
                        Y = YOut(1) 
                        LocalSlope = Slope2to1 
                        Exit Do 
                    End If 
                Loop 
                ' Write new point to file only if X is within the region of study 
                objExcelWS.Cells(13 + PT, 1 + (SL - 1) * 5) = FormatNumber(Theta, 6) 
                objExcelWS.Cells(13 + PT, 2 + (SL - 1) * 5) = FormatNumber(R, 6) 
                objExcelWS.Cells(13 + PT, 3 + (SL - 1) * 5) = FormatNumber(X, 6) 
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                objExcelWS.Cells(13 + PT, 4 + (SL - 1) * 5) = FormatNumber(Y, 6) 
                ' Update for the next iteration 
                RIn = R 
                ThetaIn = Theta 
            Next PT 
        Next SL 
        DisplayString = DisplayString & "All done." 
        labelOutput.Text = DisplayString 
        Me.Refresh() 
        objExcelWB.Save() 
        objExcel.SaveWorkspace() 
        objExcel.Quit() 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Function FindNextPoints( _ 
        ByVal Psi As Double, _ 
        ByVal OldR As Double, ByVal OldTheta As Double, _ 
        ByVal dS As Double, 
        ByRef NumNew As Int32, _ 
        ByRef NewR() As Double, ByRef NewTheta() As Double) As String 
        ' Finds up to four more points on streamline Psi, starting at point 
        ' (OldR, OldTheta).  The new points are a distance dS away from 
        ' the old point.  The new points are returned as the ByRef 
        ' arguments NewR() and NewTheta() along with the number of them as NumNew. 
        ' The calling routine must pick which point is in the direction 
        ' of interest. 
        ' The function uses brute force to search around a small circle 
        ' centered on the old point, and then a successive 50% reduction 
        ' of search range to narrow in on the two angles. 
        ' SurfaceFactor is a fraction of dS.  If the old point lies 
        ' within SurfaceFactor*dS of the surface of the circle, then the 
        ' old point is assumed to be on the circle.  Otherwise, the old 
        ' point is assumed to be in the free stream. 
        ' If the old point is on the circle, then the function returns  
        ' the two points which are +dS and -dS away on the surface. 
        ' If the old point is in the free stream, but close to the surface, 
        ' then all references to radius are kept at least SurfaceFactor*dS/2 
        ' away from the surface. 
        ' Returns "SUCCESS" or an error message. 
        Dim Xtemp As Double 
        Dim Ytemp As Double 
        Dim Rtemp As Double 
        Dim Thetatemp As Double 
        Dim ROnCircle(360) As Double 
        Dim ThetaOnCircle(360) As Double 
        Dim PsiOnCircle(360) As Double 
        Dim BestIndex(4) As Int32 
        Dim ResultString As String 
        Dim DisplayString As String 
        ' 
        ' ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
        ' Sub-Procedure #1 - Populate Psi for a small circle centered on the old point. 
        For I As Int32 = 0 To 360 Step 1 
            Xtemp = (OldR * Math.Cos(OldTheta)) + (dS * Math.Cos(DTR(I))) 
            Ytemp = (OldR * Math.Sin(OldTheta)) + (dS * Math.Sin(DTR(I))) 
            Rtemp = Math.Sqrt((Xtemp * Xtemp) + (Ytemp * Ytemp)) 
            'If (Rtemp < (A + (dS * SurfaceFactor / 4))) Then 
            'Rtemp = A + (dS * SurfaceFactor / 4) 
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            'End If 
            Thetatemp = Math.Atan2(Ytemp, Xtemp) 
            ROnCircle(I) = Rtemp 
            ThetaOnCircle(I) = Thetatemp 
            PsiOnCircle(I) = Vinf * Rtemp * (1 - (A * A / (Rtemp * Rtemp))) * _ 
                Math.Sin(Thetatemp - Alpha) + _ 
                -(Gamma * Math.Log(Rtemp) / (2 * Math.PI)) 
        Next I 
        ' 
        ' ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
        ' Sub-Procedure #2 - Find the points on the circle where delPsi changes sign. 
        NumNew = 0 
        For I As Int32 = 0 To 359 Step 1 
            If (((PsiOnCircle(I + 1) - Psi) * (PsiOnCircle(I) - Psi)) <= 0) Then 
                ' Psi(I+1) and Psi(I) are on different sides of Psi 
                NumNew = NumNew + 1 
                BestIndex(NumNew) = I ' BestIndex stores the lower index of the pair 
            End If 
        Next I 
        If (NumNew = 0) Then 
            MsgBox("Failed to find any points in FindNextPoints()") 
            Application.Exit() 
        End If 
        If (NumNew > 4) Then 
            MsgBox("Found more than four points in FindNextPoints()") 
        End If 
        ' 
        ' ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
        ' Sub-Procedure #3 - Find the best points for the BestIndices 
        For I As Int32 = 1 To NumNew Step 1 
            ResultString = FindBestPoint(Psi, _ 
                ROnCircle(BestIndex(I)), ThetaOnCircle(BestIndex(I)), _ 
                ROnCircle(BestIndex(I) + 1), ThetaOnCircle(BestIndex(I) + 1), _ 
                NewR(I), NewTheta(I)) 
            If (ResultString <> "SUCCESS") Then 
                DisplayString = "Call to FindBestPoint() failed with:" & vbCrLf & _ 
                    "BestIndex = " & Trim(Str(BestIndex(I))) & vbCrLf & _ 
                    "R1 = " & Trim(Str(ROnCircle(BestIndex(I)))) & _ 
                    " Theta1 = " & Trim(Str(RTD(ThetaOnCircle(BestIndex(I))))) & _ 
                    " with Psi1 = " & Trim(Str(PsiOnCircle(BestIndex(I)))) & vbCrLf & _ 
                    "R2 = " & Trim(Str(ROnCircle(BestIndex(I) + 1))) & _ 
                    " Theta2 = " & Trim(Str(RTD(ThetaOnCircle(BestIndex(I) + 1)))) & _ 
                    " with Psi2 = " & Trim(Str(PsiOnCircle(BestIndex(I) + 1))) & _ 
                    vbCrLf & "Psi = " & Trim(Str(Psi)) 
                FindNextPoints = "Call to subroutine failed with: " & DisplayString 
                Exit Function 
            End If 
        Next I 
        FindNextPoints = "SUCCESS" 
    End Function 
 
    Private Function FindBestPoint( _ 
        ByVal Psi As Double, _ 
        ByVal R1 As Double, ByVal Theta1 As Double, _ 
        ByVal R2 As Double, ByVal theta2 As Double, _ 
        ByRef BestR As Double, ByRef BestTheta As Double) As String 
        ' Finds the point on the line between R1 and R2 whigh is closest to Psi. 
        Dim X1 As Double 
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        Dim Y1 As Double 
        Dim X2 As Double 
        Dim Y2 As Double 
        Dim Xmid As Double 
        Dim Ymid As Double 
        Dim Rmid As Double 
        Dim Thetamid As Double 
        Dim Psi1 As Double 
        Dim Psi2 As Double 
        Dim PsiMid As Double 
        Dim MaxDifInPsi As Double = 0.00000001 
        Dim MaxNumIterations As Int32 = 10000 
        Dim NumIterations As Int32 = 0 
        Psi1 = Vinf * R1 * (1 - (A * A / (R1 * R1))) * Math.Sin(Theta1 - Alpha) + _ 
            -(Gamma * Math.Log(R1) / (2 * Math.PI)) 
        Psi2 = Vinf * R2 * (1 - (A * A / (R2 * R2))) * Math.Sin(theta2 - Alpha) + _ 
            -(Gamma * Math.Log(R2) / (2 * Math.PI)) 
        Do 
            ' Test for failure 
            NumIterations = NumIterations + 1 
            If (NumIterations > MaxNumIterations) Then 
                FindBestPoint = "Failed to converge" 
                Exit Function 
            End If 
            ' Ensure that PsiHigh and PsiLow are bounds for Psi 
            If ((Psi1 - Psi) * (Psi2 - Psi) > 0) Then 
                FindBestPoint = "Endpoints do not bound Psi" 
                Exit Function 
            End If 
            ' Find the midpoint 
            X1 = R1 * Math.Cos(Theta1) 
            Y1 = R1 * Math.Sin(Theta1) 
            X2 = R2 * Math.Cos(theta2) 
            Y2 = R2 * Math.Sin(theta2) 
            Xmid = (X1 + X2) / 2 
            Ymid = (Y1 + Y2) / 2 
            Rmid = Math.Sqrt((Xmid * Xmid) + (Ymid * Ymid)) 
            Thetamid = Math.Atan2(Ymid, Xmid) 
            PsiMid = Vinf * Rmid * (1 - (A * A / (Rmid * Rmid))) * _ 
                Math.Sin(Thetamid - Alpha) + _ 
                -(Gamma * Math.Log(Rmid) / (2 * Math.PI)) 
            ' Determine if PsiMid is perfect 
            If (PsiMid = Psi) Then 
                BestR = Rmid 
                BestTheta = Thetamid 
                FindBestPoint = "SUCCESS" 
                Exit Function 
            End If 
            ' Determine which side is better 
            If ((Psi1 - Psi) * (PsiMid - Psi) > 0) Then 
                ' Psi1 and PsiMid are on the same side 
                R1 = Rmid 
                Theta1 = Thetamid 
                Psi1 = PsiMid 
            Else 
                ' Psi2 and PsiMid must be on the same side 
                R2 = Rmid 
                theta2 = Thetamid 
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                Psi2 = PsiMid 
            End If 
            ' Test for successful convergence 
            If ((Math.Abs((Psi1 - Psi2) / Psi)) < MaxDifInPsi) Then 
                BestR = Rmid 
                BestTheta = Thetamid 
                FindBestPoint = "SUCCESS" 
                Exit Function 
            End If 
        Loop 
        FindBestPoint = "SUCCESS" 
    End Function 
 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    '// Controls 
 
    Public WithEvents buttonExit As New Windows.Forms.Button With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(50, 30), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(5, 5), _ 
         .Text = "Exit", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleCenter} 
 
    Public labelOutput As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(700, 400), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(5, 40), _ 
         .Text = "", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.TopLeft, _ 
         .BackColor = Color.White} 
 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    '// Handlers for buttons in groupboxButtons 
 
    Public Sub buttonExit_Click() Handles buttonExit.MouseClick 
        Application.Exit() 
    End Sub 
 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    '// Subroutines 
 
    Public Function RTD(ByVal NumRad As Double) As Double 
        RTD = NumRad * 180 / Math.PI 
    End Function 
 
    Public Function DTR(ByVal NumDeg As Double) As Double 
        DTR = NumDeg * Math.PI / 180 
    End Function 
 
    Public Function ModulusAngle(ByVal Angle As Double) As Double 
        ' Modulates an angle to the range 0 degrees <= Angle < +359.99 degrees 
        ' The angle must be expressed in radians. 
        Do 
            If ((Angle >= 0) And (Angle < (2 * Math.PI))) Then 
                ModulusAngle = Angle 
                Exit Function 
            End If 
            If (Angle > (2 * Math.PI)) Then 
                Angle = Angle - (2 * Math.PI) 
            End If 
            If (Angle < 0) Then 
                Angle = Angle + (2 * Math.PI) 
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            End If 
        Loop 
    End Function 
 
End Class 
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Appendix “D” 

 

A Visual Basic program to plot streamlines around a Joukowski airfoil 

 
Option Strict Off 
Option Explicit On 
 
'//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
'// This program prepares an Excel file with data needed to plot streamlines around a 
'// Joukowski airfoil.  The vorticity can be set independently. 
'//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
Public Class MainForm 
    Inherits System.Windows.Forms.Form 
 
    ' Joukowski airfoil parameters 
    Public R0 As Double = 0.4051 
    Public f0 As Double = 0.03069 
    Public g0 As Double = 0.02032 
    Public b0 As Double = 0.3672 
 
    ' Upstream airflow 
    Public Vinf As Double = 8.941        ' 20 mph 
    Public Alpha As Double = DTR(15)     ' Nominal angle of attack 
    Public GammaGL As Double = -4 * Math.PI * Vinf * _ 
        ((g0 * Math.Cos(Alpha)) + ((b0 + f0) * Math.Sin(Alpha))) 
    Public Gamma As Double = GammaGL * 1.0 
 
    ' Variables for determining streamlines for the original, unshifted, cylinder 
    Public NumStreamlines As Int32 = 14  ' Number of streamlines 
    Public NumPtsPerSL As Int32 = 1000   ' Number of points along each streamline 
    Public Xmax As Double = 2            ' Maximum horizontal extent of region 
    Public DelY As Double = 0.1          ' Vertical separation of streamlines 
    Public DelR As Double = Xmax / 400 
    Public DelTheta As Double = Math.PI / 400 
    Public XX(100) As Double            ' Left starting values for the streamlines 
    Public YY(100) As Double            ' Vertical starting values for the streamlines 
    Public X1st As Double               ' (X1st,Y1st) is the starting point of a SL 
    Public Y1st As Double 
    Public R1st As Double               ' (R1st,Theta1st) is the starting point of a SL 
    Public Theta1st As Double 
    Public Psi1st As Double             ' Value of Psi on a particular streamline 
    Public ThetaStag As Double          ' Critical angle of the stagnation streamlines 
    Public PsiStag As Double            ' Psi on the stagnation streamlines 
 
    ' Variables for points along the streamlines 
    Public XOrig(100, 1000) As Double   ' X(0,*) is the surface of the cylinder 
    '                                   ' X(13,*) is the surface of the cylinder 
    Public YOrig(100, 1000) As Double   ' Y(0,*) is the surface of the cylinder 
    Public P(100, 1000) As Double       ' P(0,*) is the surface of the airfoil  
    Public Q(100, 1000) As Double       ' Q(0,*) is the surface of the airfoil 
    Public LastRow(100) As Int32        ' Last row in the spreadsheet for a streamline 
 
    ' Multiple-use variables 
    Public R As Double 
    Public Theta As Double 
    Public CosThetaAlpha As Double 
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    Public SinThetaAlpha As Double 
    Public X As Double 
    Public Y As Double 
 
    ' The Excel output file 
    Public objExcel As Microsoft.Office.Interop.Excel.Application 
    Public objExcelWB As Microsoft.Office.Interop.Excel.Workbook 
    Public objExcelWS As Microsoft.Office.Interop.Excel.Worksheet 
 
    ' String variables 
    Public DisplayString As String = "" 
    Public ReturnString As String = "" 
 
    Public Sub New() 
        InitializeComponent() 
        With Me 
            Name = "MainForm" 
            Text = "Streamlines around a Joukowski airfoil" 
            FormBorderStyle = Windows.Forms.FormBorderStyle.Fixed3D 
            Size = New Drawing.Size(1000, 600) 
            CenterToScreen() 
            MinimizeBox = True 
            MaximizeBox = False 
            Controls.Add(buttonExit) : buttonExit.BringToFront() 
            Controls.Add(labelOutput) : labelOutput.BringToFront() 
            Visible = True 
            PerformLayout() 
            BringToFront() 
        End With 
        Initialization() 
        FindCylinderStreamlines() 
        AddCircleToPlot() 
        ExecuteTransformation() 
        WriteAirfoilData() 
        DisplayString = DisplayString & vbCrLf & "All done." 
        labelOutput.Text = DisplayString 
        Me.Refresh() 
        objExcelWB.Save() 
        objExcel.SaveWorkspace() 
        objExcel.Quit() 
    End Sub 
 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    '// Controls and handlers 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
    Public WithEvents buttonExit As New Windows.Forms.Button With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(50, 30), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(5, 5), _ 
         .Text = "Exit", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleCenter} 
 
    Public labelOutput As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(700, 400), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(5, 40), _ 
         .Text = "", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.TopLeft, _ 
         .BackColor = Color.White} 
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    Public Sub buttonExit_Click() Handles buttonExit.MouseClick 
        Application.Exit() 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub Initialization() 
        ' Find Psi at the stagnation point. 
        PsiStag = -Gamma * Math.Log(R0) / (2 * Math.PI) 
        ' Find the Y at the point X = -Xmax far upstream which has this Psi. 
        Dim Ylow As Double = -10 * Xmax 
        Dim dY As Double = Xmax / 10 
        Dim Rlow As Double = Math.Sqrt((Xmax * Xmax) + (Ylow * Ylow)) 
        Dim Thetalow As Double = Math.Atan2(Ylow, -Xmax) 
        SinThetaAlpha = Math.Sin(Thetalow - Alpha) 
        Dim Psilow As Double = Vinf * Rlow * (1 - (R0 * R0 / (Rlow * Rlow))) * _ 
            SinThetaAlpha + (-Gamma * Math.Log(Rlow) / (2 * Math.PI)) 
        Dim Ynext As Double = Ylow + dY 
        Dim Rnext As Double 
        Dim Thetanext As Double 
        Dim Psinext As Double 
        Dim MaxDelPsi As Double = 0.0000001 
        Do 
            Ynext = Ylow + dY 
            Rnext = Math.Sqrt((Xmax * Xmax) + (Ynext * Ynext)) 
            Thetanext = Math.Atan2(Ynext, -Xmax) 
            SinThetaAlpha = Math.Sin(Thetanext - Alpha) 
            Psinext = Vinf * Rnext * (1 - (R0 * R0 / (Rnext * Rnext))) * _ 
                SinThetaAlpha + (-Gamma * Math.Log(Rnext) / (2 * Math.PI)) 
            If (Math.Abs((Psinext - PsiStag) / PsiStag) < MaxDelPsi) Then 
                Y1st = (Ynext + Ylow) / 2 
                Exit Do 
            End If 
            If (((Psinext - PsiStag) * (Psilow - PsiStag)) >= 0) Then 
                ' Psinext and Psilow are on the same side of PsiStag. 
                Ylow = Ynext 
                Psilow = Psinext 
            Else 
                dY = dY * 0.95 
            End If 
        Loop 
        ' Set up the X and Y values for the streamlines. 
        For I As Int32 = 1 To NumStreamlines Step 1 
            XX(I) = -Xmax 
        Next I 
        Dim MiddleIndex As Int32 = CInt(NumStreamlines / 2) 
        YY(MiddleIndex) = Y1st + (DelY / 10) 
        YY(MiddleIndex + 1) = Y1st - (DelY / 10) 
        For I As Int32 = 1 To (MiddleIndex - 1) Step 1 
            YY(MiddleIndex - I) = Y1st + (I * DelY) 
            YY(MiddleIndex + 1 + I) = Y1st - (I * DelY) 
        Next I 
        ' Open the Excel file. 
        Try 
            objExcel = CType(CreateObject("Excel.Application"),  _ 
                Microsoft.Office.Interop.Excel.Application) 
            objExcel.Visible = False 
            objExcelWB = CType(objExcel.Workbooks.Open("C:\AirfoilStreamlines.xlsx"),  _ 
                Microsoft.Office.Interop.Excel.Workbook) 
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            objExcelWS = CType(objExcelWB.Sheets("Sheet1"),  _ 
                Microsoft.Office.Interop.Excel.Worksheet) 
        Catch ex As Exception 
            Cursor.Current = Cursors.Default 
            MsgBox("Error: Could not open an output file.", vbOKOnly) 
            Application.Exit() 
        End Try 
        objExcelWS.Cells(1, 1) = "Airflow around a Joukowski airfoil" 
        objExcelWS.Cells(2, 1) = "Date: " & Now.ToString 
        objExcelWS.Cells(3, 1) = "Radius R (m) =" 
        objExcelWS.Cells(3, 2) = Trim(Str(R0)) 
        objExcelWS.Cells(4, 1) = "Horizontal shift f (m) =" 
        objExcelWS.Cells(4, 2) = Trim(Str(f0)) 
        objExcelWS.Cells(5, 1) = "Vertical shift g (m) =" 
        objExcelWS.Cells(5, 2) = Trim(Str(g0)) 
        objExcelWS.Cells(6, 1) = "Joukowski b (m) =" 
        objExcelWS.Cells(6, 2) = Trim(Str(b0)) 
        objExcelWS.Cells(7, 1) = "Vinf (m/s) =" 
        objExcelWS.Cells(7, 2) = Trim(Str(Vinf)) 
        objExcelWS.Cells(8, 1) = "Alpha (deg) =" 
        objExcelWS.Cells(8, 2) = Trim(Str(RTD(Alpha))) 
        objExcelWS.Cells(9, 1) = "GammaGL =" 
        objExcelWS.Cells(9, 2) = Trim(Str(GammaGL)) 
        objExcelWS.Cells(10, 1) = "Gamma =" 
        objExcelWS.Cells(10, 2) = Trim(Str(Gamma)) 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub FindCylinderStreamlines() 
        ' This subroutine enumerates points on the streamlines in the plane of the  
        ' original cylinder. 
        Dim RIn As Double 
        Dim ThetaIn As Double 
        Dim XIn As Double 
        Dim YIn As Double 
        Dim ROut(4) As Double 
        Dim ThetaOut(4) As Double 
        Dim NumOut As Int32 
        Dim XOut(4) As Double 
        Dim YOut(4) As Double 
        ' 
        ' Main loop - one per streamline. 
        For SL As Int32 = 1 To NumStreamlines Step 1 
            X1st = XX(SL) 
            Y1st = YY(SL) 
            R1st = Math.Sqrt((X1st * X1st) + (Y1st * Y1st)) 
            Theta1st = Math.Atan2(Y1st, X1st) 
            SinThetaAlpha = Math.Sin(Theta1st - Alpha) 
            Psi1st = Vinf * R1st * (1 - (R0 * R0 / (R1st * R1st))) * SinThetaAlpha + _ 
                (-Gamma * Math.Log(R1st) / (2 * Math.PI)) 
            objExcelWS.Cells(12, 1 + (SL - 1) * 5) = "Xfirst =" 
            objExcelWS.Cells(12, 2 + (SL - 1) * 5) = Trim(Str(X1st)) 
            objExcelWS.Cells(13, 1 + (SL - 1) * 5) = "Yfirst =" 
            objExcelWS.Cells(13, 2 + (SL - 1) * 5) = Trim(Str(Y1st)) 
            objExcelWS.Cells(14, 1 + (SL - 1) * 5) = "Rfirst =" 
            objExcelWS.Cells(14, 2 + (SL - 1) * 5) = Trim(Str(R1st)) 
            objExcelWS.Cells(15, 1 + (SL - 1) * 5) = "Thetafirst =" 
            objExcelWS.Cells(15, 2 + (SL - 1) * 5) = Trim(Str(Theta1st)) 
            objExcelWS.Cells(16, 1 + (SL - 1) * 5) = "Psi =" 
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            objExcelWS.Cells(16, 2 + (SL - 1) * 5) = Trim(Str(Psi1st)) 
            objExcelWS.Cells(17, 1 + (SL - 1) * 5) = "Theta" 
            objExcelWS.Cells(17, 2 + (SL - 1) * 5) = "Radius" 
            objExcelWS.Cells(17, 3 + (SL - 1) * 5) = "X" 
            objExcelWS.Cells(17, 4 + (SL - 1) * 5) = "Y" 
            objExcelWS.Cells(16, 4 + (SL - 1) * 5) = "SL #" & Trim(Str(SL)) 
            objExcelWS.Cells(18, 1 + (SL - 1) * 5) = FormatNumber(Theta1st, 6) 
            objExcelWS.Cells(18, 2 + (SL - 1) * 5) = FormatNumber(R1st, 6) 
            objExcelWS.Cells(18, 3 + (SL - 1) * 5) = FormatNumber(X1st, 6) 
            objExcelWS.Cells(18, 4 + (SL - 1) * 5) = FormatNumber(Y1st, 6) 
            DisplayString = DisplayString & "Now running streamline # " & _ 
                Trim(Str(SL)) & vbCrLf 
            labelOutput.Text = DisplayString 
            Me.Refresh() 
            '  
            ' Main loop - points along each streamline. 
            XIn = X1st 
            YIn = Y1st 
            RIn = R1st 
            ThetaIn = Theta1st 
            Dim LocalSlope As Double = 0 
            For PT As Int32 = 1 To NumPtsPerSL Step 1 
                labelOutput.Text = DisplayString & "  Point # " & Trim(Str(PT)) & _ 
                    " with R = " & Trim(Str(RIn)) 
                Me.Refresh() 
                ' Find the next point on the streamline. 
                ReturnString = FindNextPoints(Psi1st, RIn, ThetaIn, _ 
                    DelR, NumOut, ROut, ThetaOut) 
                ' Deal with failure. 
                If (ReturnString <> "SUCCESS") Then 
                    MsgBox("Failure on SL #" & Trim(Str(SL)) & _ 
                        " at PT #" & Trim(Str(PT)) & vbCrLf & _ 
                        ReturnString) 
                    Application.Exit() 
                End If 
                ' Exclude points which are inside the cylinder. 
                Do While ((NumOut > 0) And (ROut(1) < R0)) 
                    ROut(1) = ROut(2) 
                    ThetaOut(1) = ThetaOut(2) 
                    ROut(2) = ROut(3) 
                    ThetaOut(2) = ThetaOut(3) 
                    ROut(3) = ROut(4) 
                    ThetaOut(3) = ThetaOut(4) 
                    NumOut = NumOut - 1 
                Loop 
                Do While ((NumOut > 1) And (ROut(2) < R0)) 
                    ROut(2) = ROut(3) 
                    ThetaOut(2) = ThetaOut(3) 
                    ROut(3) = ROut(4) 
                    ThetaOut(3) = ThetaOut(4) 
                    NumOut = NumOut - 1 
                Loop 
                Do While ((NumOut > 2) And (ROut(3) < R0)) 
                    ROut(3) = ROut(4) 
                    ThetaOut(3) = ThetaOut(4) 
                    NumOut = NumOut - 1 
                Loop 
                Do While ((NumOut > 3) And (ROut(4) < R0)) 
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                    NumOut = NumOut - 1 
                Loop 
                If (NumOut = 0) Then 
                    MsgBox("Failure on SL #" & Trim(Str(SL)) & _ 
                        " at PT #" & Trim(Str(PT)) & vbCrLf & _ 
                        "No points lie outside the cylinder.") 
                    Application.Exit() 
                End If 
                ' Determine which point represents the better progress along the SL. 
                For I As Int32 = 1 To NumOut Step 1 
                    XOut(I) = ROut(I) * Math.Cos(ThetaOut(I)) 
                    YOut(I) = ROut(I) * Math.Sin(ThetaOut(I)) 
                Next I 
                Do 
                    ' If there are three points, then we are at the trailing Stag Point. 
                    ' In this case, pick the one with the biggest radius. 
                    If (NumOut = 3) Then 
                        If ((ROut(1) > ROut(2)) And (ROut(1) > ROut(2))) Then 
                            R = ROut(1) 
                            Theta = ThetaOut(1) 
                            X = XOut(1) 
                            Y = YOut(1) 
                            Exit Do 
                        Else 
                            If (ROut(2) > ROut(3)) Then 
                                R = ROut(2) 
                                Theta = ThetaOut(2) 
                                X = XOut(2) 
                                Y = YOut(2) 
                                Exit Do 
                            Else 
                                R = ROut(3) 
                                Theta = ThetaOut(3) 
                                X = XOut(3) 
                                Y = YOut(3) 
                                Exit Do 
                            End If 
                        End If 
                    End If 
                    ' If there is only one point, take it. 
                    If (NumOut = 1) Then 
                        R = ROut(1) 
                        Theta = ThetaOut(1) 
                        X = XOut(1) 
                        Y = YOut(1) 
                        Exit Do 
                    End If 
                    ' If there are two points, then pick the point which has the slope 
                    ' closest to the local slope. 
                    Dim Slope1to2 As Double 
                    Dim Slope2to1 As Double 
                    Slope1to2 = Math.Atan2(YOut(2) - YOut(1), XOut(2) - XOut(1)) 
                    Slope2to1 = Math.Atan2(YOut(1) - YOut(2), XOut(1) - XOut(2)) 
                    If (Math.Abs(Slope1to2 - LocalSlope) < _ 
                        Math.Abs(Slope2to1 - LocalSlope)) Then 
                        R = ROut(2) 
                        Theta = ThetaOut(2) 
                        X = XOut(2) 
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                        Y = YOut(2) 
                        LocalSlope = Slope1to2 
                        Exit Do 
                    Else 
                        R = ROut(1) 
                        Theta = ThetaOut(1) 
                        X = XOut(1) 
                        Y = YOut(1) 
                        LocalSlope = Slope2to1 
                        Exit Do 
                    End If 
                Loop 
                ' Write the new streamline point to the Excel file. 
                objExcelWS.Cells(18 + PT, 1 + (SL - 1) * 5) = FormatNumber(Theta, 6) 
                objExcelWS.Cells(18 + PT, 2 + (SL - 1) * 5) = FormatNumber(R, 6) 
                objExcelWS.Cells(18 + PT, 3 + (SL - 1) * 5) = FormatNumber(X, 6) 
                objExcelWS.Cells(18 + PT, 4 + (SL - 1) * 5) = FormatNumber(Y, 6) 
                ' Store the new streamline point. 
                XOrig(SL, PT) = X 
                YOrig(SL, PT) = Y 
                ' Update for the next iteration. 
                RIn = R 
                ThetaIn = Theta 
            Next PT 
            LastRow(SL) = NumPtsPerSL 
        Next SL 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Function FindNextPoints( _ 
        ByVal Psi As Double, _ 
        ByVal OldR As Double, ByVal OldTheta As Double, _ 
        ByVal delS As Double, 
        ByRef NumNew As Int32, _ 
        ByRef NewR() As Double, ByRef NewTheta() As Double) As String 
        ' This function identifies up to four more points on a given streamline Psi, 
        ' starting from the point (OldR, OldTheta).  The four new points are all a 
        ' distance delS away from the old point.  The new points are returned as the 
        ' ByRef arguments NewR() and NewTheta(), along with the number of such points in 
        ' NumNew.  It will be up to the calling routine to pick which of the four points 
        ' lies in the direction of interest. 
        ' 
        ' This function uses brute force to search around a small circle centered on the 
        ' old point, and then uses a successive 50% reduction of the search range to 
        ' narrow in on the two angles. 
        ' 
        ' The temporary variable SurfaceFactor is a fraction of delS.  If the old point 
        ' lies within SurfaceFactor*delS of the surface of the circle, then the old point 
        ' is assumed to lie exactly on the circle.  If not, then the old point is assumed 
        ' to be in the free stream.  If the old point lies exactly on the circle, then 
        ' the function returns the two points which are +delS and -delS away from the old 
        ' point but lie on the surface.   
 
        ' If the old point is in the free stream, but is nonetheless close to the 
        ' surface, then all references to radius are kept at least SurfaceFactor*delS/2 
        ' away from the surface, in order to avoid errors. 
        ' 
        ' This function returns "SUCCESS" or an error message. 
        ' 
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        Dim Xtemp As Double 
        Dim Ytemp As Double 
        Dim Rtemp As Double 
        Dim Thetatemp As Double 
        Dim ROnCircle(360) As Double 
        Dim ThetaOnCircle(360) As Double 
        Dim PsiOnCircle(360) As Double 
        Dim BestIndex(4) As Int32 
        Dim ResultString As String 
        Dim DisplayString As String 
        ' 
        ' /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
        ' Sub-Procedure #1 - Populate Psi for a small circle centered on the old point. 
        For I As Int32 = 0 To 360 Step 1 
            Xtemp = (OldR * Math.Cos(OldTheta)) + (delS * Math.Cos(DTR(I))) 
            Ytemp = (OldR * Math.Sin(OldTheta)) + (delS * Math.Sin(DTR(I))) 
            Rtemp = Math.Sqrt((Xtemp * Xtemp) + (Ytemp * Ytemp)) 
            Thetatemp = Math.Atan2(Ytemp, Xtemp) 
            ROnCircle(I) = Rtemp 
            ThetaOnCircle(I) = Thetatemp 
            SinThetaAlpha = Math.Sin(Thetatemp - Alpha) 
            PsiOnCircle(I) = Vinf * Rtemp * (1 - (R0 * R0 / (Rtemp * Rtemp))) _ 
                * SinThetaAlpha + (-Gamma * Math.Log(Rtemp) / (2 * Math.PI)) 
        Next I 
        ' 
        ' /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
        ' Sub-Procedure #2 - Find the points on the circle where delPsi changes sign. 
        NumNew = 0 
        For I As Int32 = 0 To 359 Step 1 
            If (((PsiOnCircle(I + 1) - Psi) * (PsiOnCircle(I) - Psi)) <= 0) Then 
                ' Psi(I+1) and Psi(I) are on different sides of Psi. 
                NumNew = NumNew + 1 
                ' BestIndex stores the lower index of the pair. 
                BestIndex(NumNew) = I 
            End If 
        Next I 
        If (NumNew = 0) Then 
            MsgBox("Error: Failed to find any points in FindNextPoints()") 
            Application.Exit() 
        End If 
        If (NumNew > 4) Then 
            MsgBox("Error: Found more than four points in FindNextPoints()") 
        End If 
        ' 
        ' /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
        ' Sub-Procedure #3 - Find the best points for the BestIndices. 
        For I As Int32 = 1 To NumNew Step 1 
            ResultString = FindBestPoint(Psi, _ 
                ROnCircle(BestIndex(I)), ThetaOnCircle(BestIndex(I)), _ 
                ROnCircle(BestIndex(I) + 1), ThetaOnCircle(BestIndex(I) + 1), _ 
                NewR(I), NewTheta(I)) 
            If (ResultString <> "SUCCESS") Then 
                DisplayString = "Call to FindBestPoint() failed with:" & vbCrLf & _ 
                    "BestIndex = " & Trim(Str(BestIndex(I))) & vbCrLf & _ 
                    "R1 = " & Trim(Str(ROnCircle(BestIndex(I)))) & _ 
                    " Theta1 = " & Trim(Str(RTD(ThetaOnCircle(BestIndex(I))))) & _ 
                    " with Psi1 = " & Trim(Str(PsiOnCircle(BestIndex(I)))) & vbCrLf & _ 
                    "R2 = " & Trim(Str(ROnCircle(BestIndex(I) + 1))) & _ 
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                    " Theta2 = " & Trim(Str(RTD(ThetaOnCircle(BestIndex(I) + 1)))) & _ 
                    " with Psi2 = " & Trim(Str(PsiOnCircle(BestIndex(I) + 1))) & _ 
                    vbCrLf & "Psi = " & Trim(Str(Psi)) 
                FindNextPoints = "Error: FindNextPoints() failed with: " & DisplayString 
                Exit Function 
            End If 
        Next I 
        FindNextPoints = "SUCCESS" 
    End Function 
 
    Private Function FindBestPoint( _ 
        ByVal Psi As Double, _ 
        ByVal R1 As Double, ByVal Theta1 As Double, _ 
        ByVal R2 As Double, ByVal Theta2 As Double, _ 
        ByRef BestR As Double, ByRef BestTheta As Double) As String 
        ' This function finds the point on the line between point (R1, Theta1) and point 
        ' (R2, Theta2) which has the value closest to the given Psi.  The function 
        ' returns "SUCCESS" or an error message. 
        Dim X1 As Double        ' (x, y) co-ordinates of the point (R1, Theta1) 
        Dim Y1 As Double 
        Dim X2 As Double        ' (x, y) co-ordinates of the point (R2, Theta2) 
        Dim Y2 As Double 
        Dim Xmid As Double      ' Midpoints of the x and y extremes 
        Dim Ymid As Double 
        Dim Rmid As Double      ' Midpoints of the r and theta extremes 
        Dim Thetamid As Double 
        Dim Psi1 As Double      ' Values of Psi at the two extremes 
        Dim Psi2 As Double 
        Dim PsiMid As Double    ' The midpoint value of Psi 
        Dim MaxDifInPsi As Double = 0.00000001  ' Termination test #1 
        Dim MaxNumIterations As Int32 = 10000   ' Termination test #2 
        Dim NumIterations As Int32 = 0 
        Psi1 = Vinf * R1 * (1 - (R0 * R0 / (R1 * R1))) * Math.Sin(Theta1 - Alpha) + _ 
            (-Gamma * Math.Log(R1) / (2 * Math.PI)) 
        Psi2 = Vinf * R2 * (1 - (R0 * R0 / (R2 * R2))) * Math.Sin(Theta2 - Alpha) + _ 
            (-Gamma * Math.Log(R2) / (2 * Math.PI)) 
        Do 
            ' Test for failure. 
            NumIterations = NumIterations + 1 
            If (NumIterations > MaxNumIterations) Then 
                FindBestPoint = "Error: FindBestPoint() failed to converge." 
                Exit Function 
            End If 
            ' Ensure that PsiHigh and PsiLow are bounds for Psi. 
            If ((Psi1 - Psi) * (Psi2 - Psi) > 0) Then 
                FindBestPoint = "Error: Endpoints in FindBestPoint() do not bound Psi." 
                Exit Function 
            End If 
            ' Find the midpoint. 
            X1 = R1 * Math.Cos(Theta1) 
            Y1 = R1 * Math.Sin(Theta1) 
            X2 = R2 * Math.Cos(Theta2) 
            Y2 = R2 * Math.Sin(Theta2) 
            Xmid = (X1 + X2) / 2 
            Ymid = (Y1 + Y2) / 2 
            Rmid = Math.Sqrt((Xmid * Xmid) + (Ymid * Ymid)) 
            Thetamid = Math.Atan2(Ymid, Xmid) 
            SinThetaAlpha = Math.Sin(Thetamid - Alpha) 
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            PsiMid = Vinf * Rmid * (1 - (R0 * R0 / (Rmid * Rmid))) * SinThetaAlpha + _ 
                (-Gamma * Math.Log(Rmid) / (2 * Math.PI)) 
            ' Determine if PsiMid is perfect. 
            If (PsiMid = Psi) Then 
                BestR = Rmid 
                BestTheta = Thetamid 
                FindBestPoint = "SUCCESS" 
                Exit Function 
            End If 
            ' If PsiMid is not perfect, then find out which side is better. 
            If ((Psi1 - Psi) * (PsiMid - Psi) > 0) Then 
                ' Psi1 and PsiMid are on the same side of the given Psi. 
                R1 = Rmid 
                Theta1 = Thetamid 
                Psi1 = PsiMid 
            Else 
                ' Psi2 and PsiMid are on the same side of the given Psi. 
                R2 = Rmid 
                theta2 = Thetamid 
                Psi2 = PsiMid 
            End If 
            ' Test for successful convergence. 
            If ((Math.Abs((Psi1 - Psi2) / Psi)) < MaxDifInPsi) Then 
                BestR = Rmid 
                BestTheta = Thetamid 
                FindBestPoint = "SUCCESS" 
                Exit Function 
            End If 
        Loop 
        FindBestPoint = "SUCCESS" 
    End Function 
 
    Public Sub AddCircleToPlot() 
        ' This subroutine adds a section to the Excel spreadsheet with the co-ordinates 
        ' of the cylinder's surface. 
        DisplayString = DisplayString & _ 
            "Now adding cylinder surface to the streamline arrays." 
        labelOutput.Text = DisplayString 
        Me.Refresh() 
        objExcelWS.Cells(16, 1 + (NumStreamlines * 5)) = "Cylinder surface" 
        objExcelWS.Cells(17, 1 + (NumStreamlines * 5)) = "Theta" 
        objExcelWS.Cells(17, 2 + (NumStreamlines * 5)) = "Radius" 
        objExcelWS.Cells(17, 3 + (NumStreamlines * 5)) = "X" 
        objExcelWS.Cells(17, 4 + (NumStreamlines * 5)) = "Y" 
        For I As Int32 = 0 To 719 Step 1 
            Theta = DTR(I / 2) 
            R = R0 
            X = R * Math.Cos(Theta) 
            Y = R * Math.Sin(Theta) 
            objExcelWS.Cells(18 + I, 1 + (NumStreamlines * 5)) = FormatNumber(Theta, 6) 
            objExcelWS.Cells(18 + I, 2 + (NumStreamlines * 5)) = FormatNumber(R, 6) 
            objExcelWS.Cells(18 + I, 3 + (NumStreamlines * 5)) = FormatNumber(X, 6) 
            objExcelWS.Cells(18 + I, 4 + (NumStreamlines * 5)) = FormatNumber(Y, 6) 
            XOrig(0, I + 1) = X 
            YOrig(0, I + 1) = Y 
        Next I 
        LastRow(0) = 720 
    End Sub 
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    Public Sub ExecuteTransformation() 
        ' This subroutine tranforms all points in the cylinder's plane into the airfoil's 
        ' plane.  All points consist of the NumPtsPerSL on each of NumStreamlines. 
        DisplayString = DisplayString & vbCrLf & _ 
            "Now converting streamlines." 
        labelOutput.Text = DisplayString 
        Me.Refresh() 
        For SL As Int32 = 0 To NumStreamlines Step 1 
            For PT As Int32 = 1 To NumPtsPerSL Step 1 
                Dim x As Double 
                Dim y As Double 
                x = XOrig(SL, PT) 
                y = YOrig(SL, PT) 
                x = x - f0 
                y = y + g0 
                If ((x <> 0) Or (y <> 0)) Then 
                    P(SL, PT) = x + (x * b0 * b0 / ((x * x) + (y * y))) 
                    Q(SL, PT) = y - (y * b0 * b0 / ((x * x) + (y * y))) 
                End If 
            Next PT 
        Next SL 
    End Sub 
 
    Public Sub WriteAirfoilData() 
        ' This subroutine writes all of the SL data to the Excel spreadsheet. 
        DisplayString = DisplayString & vbCrLf & _ 
            "Now writing airfoil data to spreadsheet." 
        labelOutput.Text = DisplayString 
        Me.Refresh() 
        Dim FirstCol As Int32 = 1 + ((NumStreamlines + 1) * 5) 
        For SL As Int32 = 0 To NumStreamlines Step 1 
            objExcelWS.Cells(16, FirstCol + (SL * 3)) = _ 
                "Airfoil streamline #" & Trim(Str(SL)) 
            objExcelWS.Cells(17, FirstCol + (SL * 3)) = "P" 
            objExcelWS.Cells(17, FirstCol + 1 + (SL * 3)) = "Q" 
            For PT As Int32 = 1 To LastRow(SL) Step 1 
                objExcelWS.Cells(17 + PT, FirstCol + (SL * 3)) = _ 
                    FormatNumber(P(SL, PT), 6) 
                objExcelWS.Cells(17 + PT, FirstCol + 1 + (SL * 3)) = _ 
                    FormatNumber(Q(SL, PT), 6) 
                labelOutput.Text = DisplayString & vbCrLf & _ 
                    "  PT# " & Trim(Str(PT)) & " on SL# " & Trim(Str(SL)) 
                Me.Refresh() 
            Next PT 
        Next SL 
        DisplayString = DisplayString & vbCrLf & _ 
            "Finished writing airfoil data to spreadsheet." 
        labelOutput.Text = DisplayString 
        Me.Refresh() 
    End Sub 
 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    '// General purpose subroutines 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
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    Public Function RTD(ByVal NumRad As Double) As Double 
        ' Converts an angle in radians to its equivalent in degrees. 
        RTD = NumRad * 180 / Math.PI 
    End Function 
 
    Public Function DTR(ByVal NumDeg As Double) As Double 
        ' Converts an angles in degrees to its equivalent in radians. 
        DTR = NumDeg * Math.PI / 180 
    End Function 
 
    Public Function ModulusAngle(ByVal Angle As Double) As Double 
        ' Modulates an angle to the range 0 degrees <= Angle < +359.999... degrees. 
        ' The angle must be expressed in radians. 
        Do 
            If ((Angle >= 0) And (Angle < (2 * Math.PI))) Then 
                ModulusAngle = Angle 
                Exit Function 
            End If 
            If (Angle > (2 * Math.PI)) Then 
                Angle = Angle - (2 * Math.PI) 
            End If 
            If (Angle < 0) Then 
                Angle = Angle + (2 * Math.PI) 
            End If 
        Loop 
    End Function 
 
End Class 
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Appendix “E” 

 

A Visual Basic program to plot the pressure distribution around a Joukowski airfoil 

 

Listing of class Main 

 
Option Strict On 
Option Explicit On 
 
' The pressure distribution around a Joukowski-type airfoil 
 
Public Class Main 
    Inherits System.Windows.Forms.Form 
 
    Public Sub New() 
        InitializeComponent() 
        With Me 
            Name = "" 
            Text = "Force and moment on a Joukowski airfoil" 
            FormBorderStyle = Windows.Forms.FormBorderStyle.FixedSingle 
            Size = New Drawing.Size(1024, 720) 
            CenterToScreen() 
            Visible = True 
            Controls.Add(buttonExit) 
            Controls.Add(buttonRun) 
            Controls.Add(groupboxEdit) 
            Controls.Add(labelResult) 
            Controls.Add(DisplayDrawing) 
            PerformLayout() 
        End With 
    End Sub 
 
    ' Controls and handlers. 
 
    Public WithEvents buttonExit As New Windows.Forms.Button With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(80, 30), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(5, 5), _ 
        .Text = "Exit", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleCenter} 
 
    Public Sub buttonExit_Click() Handles buttonExit.MouseClick 
        Application.Exit() 
    End Sub 
 
    Public WithEvents buttonRun As New Windows.Forms.Button With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(80, 30), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(90, 5), _ 
         .Text = "Run", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleCenter} 
 
    Public Sub buttonRun_Click() Handles buttonRun.MouseClick 
        MainProgram() 
    End Sub 
 
    Public groupboxEdit As New Windows.Forms.GroupBox With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(175, 210), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(5, 40)} 
 
    Public labelResult As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
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        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(300, 250), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(185, 40), _ 
         .Text = "", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.TopLeft} 
 
    Public DisplayDrawing As New Windows.Forms.Panel With _ 
        {.Size = New Drawing.Size(1000, 370), _ 
         .Location = New Drawing.Point(5, 295), _ 
         .BorderStyle = BorderStyle.None} 
 
    Public DisplayBitmap As New Bitmap(1000, 370) 
 
    Public Sub MainProgram() 
        ReadAndRedisplay() 
        ' 
        ' Convert the angle of attack to radians. 
        AlphaRad = AlphaDeg * Math.PI / 180 
        ' 
        ' Calculate the Goldilocks value of the vorticity. 
        Gamma = -4 * Math.PI * Vinf * _ 
            ((JOUKg * Math.Cos(AlphaRad)) + ((JOUKb + JOUKf) * Math.Sin(AlphaRad))) 
        ' 
        ' Using 1,000,000 points, find the leading and trailing edges. 
        Dim Pmin As Double = +1.0E+25 
        Dim Pmax As Double = -1.0E+25 
        Dim LETETheta As Double 
        Dim LETEX As Double 
        Dim LETEY As Double 
        Dim LETEP As Double 
        For Itheta As Int32 = 0 To 1000000 Step 1 
            LETETheta = 2 * Math.PI * Itheta / 1000000 
            LETEX = JOUKR * Math.Cos(LETETheta) 
            LETEY = JOUKR * Math.Sin(LETETheta) 
            LETEX = LETEX - JOUKf 
            LETEY = LETEY + JOUKg 
            LETEP = LETEX + (JOUKb * JOUKb * LETEX / _ 
                ((LETEX * LETEX) + (LETEY * LETEY))) 
            If (LETEP < Pmin) Then 
                Pmin = LETEP 
                PLE = Pmin 
                QLE = LETEY - (JOUKb * JOUKb * LETEY / _ 
                    ((LETEX * LETEX) + (LETEY * LETEY))) 
            End If 
            If (LETEP > Pmax) Then 
                Pmax = LETEP 
                PTE = Pmax 
                QTE = LETEY - (JOUKb * JOUKb * LETEY / _ 
                    ((LETEX * LETEX) + (LETEY * LETEY))) 
            End If 
        Next Itheta 
        JOUKchord = PTE - PLE 
        ' 
        ' Define some local variables. 
        Dim ThetaMid As Double ' Midpoint of surface element on the circle 
        Dim XuMid As Double    ' X-co-ordinate on the original unshifted circle 
        Dim YuMid As Double    ' Y co-ordinate on the original unshifted circle 
        Dim XsMid As Double    ' X co-ordinate on the shifted circle 
        Dim YsMid As Double    ' Y co-ordinate on the shifted circle 
        Dim PMid As Double     ' P co-ordinate on the Joukowski airfoil 
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        Dim QMid As Double     ' Q co-ordinate on the Joukowski airfoil 
        Dim SigmaMid As Double ' Rotation angle of the transformation at the midpoint 
        Dim VsMid As Double    ' Surface speed at the midpoint of the element 
        Dim VpMid As Double    ' P component of the air speed at the midpoint 
        Dim VqMid As Double    ' Q component of the air speed at the midpoint 
        ' 
        ' Main loop to integrate around the surface of the airfoil. 
        Dim DelTheta As Double = 2 * Math.PI / NumTheta 
        For Itheta As Int32 = 1 To NumTheta Step 1 
            ThetaMid = (Itheta - 0.5) * DelTheta 
            '  
            ' Calculate the co-ordinates of the point on the original circle. 
            XuMid = JOUKR * Math.Cos(ThetaMid) 
            YuMid = JOUKR * Math.Sin(ThetaMid) 
            ' 
            ' Transform the point onto the shifted circle. 
            XsMid = XuMid - JOUKf 
            YsMid = YuMid + JOUKg 
            ' 
            ' Transform the point onto the Joukowski airfoil. 
            PMid = XsMid + (JOUKb * JOUKb * XsMid / _ 
                ((XsMid * XsMid) + (YsMid * YsMid))) 
            QMid = YsMid - (JOUKb * JOUKb * YsMid / _ 
                ((XsMid * XsMid) + (YsMid * YsMid))) 
            ' 
            ' Calculate the rotation angle of the Joukowski transformation. 
            Dim Aconstant As Double 
            Dim Bconstant As Double 
            Dim Cconstant As Double 
            Aconstant = 2 * JOUKb * JOUKb * XsMid * YsMid 
            Bconstant = (((XsMid * XsMid) + (YsMid * YsMid)) ^ 2) + _ 
                (JOUKb * JOUKb * ((YsMid * YsMid) - (XsMid * XsMid))) 
            Cconstant = ((XsMid * XsMid) + (YsMid * YsMid)) ^ 2 
            SigmaMid = Math.Atan2(Aconstant, Bconstant) 
            ' 
            ' Calculate the surface speed of the air. 
            Dim temp1 As Double 
            Dim temp2 As Double 
            Dim temp3 As Double 
            temp1 = Math.Sin(ThetaMid - AlphaRad) 
            temp2 = (JOUKg * Math.Cos(AlphaRad)) + _ 
                ((JOUKb + JOUKf) * Math.Sin(AlphaRad)) 
            temp2 = temp2 / JOUKR 
            temp3 = Math.Sqrt((Aconstant * Aconstant) + (Bconstant * Bconstant)) 
            temp3 = Cconstant / temp3 
            VsMid = 2 * Vinf * (temp1 + temp2) * temp3 
            ' 
            ' Calculate the p- and q-components of the air speed. 
            VpMid = VsMid * Math.Sin(ThetaMid + SigmaMid) 
            VqMid = -VsMid * Math.Cos(ThetaMid + SigmaMid) 
            ' 
            ' Record the pressure at the midpoint of the element of surface area. 
            P(Itheta) = PMid 
            Q(Itheta) = QMid 
            Pressure(Itheta) = -0.5 * Density * ((VpMid * VpMid) + (VqMid * VqMid)) 
            ' 
            ' Calculate the components of the force on the element of surface area. 
            Dim temp4 As Double 
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            temp4 = 0.5 * Density * VsMid * VsMid * JOUKR * DelTheta / temp3 
            Fp(Itheta) = temp4 * Math.Cos(ThetaMid + SigmaMid) 
            Fq(Itheta) = temp4 * Math.Sin(ThetaMid + SigmaMid) 
            ' 
            ' Calculate the moment on the element of surface area. 
            T3(Itheta) = (PMid * Fq(Itheta)) - (QMid * Fp(Itheta)) 
        Next Itheta 
        ' 
        ' Loop to add up the forces and moments. 
        FpTotal = 0 
        FqTotal = 0 
        T3Total = 0 
        For Itheta As Int32 = 1 To NumTheta Step 1 
            FpTotal = FpTotal + Fp(Itheta) 
            FqTotal = FqTotal + Fq(Itheta) 
            T3Total = T3Total + T3(Itheta) 
        Next Itheta 
        ' 
        ' Prepare a statement of results. 
        Dim temp5 As Double 
        Dim temp6 As Double 
        temp5 = Vinf * 3600 * 100 / (2.54 * 12 * 5280) 
        temp6 = Math.Atan2(FqTotal, FpTotal) * 180 / Math.PI 
        JOUKStringToDisplay = _ 
            "Airfoil parameters:" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  p(leading edge) = " & Trim(Str(PLE)) & " m" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  q(leading edge) = " & Trim(Str(QLE)) & " m" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  p(trailing edge) = " & Trim(Str(PTE)) & " m" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  q(trailing edge) = " & Trim(Str(QTE)) & " m" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  chord = " & Trim(Str(JOUKchord)) & vbCrLf & vbCrLf & _ 
            "Flight conditions:" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  Vinf = " & Trim(Str(Vinf)) & " m/s = " & _ 
            Trim(Str(temp5)) & " mph" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  Angle of attack = " & Trim(Str(AlphaDeg)) & " degrees" & _ 
            vbCrLf & vbCrLf & _ 
            "Net force:" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  Fptotal = " & Trim(Str(FpTotal)) & " Newtons" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  Fqtotal = " & Trim(Str(FqTotal)) & " Newtons" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  Angle = " & Trim(Str(temp6)) & " degrees" & vbCrLf & vbCrLf & _ 
            "Net moment:" & vbCrLf & _ 
            "  T3total = " & Trim(Str(T3Total)) & " Nm" 
        labelResult.Text = JOUKStringToDisplay 
        labelResult.Refresh() 
        ' 
        ' Clear the graphics. 
        Dim h As Graphics = Graphics.FromImage(DisplayBitmap) 
        h.Clear(Control.DefaultBackColor) 
        h.Dispose() 
        DisplayDrawing.BackgroundImage = DisplayBitmap 
        DisplayDrawing.Refresh() 
        ' 
        ' Plot the pressure distribution. 
        Dim e As System.EventArgs 
        RenderPressure(DisplayDrawing, e, DisplayBitmap, _ 
            P, Q, Pressure, Fp, Fq, NumTheta, JOUKchord) 
        DisplayDrawing.BackgroundImage = DisplayBitmap 
        DisplayDrawing.Refresh() 
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        '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
        '// The following optional routine write the components in Equation (110)  
        '// into a text file for later plotting. 
        Dim Filewriter As New System.IO.StreamWriter("Eqn110.txt") 
        Dim DeltaTheta As Double = 2 * Math.PI / 2000 
        Dim SumForcep As Double = 0 
        Dim SumForceq As Double = 0 
        Dim FormatString As String = "+0.00000000E+000;-0.00000000E+000" 
        For Itheta As Int32 = 0 To 2000 Step 1 
            Dim Theta As Double = Itheta * DeltaTheta 
            Dim CosTheta As Double = Math.Cos(Theta) 
            Dim SinTheta As Double = Math.Sin(Theta) 
            Dim CosAlpha As Double = Math.Cos(AlphaRad) 
            Dim SinAlpha As Double = Math.Sin(AlphaRad) 
            Dim Sigma As Double 
            Dim param1 As Double = (JOUKR * CosTheta) - JOUKf 
            Dim param2 As Double = (JOUKR * SinTheta) + JOUKg 
            Dim param1sq As Double = param1 * param1 
            Dim param2sq As Double = param2 * param2 
            Dim Num As Double 
            Dim Den As Double 
            Dim factor1 As Double 
            Dim factor2 As Double 
            Dim factor3p As Double 
            Dim factor3q As Double 
            Dim coef As Double 
            Dim Forcep, Forceq As Double 
            ' Calculate sigma 
            Num = 2 * JOUKb * JOUKb * param1 * param2 
            Den = ((param1sq + param2sq) ^ 2) + (JOUKb * JOUKb * (param2sq - param1sq)) 
            Sigma = Math.Atan2(Num, Den) 
            ' Calculate term in curly brackets 
            factor1 = _ 
                (Math.Sin(Theta - AlphaRad) + _ 
                (((JOUKg * CosAlpha) + ((JOUKb + JOUKf) * SinAlpha)) / JOUKR)) ^ 2 
            factor2 = ((param1sq + param2sq) ^ 2) / (param1 * param2) 
            factor3p = Math.Cos(Theta + Sigma) 
            factor3q = Math.Sin(Theta + Sigma) 
            ' Calculate the coefficient 
            coef = Density * Vinf * Vinf * Math.Sin(Sigma) * JOUKR * DeltaTheta _ 
                / (JOUKb ^ 2) 
            ' Calculate the forces  
            Forcep = coef * factor1 * factor2 * factor3p 
            Forceq = coef * factor1 * factor2 * factor3q 
            ' Keep a running total 
            SumForcep = SumForcep + Forcep 
            SumForceq = SumForceq + Forceq 
            ' Write to the file 
            Filewriter.Write( _ 
                "Theta = " & Format(Theta, FormatString) & "    " & _ 
                "Forcep = " & Format(Forcep, FormatString) & "    " & _ 
                "Forceq = " & Format(Forceq, FormatString) & vbCrLf) 
        Next Itheta 
        ' Write the totals 
        Filewriter.Write( _ 
            "Total = " & Format(0, FormatString) & "    " & _ 
            "Forcep = " & Format(SumForcep, FormatString) & "    " & _ 
            "Forceq = " & Format(SumForceq, FormatString) & vbCrLf) 
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        Filewriter.Close() 
        '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
    End Sub 
 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    '// Controls to edit the Joukowski airfoil and flight conditions. 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
    Public Row0 As Int32 = 10 
    Public LabelCol As Int32 = 5 
    Public LabelW As Int32 = 110 
    Public ValueCol As Int32 = 120 
    Public ValueW As Int32 = 50 
 
    Public labelJOUKR As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(LabelW, 20), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(LabelCol, Row0), _ 
        .Text = "Joukowski R (m)", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleLeft, _ 
        .Parent = groupboxEdit} 
 
    Public tbJOUKR As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(ValueW, 20), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(ValueCol, Row0), _ 
        .Text = Trim(Str(JOUKR)), .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left, _ 
        .Parent = groupboxEdit} 
 
    Public labelJOUKf As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(LabelW, 20), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(LabelCol, Row0 + 25), _ 
        .Text = "Joukowski f (m)", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleLeft, _ 
        .Parent = groupboxEdit} 
 
    Public tbJOUKf As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(ValueW, 30), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(ValueCol, Row0 + 25), _ 
        .Text = Trim(Str(JOUKf)), .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left, _ 
        .Parent = groupboxEdit} 
 
    Public labelJOUKg As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(LabelW, 20), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(LabelCol, Row0 + 50), _ 
        .Text = "Joukowski g (m)", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleLeft, _ 
        .Parent = groupboxEdit} 
 
    Public tbJOUKg As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(ValueW, 20), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(ValueCol, Row0 + 50), _ 
        .Text = Trim(Str(JOUKg)), .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left, _ 
        .Parent = groupboxEdit} 
 
    Public labelJOUKb As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(LabelW, 20), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(LabelCol, Row0 + 75), _ 
        .Text = "Joukowski b (m)", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleLeft, _ 
        .Parent = groupboxEdit} 
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    Public tbJOUKb As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(ValueW, 20), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(ValueCol, Row0 + 75), _ 
        .Text = Trim(Str(JOUKb)), .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left, _ 
        .Parent = groupboxEdit} 
 
    Public labelVinf As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(LabelW, 20), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(LabelCol, Row0 + 100), _ 
        .Text = "Vinf (m/s)", .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleLeft, _ 
        .Parent = groupboxEdit} 
 
    Public tbVinf As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(ValueW, 20), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(ValueCol, Row0 + 100), _ 
        .Text = Trim(Str(Vinf)), .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left, _ 
        .Parent = groupboxEdit} 
 
    Public labelAlphaDeg As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(LabelW, 20), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(LabelCol, Row0 + 125), _ 
        .Text = "Angle of attack (deg)", _ 
        .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleLeft, _ 
        .Parent = groupboxEdit} 
 
    Public tbAlphaDeg As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(ValueW, 20), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(ValueCol, Row0 + 125), _ 
        .Text = Trim(Str(AlphaDeg)), .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left, _ 
        .Parent = groupboxEdit} 
 
    Public labelDensity As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(LabelW, 20), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(LabelCol, Row0 + 150), _ 
        .Text = "Density (kg/m^3)", _ 
        .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleLeft, _ 
        .Parent = groupboxEdit} 
 
    Public tbDensity As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(ValueW, 20), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(ValueCol, Row0 + 150), _ 
        .Text = Trim(Str(Density)), .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left, _ 
        .Parent = groupboxEdit} 
 
    Public labelDiscretize As New Windows.Forms.Label With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(LabelW, 20), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(LabelCol, Row0 + 175), _ 
        .Text = "Number of elements", _ 
        .TextAlign = ContentAlignment.MiddleLeft, _ 
        .Parent = groupboxEdit} 
 
    Public tbDiscretize As New Windows.Forms.TextBox With _ 
       {.Size = New Drawing.Size(ValueW, 20), _ 
        .Location = New Drawing.Point(ValueCol, Row0 + 175), _ 
        .Text = Trim(Str(NumTheta)), .TextAlign = HorizontalAlignment.Left, _ 
        .Parent = groupboxEdit} 
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    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    '// Subroutine to read and re-display the run parameters. 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    '//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
    Public Sub ReadAndRedisplay() 
        JOUKR = Val(tbJOUKR.Text) 
        JOUKf = Val(tbJOUKf.Text) 
        JOUKg = Val(tbJOUKg.Text) 
        JOUKb = Val(tbJOUKb.Text) 
        Vinf = Val(tbVinf.Text) 
        AlphaDeg = Val(tbAlphaDeg.Text) 
        Density = Val(tbDensity.Text) 
        NumTheta = CInt(Val(tbDiscretize.Text)) 
        tbJOUKR.Text = Trim(Str(JOUKR)) 
        tbJOUKf.Text = Trim(Str(JOUKf)) 
        tbJOUKg.Text = Trim(Str(JOUKg)) 
        tbJOUKb.Text = Trim(Str(JOUKb)) 
        tbVinf.Text = Trim(Str(Vinf)) 
        tbAlphaDeg.Text = Trim(Str(AlphaDeg)) 
        tbDensity.Text = Trim(Str(Density)) 
        tbDiscretize.Text = Trim(Str(NumTheta)) 
    End Sub 
 
End Class 
 
 

Listing of module Variables 
 
Option Strict On 
Option Explicit On 
 
Public Module Variables 
 
    ' p-q co-ordinates of the Joukowski airfoil 
    Public JOUKR As Double = 0.4051 
    Public JOUKf As Double = 0.03069 
    Public JOUKg As Double = 0.02032 
    Public JOUKb As Double = 0.3672 
 
    ' Basic facts about a Joukowski airfoil 
    Public PLE As Double    ' co-ordinates of the leading edge 
    Public QLE As Double 
    Public PTE As Double    ' co-ordinates of the trailing edge 
    Public QTE As Double 
    Public JOUKchord As Double 
 
    ' Flight conditions 
    Public Vinf As Double = 44.7 
    Public AlphaDeg As Double = 5 
    Public Density As Double = 1.225 
    Public AlphaRad As Double 
    Public Gamma As Double 
 
    ' Discretization 
    Public NumTheta As Int32 = 1000 
 
    ' The midpoint of an element of surface area 
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    Public P(100000) As Double 
    Public Q(100000) As Double 
 
    ' Over-pressure on the surface of the airfoil 
    Public Pressure(100000) As Double 
 
    ' Components of the force on the surface of the airfoil 
    Public Fp(100000) As Double 
    Public Fq(100000) As Double 
    Public FpTotal As Double 
    Public FqTotal As Double 
 
    ' Torque on the surface of the airfoil 
    Public T3(100000) As Double 
    Public T3Total As Double 
 
    ' Display variables 
    Public JOUKStringToDisplay As String 
 
End Module 
 
 

Listing of module Render 
 
Option Strict On 
Option Explicit On 
 
Public Module Render 
 
    ' Sub RenderForces() renders a Joukowski airfoil and its pressure distribution onto 
    ' an existing bitmap.  No global variables are used. 
 
    Public Sub RenderPressure( _ 
        ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs, _ 
        ByRef Bitmap As Bitmap, _ 
        ByVal lP() As Double, ByVal lQ() As Double, _ 
        ByVal lPressure() As Double, _ 
        ByVal lFp() As Double, ByVal lFq() As Double, _ 
        ByVal lNumTheta As Int32, _ 
        ByVal lchord As Double) 
        ' 
        ' Arguments: 
        '   Bitmap = the existing bitmap 
        '   lP(), lQ() = co-ordinates of the midpoint of a surface element 
        '   lFp(), lFq() = components of the force on the surface element 
        '   lNumTheta = number of surface elements 
        ' 
        ' Local variables: 
        Dim lPOut(lNumTheta) As Double  ' Outer endpoint of a pressure vector 
        Dim lQOut(lNumTheta) As Double 
        Dim lMaxPressure As Double      ' The maximum relative pressure 
        Dim lMaxX As Double             ' Extreme values of the points to plot 
        Dim lMaxY As Double 
        Dim lMinX As Double 
        Dim lMinY As Double 
        Dim SF As Double                ' The scale factor to apply 
        ' 
        ' Find the maximum absolute value of the pressure in lPressure(). 
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        lMaxPressure = -1.0E+25 
        For Itheta As Int32 = 1 To lNumTheta Step 1 
            If (Math.Abs(lPressure(Itheta)) > lMaxPressure) Then 
                lMaxPressure = Math.Abs(lPressure(Itheta)) 
            End If 
        Next Itheta 
        ' 
        ' Scale all of the pressures to the value of one chord length. 
        For Itheta As Int32 = 1 To lNumTheta Step 1 
            lPressure(Itheta) = lPressure(Itheta) * lchord / lMaxPressure 
        Next Itheta 
        ' 
        ' Calculate the outer endpoints of the pressure vectors. 
        For Itheta As Int32 = 1 To lNumTheta Step 1 
            Dim lNetForce As Double 
            lNetForce = _ 
                Math.Sqrt((lFp(Itheta) * lFp(Itheta)) + (lFq(Itheta) * lFq(Itheta))) 
            lPOut(Itheta) = lP(Itheta) - _ 
                (lPressure(Itheta) * lFp(Itheta) / lNetForce) 
            lQOut(Itheta) = lQ(Itheta) - _ 
                (lPressure(Itheta) * lFq(Itheta) / lNetForce) 
        Next Itheta 
        ' 
        ' Find the extreme values of the points to plot. 
        lMaxX = -1.0E+25 
        lMaxY = -1.0E+25 
        lMinX = 1.0E+25 
        lMinY = 1.0E+25 
        For Itheta As Int32 = 1 To lNumTheta Step 1 
            If (lP(Itheta) > lMaxX) Then 
                lMaxX = lP(Itheta) 
            End If 
            If (lPOut(Itheta) > lMaxX) Then 
                lMaxX = lPOut(Itheta) 
            End If 
            If (lP(Itheta) < lMinX) Then 
                lMinX = lP(Itheta) 
            End If 
            If (lPOut(Itheta) < lMinX) Then 
                lMinX = lPOut(Itheta) 
            End If 
            If (lQ(Itheta) > lMaxY) Then 
                lMaxY = lQ(Itheta) 
            End If 
            If (lQOut(Itheta) > lMaxY) Then 
                lMaxY = lQOut(Itheta) 
            End If 
            If (lQ(Itheta) < lMinY) Then 
                lMinY = lQ(Itheta) 
            End If 
            If (lQOut(Itheta) < lMinY) Then 
                lMinY = lQOut(Itheta) 
            End If 
        Next Itheta 
        ' 
        ' Translate all points so that (0,0) is at the bottom left. 
        For Itheta As Int32 = 1 To lNumTheta Step 1 
            lP(Itheta) = lP(Itheta) - lMinX 
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            lQ(Itheta) = lQ(Itheta) - lMinY 
            lPOut(Itheta) = lPOut(Itheta) - lMinX 
            lQOut(Itheta) = lQOut(Itheta) - lMinY 
        Next Itheta 
        lMaxX = lMaxX - lMinX 
        lMinX = 0 
        lMaxY = lMaxY - lMinY 
        lMinY = 0 
        ' 
        ' Calculate the scaling factors, in pixels per meter. 
        Dim HScale As Double 
        Dim VScale As Double 
        HScale = Bitmap.Width / (lMaxX - lMinX) 
        VScale = Bitmap.Height / (lMaxY - lMinY) 
        ' 
        ' Select the more binding of the scale factors. 
        If (HScale < VScale) Then 
            SF = HScale 
        Else 
            SF = VScale 
        End If 
        ' 
        ' Scale all of the points to plot. 
        For Itheta As Int32 = 1 To lNumTheta Step 1 
            lP(Itheta) = lP(Itheta) * SF 
            lQ(Itheta) = (lMaxY - lQ(Itheta)) * SF 
            lPOut(Itheta) = lPOut(Itheta) * SF 
            lQOut(Itheta) = (lMaxY - lQOut(Itheta)) * SF 
        Next Itheta 
        ' 
        ' Render the force vectors as line segments. 
        Dim g As Graphics = Graphics.FromImage(Bitmap) 
        Dim BlackPen As New Drawing.Pen(Color.Black, 1) 
        For Itheta As Int32 = 1 To lNumTheta Step 5 
            g.DrawLine(BlackPen, _ 
                CSng(lP(Itheta)), CSng(lQ(Itheta)), _ 
                CSng(lPOut(Itheta)), CSng(lQOut(Itheta))) 
        Next Itheta 
        ' 
        ' Render the inner points as an airfoil. 
        Dim RedPen As New Drawing.Pen(Color.Red, 1) 
        For Itheta As Int32 = 1 To (lNumTheta - 1) Step 1 
            g.DrawLine(RedPen, _ 
                CSng(lP(Itheta)), CSng(lQ(Itheta)), _ 
                CSng(lP(Itheta + 1)), CSng(lQ(Itheta + 1))) 
        Next Itheta 
        g.DrawLine(RedPen, _ 
            CSng(lP(lNumTheta)), CSng(lQ(lNumTheta)), _ 
            CSng(lP(1)), CSng(lQ(1))) 
        g.Dispose() 
    End Sub 
 
End Module 
 
 


